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AI.\! ESCA INVESTIGATION OF La'il ENERGY ELECTRON BEAM IV..ODIFICATION AND
FORL"V!ATION OF POLYMERS

by
t'ITLLIAM JAMES BRENNAN

ABSTRACI'

Physical and chemical aspects of t"l.e LJ.teraction of low energy electrons
with organic polymers and polymer precursors have been investigated using x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS or ESCA) .
Electron mean free paths have been determined over a substantial kinetic
energy range using TiKa. and CULa. excitation sources employing the substrate
averlayer technique for poly(paraxylylene) films on gold substrates.

The

ability of the Ti source to probe deep lying core levels in conjunction with
the use of a CULa. source enabled a square root dependence of mean free path
on kinetic energy to be formulated over the energy range 0.5+4.4 keV such that
at 4. 4 keV mean free path is "'4oR.
In view of technological interest in the radiation modification of poly-

mers the interaction of low energy electron beams with fluoropolymers, specifically PTFE and PVF , has been investigated.
In both cases de fluorination
2
of the surface regions has been shown to take place which increases with
radiation dose and dose rate leading to the fonnation of an unsaturated carbonaceous network.

The reaction is, however, independent of electron beam energy.

In the initial states of irradiation inhomogeneities in the surface

region occur in the case of PTFE but not PVF , but the depth of modification
2
in both cases being beyond the FSCA sampling depth using :t-1gKa radiation.
The irradiation of condensed fluorobenzene*esults in the fonnation of
films of involatile polymeric material whose composition is a function of
starting material and shows greater defluorination with applied dose.

Under

controlled conditions the films closely resemble those obtained by plasma
polymerisatian illustrating the similarity in electron beam and plasma processes.
As an extension to this idea NNDQ-SCF-.MO calculations have been carried

out an the structural isomers of the perfluorodiazabenzenes in an attempt
to interpret previous experimental observations relating to their plasma
polymerisation, which may also be relevant to their electron beam polymerisation.
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CHAPTER ONE
ELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY FOR
CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS (ESCA)

2

1.1

Introduction
The ESCA experiment involves the measurement of the

electron number distribution with kinetic energy of photoelectrons emitted from the sample (solido liquid or gas) by
irradiation with a beam of nearly monoenergetic soft X-rays.
Development of the technique has taken place over the past
three decades to an extent where it is routinely employed in
studies of structure 8 bonding and reactivity in the fields
of organic, inorganic and physical chemistry.

1

The photoelectric effect was discovered by Hertz in 1887

2

by observing that an electric discharge occurred more readily
between two electrodes when the cathode was exposed to ultraviolet light.

.
3-6
The results of subsequent experiments
led

to Einsteinvs fomulation of the photoelectric effect in
of photons.

7

X-ray induced photoelectron emission from a

variety of materials was investigated by Robinson 6
and others

10

tems

until the early 1930s.

8

de Broglie

9

Although the measurement

of binding energies was possible from these studies, the severe
experimental difficulties concerning

~lectron

detection and

energy resolution concealed the potential of electron

spectra~

scopy.
Significant progress in the technique 1 however, was made
during the 1950s and 1960s, mainly as a result of the

pione~ring

work by Siegbahn and co-workers at Uppsala University.

With

a background experience in nuclear spectroscopy this group
developed an iron-free magnetic double focussing electron
analyser capable of resolution of a few parts in 10 4 over a
wide energy range up to several hundred keV 0 but suitable for
electrons in the keV range.

Using a CuKa X-ray source

3

~v

=

8048.04 eV) the Uppsala group found that sharpu essentially

symmetric photoelectron lines could be resolved from the edge
of the electron continuum.

The observed lines are due to

electrons which have not undergone any energy loss and are
therefore related to the binding energy of the atomic level
from which photoemission has occurred.

The observation that

core electron binding energies exhibited chemically-induced
shifts by Siegbahnu

12813 14
,
allied with the earlier observ-

.
15 16
ation by Ste1nhardt
'
and co-workers that core photoelectron
peak intensities could be used for analysis clearly demonstrated
the utility of the technique.

Much of the early work by the

Uppsala group was extensively documented in 1968 in "ESCAu
Atomic, Molecular and Solid State Structure Studied by means
of Electron Spectroscopy",
Free Molecules".

18

17 and in 1969 in "ESCA Applied to

An historical account of the work at Uppsala

was given by Siegbahn in his Nobel lecture, 19 and the development of ESCA prior to Siegbahn can be found in the comprehensive
·
b y J enk.1n et a~.
rev1ews
v

20

ESCA is also widely known as X-ray Photoelectron Spectrascopy (XPS) •

The technique has also been known by the terms

High Energy Photoelectron Spectroscopy (HEPS} , Induced Electron
Emission Spectroscopy (IEES} and Photoelectron

Spectros~opy

of

the Inner Shell (PESIS} although these are not in common usage.

1.2

Processes involved in ESCA

1.2.1

Photoionisation
Irradiation of atoms, in either molecules or a

lattice, by soft X-rays causes the photoejection of electrons

4

VoJ~IT1KC~

Oulb~~Ql~~

Cor~
Oufo~~CQl~s

Figure l.l

Schematic of photoionisation

with specific energies

17

as shown schematically in Figure 1.1.

The ejected electrons may originate from either the. core or
valence levels, howeverv with soft X-rays (typically hv>lkV)
the relative probab~lities of photoionisation greatly favour
.
.
21
,·'.,...
core emJ.ssJ.on.
.<

The mos·t commonly used x-ray sources are A1Ka. ,
1 2
(hv

=

1486.6 eV) and MgKa. , 2 (hv
1

of harder sources (e.g.
wide$pread.
detail.

=

TiKa. , 2 , hv
1

1253.7 eV) although the use

=

4510 eV) is becoming

Chapter Three will deal with this point in more

Using MgKa.

112

excitation, the relative probabilities

5

of core and valence photoionisation in carbonv as determined
by consideration of photoionisation cross sections for the ls
level and the 2s and 2p levels is 20:1 Ultraviolet Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (UPS) using less energetic photons (e.g. He(I)
hv

=

21.22 eV; He(II)v hv

u

= 40.8 eV) is used to probe valence

levels of molecules in greater detail.

22

The kinetic energyr KEr of an electron photoemitted
from an isolated molecule or atom is given by

=

KE

hv - BE

Er

(1.

1)

where BE is the binding energy of the photoemitted electronr
and Er is the recoil energy of the atom or molecule.

The

recoil energy has been calculated to decrease with increasing
atomic number and for typical photon sources used in ESCA it
. . bl e. l 7
may b e cons1.. d ere d neg 1 1.gJ.

for example

AgK~

F or very h.1.gh p h o t on energ1.es,
.

(22 keV) the recoil energy for light elements

has been shown to be significant and must be taken into account. 23
However neglect of recoil energy is acceptable for commonly used
X-ray sources and so equation 1.1 reduces to

=

KE

·hv

~

BE

(1.2)

For a solid, binding energies are referred to the Fermi level.,
defined for a metal as
absolute zero.

24

b~ing

the highest occupied level at

This interpretation of the Fermi level is

also very nearly true for metals at normal temperatures.

For

semiconductors and insulators however it is not so simple to
locate the Fermi levelr which lies somewhere between the filled
valence bands and the empty conduction bands.

·.If photoion-

isation is simply the ejection of an electron with no other
effects on the. atom or molecule then the binding energy is u
by definition; simply the energy of the orbital from which the

6

That is

electron is removed.
BE

=

(1. 3)

-e:::_

This relationship is straightforwardly derived and is known
as Koopmar.s

0

theorem.

25

However the '1 frozen" final state

binding energies as given by Koopmans

0

theorem are generally

higher than those observed experimentally.

This discrepancy

is due to the effects of ionisation on the electronic structure
of the atom or molecule.

These processes occur over the same

time scale as the photoionisation processu and may therefore be
thought to accompany photoionisation and thus contributing to
the observed binding energy and are dealt with in the next
section.

1.2.2
(i)

Processes accompanying photoionisation

Relaxation
Removal of a core electron, which is effectively completely

shieldingu exposes the valence electrons to a sudden increase
in effective nuclear charge.

The result is a contraction of

the valence shell in space therefore imparting a stabilisat-ion
energy to the final core hole state.

This reorganisation of

the valence electronic structure is termed relaxation

26 ;;.. 29 and

results in modification of equation 1.3 to
BE

=

-e::i

-

R.E.

( 1. 4)

where R.E. is the relaxation energy accompanying photoionisat-ion.
Before proceeding further it is worthwhile to point out
that equation 1.4 does not represent the exact binding energy.
A small error is introduced by the neglect of relativistic
effectsu which can be substantial however for deep levels in
heavier elerqents.

The !1SCF method also ignores the change

fn

7

electron correlation energy on going from the initial state
to the final core hole state.
in

~SCF

The Hartree-Fock method used

methods assumes an electron moves in the presence of

an average potential created by the other electronsu and so
neglects instantaneous repulsions between pairs of electrons.
The contribution to the total energy due to instantaneous
repulsions is the correlation energy which is usually a small
proportion of the total energy of the molecule or atom but
significant in terms of energies associated with physical and
chemical phenomena.
The relaxation energy is found to be a sensitive function
of the electronic environment of a molecule or atom

29 34
and
-

for core ionisation of first row atoms can result in a substantial correction to Koopmans 1 theorem

(~13 ev) 33 , 35 in the

calculation of the absolute binding energy.

Calculation of

relaxation energy involves performing separate analyses of
.
. d s t a t e. 2 7 , 2 9 , 3 3
.
b o th th e neu t ra 1 spec1es
an d th e core 10n1se
Differences in relaxation energy for closely related molecules
are small and so cause only minor changes to shifts in binding
energy.

33

Relaxation energies for valence electron photoionisation
are typically an order of magnitude smaller than for core
ionisation since the change in nuclear potential is larger
on removal of a core electron due to its greater screening
. . t . 33
coe ff 1c1en
Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of photoionisation and relaxation

processes and also the closely related phenomenom of

shake-up which again occurs over a time scale fast enoguh as
to be considered simultaneous with photoionisation.

8

Shake-uP

'\firl\ro:l

Orbi~ls

'Jul~nce

•••••• ••••• "R~"

Orbiools

--=r~-

~

Core
Orbitc!s

Figure 1.2
(ii)

Photoionisationv relaxation and shake-up

Shake-up and

Shake~off

processes

Core electrons contribute a substantial proportion of
the total electronic energy of an atom or molecule but are
essentially localised in the proximity of the nucleus.

Al-

though they do not take an active role in bonding, the core
electrons closely monitor the valence electron distribution.

18

The sudden perturbation to the valence electron cloud accompanying core ionisation gives rise to a finite probability for

9

photoionisation to be accompar.ied by simultaneous excitation
of a valence electron as well as the relaxation described in
the previous section.

The valence electron in the shake-up

process is simultaneously excited to a virtual orbital and
shake-off involves simultaneous emission of a valence electron
from an occupied orbital to the vacuum level.
been presented for shake-down processes

36

Evidence has

(photoionisation of

an excited state accompanied by de-excitation of the electron
initially in a virtual orbital).
Shake-up and shake-off processes result in excited states
of the core ionised species and because they are essentially
simultaneous with photoionisation result in modification of
the observed kinetic energy to
KE

=

hv -

(BE +

E)

(1.5)

where E is the· energy of the multielectron transition.
satellite peaks to

Thus

the low kinetic energy side of the direct

photoionisation peak are observed as shown in Figure 1.3.
The shake-up process to a first approximation obeys monopole
selection rules

(~J

=

~L

=

~S

=

~Mj

=

~ML

=

~Ms

=

0) and may

be viewed as the ESCA analogue of ultraviolet spectroscopy;
Gaseous species spectra clearly

37

show a large number of peaks

to the high binding energy side of the direct photoionisation
peak, most of which are due to shake-up processes because the
transition probabilities for shake-off tend to be relatively
small.

However for solids most shake-up and shake-off peaks

are lost in the broad inelastic tail (see later) extending
from -v20 eV to higher BE of the direct photoionisation.

For

organic materials in the condensed phase shake-up peaks may be
observed if the transition energy is low enough.

This occurs

10

i:;,. species which con-tai!l TI bonding systems and identification

of shake-up peaks has been shown to provide information re-

. po 1 ymerlc
. rna t erla
. 1 s. 38 - 40
.
gar d lng
unsa t ura t.lOn ln

Sh a k e-up

structure has also been observed in a variety of solid inorganic
. l s. 4lu42u43
rna t erJLa

In met.alsuand conductors in generalu the

form of the density of states curve above the Fermi level provides a continuous range of coreelectron excitation energiesu
rather than the discrete set observed in atoms and molecules.
Thus shake-up processes result in an asymmetric tailing to
high BE of the main peak rather than a sharp set of lines at
·
f rom the ma~n
peak. 44 - 47
.
t e energles
~
d lScre

o.
48
Manne and ADerg
have shown theoretically that the first
moment of the satellite spectra with respect to the main photoionisation peak is equal to the relaxation energy 1 as shown
schematically in Figure 1.3.

J
K1Nf£TUC f£Nf£RGV.

Figure 1.3

={>

Relationship between Koopmans' theorem 1 relaxation
energy, and the relative intensities of direct
J2hotoionisation, shake-up and shake-off

11

1.2.3

De-excitation processes
These processes are illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Auga>r Emission
Virtuol
Orbdals

0

C>

Valence
Orb1tals

Core
Orbitals

Figure 1.4

De-excitation by Auger emission and X-ray
fluorescence

Briefly these processes involve filling of the core hole vacancy
by an electron from a higher occupied level.

The energy re-

leased by such a process results in simultaneous emission of
either another electron from the high levelu viz the Auger
processu

49-51

or emission of a quantum of X-radiation 0 i.e.

x-ray fluorescence.

60

The time scale for de-excitation processes of the core
hole are generally much slower than photoionisation and have
no effect on the observed KE of the photoelectron.

12

Figure 1.5 indicates that for de-excitation of a K shell
vacancy (i.e.

ls core hole) Auger emission is the predominant

process for elements of low atomic

18

number while K shell

fluorescence is dominant for heavier elements.

(',

(§)

©.:\,

~

r[))·6J.

i-Q
dQ)

lQJ

.iQ)

D·:l

2

©1.

rQ)

Figure 1.5

Relative probabilities of X-ray fluorescence
and Auger emission for a K shell core hole

Auger electron spectroscopy

52 53
,
is an established surface

analytical technique and will be discussed in Chapter Two.
Some mention will however be made here on the role of Auger
The concept of the Auger parameter has been

lines in XPS.
developed,

54-59

chiefly by Wagner, for the identification of

chemical states.

=

The parameter, au is given by

(1.6)

where the Auger line chosen is generally the most intense and
is recorded virtually simultaneously with the photoemission
peak.

Thus the parameter is independent of sample charging

effects, and once obtained the parameter may be compared to

13

2 dimensional chemical state plots

59

on which photoelectron

and Auger Data are represented and the oxidation state of the
element estimated.
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy is a means of qualitative
analysis for elements of atomic number greater than 8 (as a
consequence of the probabilities shown in Figure 1.5).

Con-

centrations down to 0.01% for first row transition metals and

0.1% for most elements have been detected.
the technique has recently been published.

A :recent review of
61

The relative sensitivitiesof ESCA, Aes and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy are shown in Table 1.1 together with other
familiar analytical techniques.
TABLE 1.1

Relative sensitivities of ESCA compared to
other analytical techniques

Bulk Techniques

Minimum Detectable Quantity (g)

Infrared absorption

l0- 6

Atomic absorption

l0- 9 -

10- 2

Vapour phase chromatography

l0- 3

-

lo- 7

High performance liquid chromatography

l0- 6

-

l0- 9

Mass spectroscopy

lo- 9

-

10-15

Surface Techniques
ESCA

10-10

Neutron activation analysis

10-12

Ion scattering spectrometry

10-15

x-ray fluorescence

l0- 7

Auger emission spectroscopy

10-14

Secondary ion mass spectrometry

lQ-13

14

1.2.4

Energy loss processes
In gas phase studies it is found that some of the

features to the high binding energy side of the primary photoionisation peak increase with increasing pressure, whereas shakeup and shake-off peaks remain essentially the same.

These

features are due to discrete energy losses and in a solid phase
spectrum they effectively drown most shake-up and shake-off
The energy losses that occur are independent of the

peaks.

initial photoionisation event and may therefore be thought of
as extrinsic.
1

However some structure can be observed and

plasmon' peaks are observed in the case of metals

~20

eV to

the high binding energy side of the primary photoionisation
peak 1

~14
·

and are due to photoelectrons having undergone one

inelastic loss on exit from the sample,

97

and are therefore

extrinsic to the photoionisation process.

1.3

Features of ESCA Spectra
1. 3. 1

Binding Ene·rgies
Since the core electrons are essentially localised

on atoms their binding energies are characteristic for a given
element.

63

Table 1.2 gives approximate core binding energies

for first and second row elements and it can be seen from this
that the binding energies are sufficiently separated that
identification of the gross elemental composition of the sample
is possible from the B.Es. of signals detected.

With convent-

ional sources {MgKa , 2 at 1253.6 eV and A1Ka , 2 at 1486.7 eV)
1
1
it is possible to probe down to the ls levels for all first row
elements, 2s or 2p for second row elements and so on.

The

15

TABLE 1.2

ls

AEQroximate core binding energies of first
and second row elements

Li

Be

B

c

N

0

F

Ne

55

111

188

284

399

352

686

867

Na

Mg

A!I.

Si

p

s

C!l.

Ar

ls

1072

1305

1560

1839

2149

2472

2823

3203

2s

63

89

118

149

189

229

270

320

2 Pl/2

31

52

74

100

136

165

202

247

2p3/2

31

52

73

99

135

164

200

245

2s and 2p levels are

effectively core like (i.e.

shielding,

localised on an atomic centre and non-participatory in bonding)
for second row elements, as are the 3s, 3p, 3d for third row
elements and so on.
It is worthwhile at this stage to clarify the relationship between the experimentally observed binding energy for a
solid or liquid as opposed to a free atom or molecule.

The

following discussion does not include charging of the sample
which will be dealt with later (Section 1.3.7)

1

i.e. the sample

is assumed to be conducting and in electrical contact with the
spectrometer.

As stated in Section 1.2.1 the Fermi level in

a metal is defined as the highest occupied level.

With the

sample in electrical contact with the spectrometer the Fermi
levels of both will line up and a contact potential will be
established (see Figure 1.6).
The work function

~

is defined as the energy gap between

the vacuum level and the Fermi level.
(~s)

for the sample
meter
be

(~s

(~spec)

-

•

63

~spec)

However the work function

may not be the same as that for the spectraThus the value of the contact potential will

and so ·the observed KE is related to the vacuum

16

KE

Vacuum
---'----,~-Level (sample)

Vacuum

_ __:_---;;f-- Leve I (sp ect)
Cfspec

------

- - - Fermi

Level

hv

Energy

BE

_..____ _....___ _ core·
level

SAMPLE

Figure 1.6

SPECTROMETER

Energy level diagram for a sample in electrical
contact with the spectrometer

level KE, KEV
KE

= EkV +

( <P

s

-

<j>spec)

(1.7)

and so equation 1.2 now becomes
KE

=

hv

-

BEY+ <j>S

-

<j>spec.

Referencing the binding energy to the Fermi level then gives
KE

=

hv - BE - <j>spec.

(1. 8)

The binding energy referenced to the Fermi level therefore
is independent of the work function of the sample.

This is

convenient since it gives a constant conrection to all binding

17

energies.

The

measur~~ent

of absolute

b~nding

circumvented by the use of reference standards

energies is

64

for cali-

bration, although a recent ASTM report demonstrated the need
for improved calibration methods and operating procedures
amongst the U.S. ESCA comrnunity.

1.3.2

65

Chemical shifts
The energies of core levels in molecules are

18 , 19 h
.
t o th e1r
. e l ec t ron1c
. env1ronrnent
.
. t he
sens1. t 1ve
t at 1s
1
valence electron charge distribution.

Since they are local-

ised, on the other handu the shape of the core orbitals is
essentially unchanged on chemical transformation.

Thus differ-

ences in core binding energies occur depending on chemical
environment, but the photoelectron cross section remains essentially constant, but intensities of chemically shifted peaks
within the same core level envelope are directly related to the
relative numbers of atoms in different environments.
points are illustrated in the

c1s

These

spectrum of ethyl trifluoro-

acetate (Figure 1.7).
Some typical values for chemical shifts are given in
Figure 1.8.
The interpretation of chemical shifts theoretically in
general have been carried out using the following methods:

(i)
{ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v}

(vi)
(vii)

Koopmans 0 Theorem
6SCF methods

25

26 33 67
u
'

.
68-71
Equ1valent cores model
Charge potential mode1

19

Quantum mechanical potential model
Transition state model

75 76
u

Greens Function forrnalism

109

72 74
-

18

C{.

SfGp;[b((JJm
~73

Figure 1.7

High resolution core level spectrum of ethyl
trifluoroacetate

There are several recent accounts of the physical processes
in photoionisation from a theoretical viewpoint.

66 77
r
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Characteristic core level binding energies for
various ·st·ructural features in polymers
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1.3.3

Fine Structure
Fine structure in core hole spectra can arise

as a consequence of the pseudo monopole selection rules in
photoionisation.

The types of splitting encountered for each

shell are shown in Figure 1.9.

Orbital

0

splitting 0 is simply

a manifestation of the different binding energies of the 2s

It is

and 2p levels and will not be considered any further.

worthwhile to briefly discuss the remainder individually .

/iil']g'-2:

tl;£0:J/~·
(t§J}
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©ll
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0
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Figure 1.9
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(i)

Spin orbit splitting
A doublet is observed in the ESCA spectrum when photo-

ionisation occurs from an orbital with orbital quantum number
greater than 1

(£)

17

(i.e. Pu d or f orbitals).

The doublet

is observed due to coupling between the spin (S) and orbital
angular momentum L to yield a

=

J

S

+

total momentum (J)

~

( l. 9)

L

The doublet occurs because for any value of L, S can
be

±~.

The relative intensities of the component peaks within

the doublet are proportional to the degeneracies of the states,

viz. 2J+l.

These intensities are shown in Table 1.3 for s,

Po d,. and f orbitals and typical spectra are shown in Figure 1.10.

TABLE l. 3
Orbital

Spin orbit splitting degeneracies and intensities
Orbital
Quantum No.
£

Total
Quantum No.
J

=

(£ ±

S)

Intensity Ratio
(2J + l)

1/2

:

s

0

p

1

1/2,

3/2

1

2

d

2

3/ 2 u

5/2

2

3

f

3

5/2,

7/2

3

4

(2J - 1)

singlet

(ii) Electrostatic Splitting
This occurs in a number of spectra

e .g .

3
in the 5p / 2 levels

of uranium and thorium and some compounds of gold,

78 79
u

and is

due to the differential interaction between the internal electrostatic field and the spin states of the core level being investigated.

Such splittings are highly unlikely even in

appropriately substituted organic polymers on account of their
inherently amorphous structure.

22

Energy (eV)

Figure 1.10 Spin orbit splittings in cls' c1 2 P, Ag 3 d and
Au 4 f core levels
(iii) Multiplet splittings
J.11ultiplet splitting occurs in paramagnetic systems and
arises from coupling between unpaired electrons present in the
system and the unpaired core orbital electrons remaining after
photoionisation.SO,Sl
spectra of

o2 ,

and NOv

A simple example may be seen in the
(see Figure 1.11) .
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For the NO case

greater splitting is observed in the Nls spectrum than the o1 s
spectrum.

It may be shown theoretically that the greater the

unpaired spin density on an atom, then the greater the splitting.
Thus the spectra for NO indicate that there most of the unpaired
spin density is on the nitrogen.

2."
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02

cl2os

1000

N2
500

0

c/oos
1000

NO
500

0.

c4os

soo
Oe

Figure 1.11

1.3.4
(i)

Core hole spectra of N , NO and
2
multiplet splitting_

o2

illustrating

Signal intensities

Fixed Angle studies
The quantitative or semi qualitative interpretation of

ESCA peak intensities requires developing a model for predicting
their values from various properties of the photon source, specimen, electron energy analyser and detection system.

The

idealised geometry for the ESCA experiment involving a fixed

24

arrangement of analyser and X-ray source is shown in Figure
1.12

0

Thus X-rays enter the sample at an angle ¢-8 and de-

tected electrons emerge from the sample at an angle 8.

Analyzer

e

d~

cos()

\

hv
r----

X-ray
source

Figure 1.12 Sample geometry with respect to the analyser
and photon source
If the photoelectrons are emitted from a depthu du inside
the sample then the only electrons actually detected will have
travelled a distance d"' through the sample u where d .... remains
d

A

=

d cos 8

(1. 10}

essentially constant so by varying the angle the depth sampled
can be varied.

Thus at high angles less depth is sampled 8 a

25

point which will be expanded on in Section 1.3.4. (ii).
For an infinitely thick homogeneous sample the intensity
(I.)
of photoelectrons arising from core level i which have not
1.
undergone any energy loss is given by the differential equation
di.

1.

=

Fa.N.K.e
1.

1.

-x/Ai

1.

dx

(1. 11)

where:
F is the X-ray flux
ai is the photoionisation cross section
N. is the number of atoms per unit volume on which the
1.

core level i is localised
k. is a spectrometer fac.tor
1.

A. is the electron mean free path
1.

x is the depth of photoionisation of core level i.
The integration of this equation is straightforward since for
a homogeneous sample F 1 al.., N.

1.

of x.

u

k. and A. are independent
1.

1.

ThUS;

=
=

(1. 12a)

Fa.N.k.A.
1.

l.

l.

(1. 12b)

l.

A fuller explanation of each of the parameters will be given
below:
The x-ray flux 1 F, is dependent primarily on the power applied
to and the efficiency of the X-ray gun.

It is important to

note that the flux may be assumed constant at any depth x
sampled by ESCA since the attenuation of X-rays occurs over a
much greater depth when compared to the electron mean free path.
Refraction of the collimated X-rays in the outermost surface
layers can occur for X-rays nearly parallel to an optically flat
1 1.n
. t ens1.. t y. 82
.
.
.
.
sur f ace caus1.ng
an 1.ncrease
1.n
s1.gna

However

for the instrumentation used in this study this is not applicable.

26

The photoionisation cross section, a., of a core level
1

is a measure of the probability of the level being ionised by
irradiation of photons of known energy, with the incident
photo-electron emission angle being favourable for the
electron detection.
a. is a function of both the core level, and the incident
1

photon energy.

The radial distribution of photoelectrons is

not uniform and a. is a function of
1

~

(see Figure 1.12).

. g1ven
.
by23,84
a. 1s
1

41

[1-

si (3cos

2

~

(1.13)

-1)]

aiTOT is the total cross section for photoionisation from
.
21 85
core level, i, and may be calculated quantum mechan1cally '
or found experimentally.

19

Si is termed the asymmetry para-

meter and has also been determined theoretically.
ventional spectrometers, where

~

86

For con-

is kept constant then ai may
It should be

be considered constant for particular level.

noted that cross sections for photoionisation of core levels
using conventional X-ray sources for most elements are within
two orders of magnitude of that for the

c1s

levels,

ising the sensitivity range for most elements.

21

emphas-

Using harder

X-ray sources (e.g. TiKa), the cross sections of levels observable by conventional sources 85 is decreased by several orders
of magnitude, a point elaborated on in Chapter Three.
The spectrometer factor ki includes contributions due to
detector efficiencies and analyser transmission characteristics,
which are both dependent on the kinetic energy of the core
electrons being analysed, geometric factors such as the solid
angle of acceptance of the analyser.

The mean free path,

27

A. r is defined as the distance through which electrons will
~

travel before l/e of them have not suffered energy loss.
Chapter Three is a study of the variation of mean free paths
over the kinetic energy range 0-4400 eV using a TiKa source.
The various determinations of mean free paths indicate that
for conventional sources mean free paths vary in proportion to
the square root of kinetic energies for energies greater than
~100

eVr such that for 1170 eV electrons the mean free path

has a value ~22Ro and at 4400 eV about 40R.

The variation of

mean free paths with kinetic energy is illustrated in Figure 1.13.
The sampling depth is typically taken as the depth from
which 95% of the signal for a given core level originates and
It should be noted that the exponential drop off in
relative signal intensity with depth is exponential such that

67% of the signal derives from a depth A., and 90% from
~

2A.~
~

The surface sensitivity of ESCA is a consequence of the
very short distances of the mean free path.
The number density, Ni, is not directly related to the
density of the sample.

For similar materials the ESCA signal

for a given core level has been shown to be more intense for
the higher density materia1.

87

The overall stoichiometry of

a material giving signals from core levels i and j may therefore
be written
I.
_]_X
I.

=

S.F.

( 1.14)

~

ajkjAj
a.k.A.
~

~

is known as the instrumental sensitivity

~

factor and can be determined experimentally using standard
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~

~roo
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iJ
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!

Figure 1.13

Variation of experimentally determined mean free
paths for ·organic c·ompounds

samples of known stoichiometry containing i and jo
When i and j

correspond to the same core in different

chemical environments then,
k.~.
1. .1.

A.

1.

=

k.~.A·

J J J

{1.15)

2'3

therefore;

=
(ii)

( 1.16)

Angular dependence and Depth profiling
A unique feature of ESCA is the capability to

elaborate features of structure and bonding in vertically inhomogeneous samples on the tens of Rngstroms scale.

There

are two methods by which depth profiling may be achieved; nondestructively, the first is to investigate signal intensities
of sample levels having differing _escape dependencies and the
second is by monitoring intensities as a function of electron
take off angle

e.

To illustrate these two points it is worthwhile to consider
an idealised example of a single homogeneous overlayer of thickness d and a homogeneous substrate which may be considered
infinitely thick as shown in Figure 1.14

r-

h'Y

. . . .
I I I I I I !
. . . . .

l d, over/oyer

JJJJJJJJ
J J J J 1J J

substrate

.

•

Figure 1.14

•

•

0

•

•

•

The substrate overlayer· model
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The intensity of the signal arising from the overlayer

I~ can be obtained by integrating equation 1.11 between x
1

=

o

and x - dq

I~
1

=

Fa. . N . K . A.
1

1

1

-gj A.1

( 1 - e --

CG s

8

)

(L 17)

1

The intensity of signal arising from the substrate I~ is
J

similarly given by integration between x = d and x

I~
J

=

Fa..N.K.A. e
J J J J

-d/Aj cos8

=

.

oo

(Ll8)

If j=i then it can be clearly seen from these equations that
the intensity of the overlayer relative to the substrate increases for larger values of 8q up to 90°q i.e. surface features
are enhanced at larger take off angle.

Also evident from

equations 1.17 and 1.18 is the dependence of signal intensity
on the mean free path of the core level under study.

As

mentioned earlier and as will become clear in Chapter Three
electron mean free paths show a dependence on kinetic energy.
In the region of interest for most ESCA studies i.e. at KE>lOO eV
the mean free path increases with kinetic energy.

Thus the

attenuation of a signal arising from a core level in a substrate
by an overlayer coverage will depend strongly on the, kinetic
energy of the photoelectrons.

This may be explOited in two ways.

With a single photon source, e.g. MgKa. , 2 the same element may
1
have two core levels with largely differing BE, for example
the Fls and F 2 s levels.

With an MgKa. , 2 source these levels
1

will have kinetic energies of rvSGO eV and 1220 eV, hence the
mean free paths will differ by a substantial proportion.
Thus monitoring of the Fls/

intensity ratio will give
F2s
information on the relative vertical homogeneity, with large
values corresponding to greater fluorination at the surface

31

(since AFls

~7~u AF 2 s

=

=

~20~)

u

and smaller values indicating

lower fluorine content at the absolute surface.
When two photon sources are available such as Mg and
TiKa

u
at 4510 eV the depth profiled may be greatly extendedu
1 2

a point which will be further covered in Chapter Three.

One of the major disadvantages of ESCA in comparison
to other spectroscopies is the relatively large linewidthu as
measured by the Full Width at Half rllaximum, compared to chemical
shifts.

18

There are several contributory factors which deter-

mine the total observed line width, t'lEm, summarised in equation
1.19 for Gaussian lineshapes.
(AEm)

2

=

(flEx)

2

+

(AEcl)

2

+

(AEs)

2

+

(!lEss)

2

(Ll9)

where flEx is the broadening due to the non-monochromatic nature
of the X-ray source.
AEcl is natural line width of the core level under investigationu
AEs is the effective resolution of the electron analyser
and

!lEss is the broadening due to solid state effects.
The natural linewidths of the core level under investigation

(AECl) and that of the incident radiation (flEx) depend on the
uncertainty principle
AE.At
where t

=

h/2rf"

(L20)

is the lifetime of the state and h is Planck 0 s constant.

Thus a line width of 1 eV corresponds to a lifetime of approximately 6.6 x 10

-16

s.

Table 1.4 displays some line widths of

core levels derived from X-ray spectroscopic studiesg

it also

indicates the variation of the natural line widths for the ls

32

TABLE 1.4

Linewidths of core levels

s

Level

0.35

ls

0.10

Ar

Ti

Mn

0.5

0.8

0.25

Cu

Mo

Ag

Au

1.05

1.5

5.0

7.5

54

0.35

0.5

1.7

2.2

4.4

and 2p

levels for various elements and shows that there is
312
no particular virtue in studying the most tightly bound core
levelsv since for example in Au the 54 eV FWHM would swamp any
chemical shift.
The broadening due to

~Ex

and

~ECl

is essentially Lorentzianu

although when monochromatisation of the X-ray source is used the
X-ray broadening is Gaussian and also no longer directly depends
on the lifetime of the X-ray fluorescing state.
The broadening;due to spectrometer aberrations

~Es

is

essentially Gaussian and its value depends on the type of
analyseru the slit widths and the photoelectron energy.

Thus

the observed photoelectron spectrum is a convolution of Lorent.zian
and Gaussian distributions such that the line shape is predominantly Gaussian with Lorentzian character to the tails.

1.3.6

Line Shape Analysis
The resolution of complex line shapes in ESCA may

be achieved by two methods.

The first involves mathematical

manipulation of the raw data to try to unfold or deconvolute
the effects of the instrument function on the observed spectrumu
whilst the second involves curve fitting techniques in either
analogueor digital fashion.
Deconvo.lution by mathematical methods is usually by
Fourier analysis or iterative procedures such as van Cittert 1 s

33

deconvolution procedure.

88

These methods rely on a suitable

choice of the instrumental function and experimental data where
the signal to noise ratio is very high.

The use of mathematical

deconvolution can bring about an improvement in resolution cornparable to that obtained by the use of a monochromator

89

al-

though considerable caution ffiust be exercised to prevent the
interpretation of spurious structures as experimentally
peaks.

observed

90

Curve fitting techniques involve the simulation of the
observed core level line shape using a digital or analogue cornputer.

The binding energiesu line widths and peak heights of

the component peaks are under close control of the operator.
For polyrneric.materials it is found that only small errors are
introduced by the use of Gaussian component lineshapes.

19

The underlying philosophy behind line shape analysis is best
illustrated in the flow chart in Table 1.5.

1.3.7

Sample Charging
The loss of electrons occurring in a .solid due to

the emission of photoelectronsu Auger electrons and secondary
electrons constitutes a net loss of negative charge from the
surface of the material during an ESCA experiment.

For con-

ductors in electrical contact with the spectrometer no positive
potential increase occurs due to electron replacement predominantly by normal conduction processes.

Thus the Fermi levels

of the sample and spec t:r.orneter remain lined up and energy
referencing presents no problems.

In an insulating. sample or

a conducting sample not_in electrical contact with the spectrameter replacement of electrons by straightforward conduction is

General background knowledge of the system to be studied

!
From model compounds establish (i) binding energies
(ii)

I

FWHM and line shapes of likely structural features

No solution possible

Fit spectral envelope using peak

No solution possible from

from exi'Sting models

height as the primary variable and

any reasonable models

1

binding eneryes within limits

J

t

Unique solution

Several solutions

peak areas,

binding energies
FWHM.

Fill in envelope with extra

Eliminate any which

peaks and vary FWHM within

( i)

are not chemically unique

limits, of existing peaks

(ii)

are not chemically unique

(iii)

Dete~~ine

<lll'r------~~

do not agree with data, not dependent on line shape analysis

Determine centroids

Approximate

No solution available

of unresolved features

solutions

from ESCA data

Compare with

theoretical models
w
,.!:::,

TABLE 1.5

Schematic of the peak fitting procedure

. 3.5

not possible but the build up of positive charge is decreased
by the flux of secondary electronsu

97 98
u
originating either

from the sample or parts of the spectrometeru at the surface
of the sampleo

For insulating samples these secondary elect-

rons have been shown to amount typically to 99% of the total
photoelectron flux

98

and play an important role in the estab-

lishment of an electrical equilibrium a the sample surface, but
in general a small net positive potential occurso

Thus photo-

emitted electrons leaving the surface therefore experience a
net retardation voltage and so the observed KE is
KE
where

~

=

hv - BE -

~spec

-

~

is the net positive charge of the sampleo

Charging may

be overcome by increasing the number of low energy electrons in
the sample chambero

A simple method for achieving this is

the use of a low energy electron flood guno

99

Alternatively

illumination of the sample region with UoVo radiation from a
low pressureu low power mercury lamp produces sufficient low
energy electrons, by direct photoemission from the walls of the
.
t eru to neutra 1"1se samp 1 e c h arg1ngo
.
100
spectrome

With monochromatised X-ray sources sample charging can be
of the order of lOOs of eV, since the absence of

Bremsstrahl~ng

severely decreases the number of low energy secondarieso

With

monochromatic sources however i t is rarely greater than "'20 eV o
The most convenient method of sample referencing when charging
is present is to monitor a suitable reference peako
ion factor

(ioeo~)

A correct-

calculated from the observed kinetic energy

of the reference signal is then used to find the binding energies
of the other peaks presento

The two most commonly used calib-

ration peaks are the hydrocarbon

c1s

peak at 285 eV, which may be

either inherent in the sample or arisi:t;lg from hydrocarbon contam-
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ination within the spectrometer, or the Au 4£

71 2

peak at 84.0 eV

if the sample has been deposited on a gold substrated.
The phenomenum of sample charging has often been treated
as a nuisance in ESCA but it has been shown that sample charging can be of importance as an information level in its own
. ht . 101
n.g

For samples studied insulated from the probe tip

under a variety of operating conditions sample charging is
characteristic of the sample and is related to the total photoionisation cross-section.

The surface sensitivity of charging

has been demonstrated by monitoring the change in charge shift
as a function of thin film thickness.

Changes in surface com-

position of polymers may be monitored by sample charging measuremen t s as was s h own b y ex t

.

ens~ve

s t u d'~es 102-105 on th e

.

~ner

t gas

plasma modification of an ethylene-tetrafluoro ethylene copolymer.
The surface defluorination demonstrated by core and valence level
ESCA studies could be monitored also bu the changes in charging,
on going from a surface high in fluorine to an essentially cross
linked surface low in fluorine content.

1.4

ESCA Instrumentation
The majority of the work in this thesis was carried ·out

on a custom designed Kratos ES 300 electron spectrometer.
Figure 1.15 shows the essential components of an electron
spectrometer and Plate l.l*is a photograph of the vacuum
regions of the ES 300 used, with a key to indicate the nature
of the various equipment attached to the spectrometer.

It is

worthwhile at this stage to discuss these components in greater
detail, followed by discussion of the essential ESCA equipment.

-----------------

* see Appendix One
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Figure 1.15 Essential components of an ESCA spectrometer

1.4.1

Components of the ES 300 used in this thesis
The ES 300 is custom designed to allow a multitude

of in situ pretreatments of samples in addition to ESCA analysis.
The spectrometer may be divided into two sections, the sample
analysis chanber and the sample preparation chamber, whose
names are self explanatory and are indicated on the key to
Plates L L (Appendix One).
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(i)

Sample analysis chamber
The sample analysis chamber is 'of tubular design which

allows the attachment of various equipment as well as that
necessary for ESCA analysis.

Pumping for the system is achieved

by independently pumping the source and analyser regions using
electrically drivenr turbomolecular pumps of nominal pumping
speeds 350 1 s

-1

and 140 1 s

is typically ~2 x l0- 9 torr.

-1

respectively.

The base pressure

There are two fast entry insertion

locks on the sample analysis charnberr insertion lock (1) is
the normal mode of entry for solids on a probe whereas lock (2)
allows introduction of volatiles, using a reservoir shaft, for
condensation onto a cooled substrate.

Purpose built reaction

chambers may also be attached to the source chamber via insertion
lock (1) thus providing great flexibility for in situ treatment
of samples.
Plate

1.1

also indicates the position of a differentially

pumped ion gun (Vacuum Generators type AGS) for either cleaning
of metallic samples or treatment of polymers.

The ions used

may be mass selected by means of a Wien filter.
There are two X-ray guns, one a Ti/Mg dual anode and the
other an A1Ka , source equipped with a monochromator.
1 2

These

and the electron energy analyser will be di'scussed in greater
detail in Sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 respectively.
(ii) Sample Preparation Chamber
The sample preparation chamber allows the in situ treatment
of samples with a vacuum system independent of the sample analysis chamber.

Normal sample entry is through insertion lock (3)

with deposition facilities available via insertion locks (4) and
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(5).

The key to Plate 1.1 indicates the position of the

electron gun (Vacuum Generators type LEG 31) used for the work
described in Chapters Four and Five.

U.v. irradiation of

samples is possible through the sapphire window fitted to the
preparation chamber.

Once treated the sample may be moved into

the analysis chamber via an inter-connecting insertion port.
The preparation chamber is pumped by a 600 1 s- 1 diffusion
purnp 6 and typical base pressures are

1.4.2

10

-10

torr.

X-ray Sources
The x-ray beam is produced by bombardment of an

anode with high energy electrons.

~he

characteristic X-ray

emission lines thus produced will be superimposed on a continuous background of Bremsstrahlung

radiation, as indicated

by the x-ray spectrum of tungsten in Figure 1.16.
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The shape

of the Bremsstrahlung is governed by the energy of the incident
electrons on the anode, and is independent of anode material.
Increasing Bremstrahlung to characteristic emission decreases
the signal to background in the ESCA spectra so there are
optimum operating conditions in terms of incident electron
energy.

For soft X-ray sources, e.g. MgKa. (hv

and AlKa. (hv

=

= 1253.7

eV)

1486.6 eV) typical acceleration voltages which

give excellent signal to background are 12kV and 15kV respectively.
Both the dual anode Mg/Ti source

92

and the A1Ka.

1 82

x-ray sources on the ES 300 are based on the Henke hidden filament design.

93

The risk of contamination of the anode material

by evaporated tungsten from the filament is considerably reduced
by this design since the ·filament is out of line of sight of
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Figure 1.16
the target.

6·0

U·©

X-ray spectrum of tungsten
The risk of target contamination from the sample

being investigated is prevented by a thin aluminium window which
isolates the area from the sample 0 the window also prevents
interference due to electrons from the filament.

Excitation

of X-rays from the aluminium window is curtailed by. operating
0

the filament at near ground potential and the anode at high
voltage.
The A1Ka

u
source is monochromatised using slit
1 2

filtering and diffraction from the (100) plane of quartz at the
Bragg angle of 78.3°.

'h e use o f d ispers1on
.
T

.
l7
compensat~on

rotating anodes improves the observed signal intensity.

or
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1.4o3

Electron Energy Analyser
The analyser on the ES 300 is a hemispherical double

focussing dispersive analyser based on the principle first proposed by Purcello

94

Th
. screene d f rom ex t erna 1
· e ana 1 yser ~s

magnetic fields by means of two Mu metal shieldso
studies a resolution of 1 in 10

4

is desirableo

For ESCA
The resolution

of this form of analyser is given by

=
where E is the energy of the electron, R is the mean radius
of the hemispheres and W is the combined width of the entrance
and exit slitso
The resolution may therefore be improved by
(1)

reducing the slit width, which reduces the signal intensity,

(2)

increasing the radius of the _hemispheres; this increases
engineering costs in manufacture and requires greater
pumping,

(3)

retarding the electrons before entry into the analysero
On the ES 300 a compromise is made on the slit widths to

obtain sufficient s.ignal intensity and the size of the hemispheres so as to keep costs down and prevent mechanical distortiono
Preretardation of the electrons is carried out by a lens system
which, as well as decreasing the resolution requirements of the
analyser 0 also allows the .

~nalyser

to be located at a:. conven-

ient distance physically from the sample chambero

This latter

feature allows maximum flexibility in sample handling and is
especially important in gas phase studies where the gas load
in the analyser is reduced by the greater distance between
sample and analysero
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Electrons entering the analyser at: the desired kinetic
energy may be focussed at the detector slit by one of two
methods,
(1)

scanning the retarding potential applied at the lens
keeping the hemispheres potential

i.e. Fixed

constant~

Analyser Transmission (FAT) modep
(2)

simultaneously scanning the retarding potential and the
potential between the analyser hemispheres, maintaining
a constant ratio between the two, i.e. in Fixed Retardation Ratio mode (FRR) .
Greater sensitivity is achieved using FAT mode at low

kinetic energies (<500 eV) whereas FRR mode is more sensitive
at higher kinetic energies.

Castle has recently published

a comparison of the two modes.

1.4.4

315

Electron detection and data acquisition.
Electrons of pre-selected energy pass from the

analyser into an electron multipliei via the collector slit.
The ES 300 employs a single channeltron electron multipLi..er I
7
which gives an amplification of the signal by a factor of "-10 .

The use of multichannel detectors.is .now becoming prevalent in
commercial spectrometers.

The increase in rate of data acquis-

ition afforded by multichannel detection will have a dramatic
effect on the use of ESCA in the future.
In the single detector system on the ES 300 pulses
from the multiplier are preamplified and fed into a rate meter.
Spectra may be generatedby two methods,
(1)

the continuous scan, where the electrostatic field is
increased
continuously
at a known rate from a starting
.
.
/

kinetic energy.

The electron count from the ratemeter
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VBPsus the kinetic energy may be recorded on an X-Y plotter;

(2)

the step scanv where the analyser voltage is increased by
preset increments (e.g. 0.1 eV)

0

and at each increment

(a) the counts may be measured for a fixed length of
timev or (b) a fixed number of counts may be timed.

The

data so obtained may be stored in a multichannel analyser
or onto floppy disc via a minicomputer.
The ES 300 is now mainly used in the step scan mode, with
data acquisition under the control of a Kratos DS-300 data
system.

This system consists of an LSl 11/2 central processor

unit interfaced to the spectrometer with control over excitation source 0 scan speed and kinetic energy.
onto floppy discs for subsequent manipulation.

Data is dumped
A display

package allows inspection of the data on disc and various
treatments of the raw datav including background subtractionu
smoothing, peak synthesis 0 spectra subtraction and addition 0
differentiation and so on.

1. 5

Sample handling
1. 5 .1

Solids
Solids may be mounted on the probe tip in several

ways u depending on the fo:tm of the sample e.g.:for powders pressing onto either a soft metal backing 0 such as lead or indium
or a wire mesh backing.

Films or sheets may be clipped or

screwed down onto the probe tip.

Thin films may be deposited

on an inert substrate, usually gold, by sublimation or evaporation from a suitablesolvent.

Alternatively sheet or powdered

samples may be mounted onto double sided adhesive tape.

Sa.J.nple
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charging effects will occur using this method but with suitable
referencing these effects can be compensated foro
The ES 300 probes have facilities for use in the
Cooling is carried out
by pumping liquid nitrogen through the probe and heating is
achieved by resistance heatingo

Both heating and cooling are

thermostatically controlled, using a thermocouple to monitor
the temperatureo

The provision of cooling enables solids which

are slightly volatile to be studiedo

More volatile solids are

usually sublimed from a capillary tube onto a cooled probe tipo

L 5o 2

Liquids
The handling of liquids and solutions poses partie-

ular problems not encountered with solids or gaseso

66

Heavy

differential pumping is required to overcome the vapour pressu.res encountered and the liquid sample must be

renewed con-

tinuously, particularly if solut.ions are investigatedo
Siegbahn has developed three techniques for the
study of liquids, where samples are studied in the form of
submillimetre beams,
.

w~re

107

or as a wetted surface on either a

108 or a ro t a t"~ng coneo 109
The only technique for studying liquids on commer-

cially available spectrometers involves the injection of the
liquid into a heatable 8 evacuated reservoir shaft followed by
diffusion of the vapour through a metrosil leak and subsequent
condensation of the vapour onto a cooled gold substrate in
UHVo

Under these conditions the sample surface is continually

reviewed thereby reducing contamination and radiation damage
to a minimumo

(5

1. 5. 3

Gases
Gas may be studied by confining the gas to a small

volume in the spectrometer by the use of gas cells.
natively the gas may be studied in
sation onto a cooled substrate.
complicated

19

Alter~

the solid phase by condenGas phase studies are not

by processes occurring in solids such as solid

state broadening, inelastic losses and variable work functions,
and so offer simpler comparison with theoretical calculations
and the opportunity to observe shake-up and shake-off structure
at energies further removed from the primary photoionisation
peak.

1.6

General Aspects of ESCA
ESCA is an extremely powerful technique which provides

a large number of information levels from a single experiment.
These may be surruna:tised as follows:
(1)

absolute binding energies, relative peak intensities shifts
in binding energies.

Elemental mapping for solids.analyt-

ical depth profiling, identi.fication of struct"ural features u

etc.
(2)

Short range effects directly, longer range indirectly;

shake-up-shake-off satellites.

Monopole

excit~d

statesu

energy separation with respect to direct photoionisation
peaks and relative intensities of components of singlet
and triplet origin.
directly.
(3)

Short and longer range effects

(:Analogue of

multiplet effects.

U.V,)~

For paramagnetic systems, spin-state,

distribution of unpaired electrons (analogue of e.s.r.):

(4)

valence energy levels, longer range effects directly:
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(5}

angular dependent studies.

For solids with fixed arrange-

ment of analyser and X-ray sourceu varying take off angle
between sample and analyser provides means of differentiating surface from subsurface and bulk effects.

For

gases with variable angle between analyser and X-ray sourceu
angular dependence of cross sectionsu asymmetry parameter

Bu symmetries of levels.
The wealth of information available from ESCA as outlined
above is coupled with some general advantages of the technique.
The sample requirements are minimal 0 the technique being capable of studying gases, liquids or solids with sample sizes
being

~1

mg. of solido

{at STP) .

0.1~1

of liquid and

~o.s

em

3

of gas

These represent convenient sizes for sample hand-

lingo the technique has the sensitivity of detecting fractional
monolayer- coverage.

Samples studied do not require elaborate

preparation and may therefore be studied in their working environment.

This has been found to be especially advantageous when

ESCA is used,in a 'trouble shooting 0 role.

In the majority of

cases sample damage is minimal since the X-ray flux is small
1
(0.1 millirad sec- }.

ESCA may be used to study any element in

-the- per-iodic table- with the exception of- hydrogen- and- helium.
This is in contrast to, for example, n.m.r. and n.q.r. whose
application is dependent on the spin properties of the nucleus.
A unique capability of ESCA is the ability to perform nondestructive analytical depth profiling enabling differentiation
between surface, subsurface and bulk phenomena.

Where depth

profiling indicates homogeneity of the sampleu data obtained
from ESCA is often complementary for that obtained by other
techniques.
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Information obtained from ESCA is directly related to
the molecular structure and bondingo

Investigation of the

valence and core levels of the molecule enables_ a thorough
investigation of the electronic structure of the moleculeo
This has enabled a thorough understanding of processes occurring from a theoretical basisu and full advantage of the technique often requires a high level of theoretical competenceo
The advantages listed above however should be compared
with some disadvantages of the techniqueo

The major drawback

is the relatively poor overall chemical shift to linewidth ratio
for core levels as a function of chemical environmento
exampleu for the

c1 s

For

levels the differences observed in binding

3
2
energies between sp u sp and sp hybridised species is virtually
swamped by the linewidth using a non-monochromatized photon
13
source whereas in
c nomoro the shift linewidth ratio would
.
3
Although the depth resolution in ESCA is excellent
be "'10
o

over the range 0 to "'120
with an area of "'Oo3 cm

2

Ru

the lateral resolution is poor,

normally being sampledo

The use of

finely focussed X-rays in conjunction with multidetector systems
will undoubtedly improve this

8

but for the spectrometer used

in this thesis the spatial resolution is poor,

The surface

sensitivity of the technique does have the drawback when information about the bulk structure of a material is required but
the surface differs from the bulko

However sectioning of the

sample .can overcome this problem and in situ fracture stages
are now available commerciallyo
The vacuum system of an ESCA instrument; like any vacuum
system 8 does require cautious attentiono

For clean metal sur-

face stuclies the vacuum requirements are generally better than
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. -10

.L 0

g

since mono:ayer oxygen coverage of a rr.etal occ1.:rs over

a very small time scale at higher pressureso

For polymers the

8
sticking coefficients are generally far lowerv and l0- T is
an acceptable working pressureo

The use of vacuum interlocks

is therefore feasible and these allow sample introduction and
withdrawal over a matter of minuteso
The overall costs of ESCA instrumentation are comparable
to a

13

c

nomoro or standard mass spectrometero

The trend at

present is to have multi-purpose surface science instruments
which are capable of multiphoton XPSv ISSv SIMSv ACS and
scanning auger microprobe analysis of samples where suitableo
These systems are usually under minicomputer control and offer
great flexibility in surface analysiso
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CHAPTER TWO
FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF
ELECTRON BEAM IRRADIATION
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2.1

Introduction
This chapter introduces some of the processes involved

in the bombardment of a solid by a beam of low energy electThe study of electron beam interactions with organic

rons.

materials in particular originates from several sources.
Technologically high energy ionising radiation has been a
mode of polymer modification for over 30 years now, and
although there is an extensive literature on the study of
radiation effects in polymers it is true to say that progress
in the elucidation of the fundamental processes involved has
been slm'l and that many of the conclusions drawn from scattered
experimental data over twenty years ago are just as valid today.
The use of lower energy electron beams as tools in microelectronic device manufacture had been advanced twenty-five
years ago.

With the development in electron beam resists

technological intere!:)t in the physicSof electron beam damage
is widespread.

However investigation of chemical processes

involved have been somewhat neglected.
The dSgradation bf organic materials, particularly bioorganic materials by electron beams has been of considerable
interest to electron microscopists, although the chemical
interactions have been neglected to some extent.
processes occurring during the electron beam

Finally

excit~'d

acquis.-

ition of Auger spectra are of growing interest, with the problems of sample damage now being dealt with in a systemised
fashion.

51.

2.2

Fundamental aspects of low energy electron beam
interactions with molecules and solids
2.2.1

Characteristic structure of an electron
energy distribution
Some idea of the number of processes occurring

on exposure of a solid to an electron beam may be ascertained
by investigation of the energy distribution of electrons
leaving a solid surface during bombardment by a primary beam
of electrons.

Such a distribution is shown in Figure 2.l(a)

for bombardment of 1 keV and 1.25 keV electrons on Gallium

Phosphide 11~lus the electronically differentiated secondary
electron distributions in Fig. 2.l(b) .

110

It should be noted
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Figure 2.1 (a)

Secondary ·emission spectra· from GaP. for
primary electron energies 1.25 keV and 1.0 keV
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Electronically differentiated secondary
emission spectra from GaP at primary
electron energies 1. 25 keV. and 1. 0 keV

that the distribution shown in Fig. 2.l(a) is such that the
intensity at the lowe·r kinetic energy end is strongly attenuated.
However, Fig. 2.l(a) reveals that the most conspicuous feature
is the elastic peak at the primary energy whi.ch corresponds to
those electrons which have not lost any energy and have simply
elastically rebounded from an ion core.

These electrons cause

little, if any, damage to the surface directly although the
phonon

energy imparted by them can cause heating at high doses.
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It can be seen from Fig.2.1 that there are peaks whose
absolute energy varies with EP' the primary electron energy,
but remain constantly shifted in energy from

E~.

These are

discrete energy loss peaks and can be classified under two
headings,
(i)

(i) Plasmon Loss Peaks and (ii) Ionisation Loss Peaks.
Plasmon Loss Peaks
The movement of an electron through a solid causes

a perturbation of the potential which normally influences the
valence band electrons.

The valence electrons respond to

this change in potential by collectively oscillating at the
so-called plasmon frequency, which corresponds to the point
at which the dielectric function is a minimum and the system
responds with a polarisation equal in magnitude but opposite
in sign to the field applied by the primary electron.

There

is a finite probability that the primary electron will lose an
amount of energy since the response is moderately long-lived
compared to the primary electron transit time.

Since the

valence electrons respond mo$t strongly at the plasmon/frequency
then the.energy loss is equal to the plasmon energy given by
equation 2.1.
eqn. 2.1
where n is the electron density, e is the electron charge,
and !-1-e the electron mass
Plasmon excitations are a collective response and
so correspond to a "classical" free electron gas model.
polymers plasmon peaks are also observed in, for example,
111
.
112
ESCA
and Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS).

In
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Plasmon loss peaks in electron spectroscopies exhibit further
structure due to surface and bulk excitationsv where the surface plasmon frequency is ~ that of the bulk plasmon.

Also

present in the EELS spectra of polymeric systems are peaks
which may be adequately described within a one electron model,
namely excitations of a single electron to an unoccupied level.
Thus for polystyrene

n~n*

peaks are clearly observed, and

excitations of deeper lying levels, e.g.

6~6~

etc. are also

present, but obscured by the collective plasmon excitation
peaks.
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(ii)

Ionisation Losses
Ionisation of either a core or valence electron

will cause the primary electron to lose some of its initial
energy.

For a primary energy EP and binding energy of the

level which has been ionised EB the final stat·e of the system
following ionisation will contain .an ion of energy DB and two
,

.. .,..

electrons whose kinetic energy is E:p-EB i"n total.

This energy

may be partitioned in any between the two electrons, with an
extreme leaving one electron at the Fermi level and the other
Thus the electron distribution measured
contains loss

0

peaks 0 in the region

0-EP~EB

and are so blurred

that electronic manipulation of the spectrum, by di·fferenti·ation
can reveal the ionisation loss peak at EP-EB.
Peaks in Figs.2.1 which are independent of the primary
electron energy are due to processes which happen over a time
scale long enough that they essentially lose
primary event.
(i)

0

memoryu of the

These peaks may be separated into two groups:

those ari,sing from Auger processes and (ii) those due to

.u true u seconda,ry electrons •
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(iii)

Auger E::.ectrons
Auger peaks may be observed in Fig.2.l(a) as slight

features residing on a very large background.

As mentioned

in Chapter One Auger electrons are a result of de-excitation
of a core hole state by an electron in a higher level filling
the core hole and a concomitant elimination of an electron
The process of Auger emission is slow

from an upper level.

compared to the primary ionisation process and so the Auger
electrons have energies independent of the primary electron
energy.

The Auger peaks observed in Figs.2.l(a) and 2.l(b)

are due to electrons which have not undergone any energy loss
after the Auger event.

Unobservable Auger electrons which

have undergone energy losses will make up part of the background in the kinetic energy range 0-EA where EA is the kinetic
energy of the Auger electron.

Enhancement of the Auger signal

by electronic differentiation of the electron distribut:ioi;l
was first carried out by Harris
Hagstrum

116

114

in 1968 after Lander

115

and

had pointed out the presence of Auger peaks irt

electron ~nd ion excite~ secondary electron distribut{oris
respectively.
Shortly after Harris's achievement Weber and Peria

117

showed that LEED systems_could provide suitable electron
detection for derivative Auger analysis.

of

· 1
. d r~ca
t h e cy 1 ~n

·

m~rror

With the development

118
·
ana 1 yser sys-t·em
a rea 1 up t urn ~n

Auger electron spectroscopy occurred.

Although mainly used

for elemental analysis in 1971 the possibility of obtai-ning
information on a molecular level from Aes was .demonstrated.

119

Further in,dications of the potential of molecular
Auger spectroscopy particularly fo-r organic systems have come
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from the work at the Sandia Laboratories in the U.S.A.y which
has been the subject of several recent reviews. 130 rl8Sfl86rl87
The Auger lineshape obtained is in principle sensitive to the
local electronic environment since the initial core hole is
spatially localised.

Thus for core-valence valence (KVV)
~finger

transitions the Auger lineshape should reveal general

print" structures containing information about the local
symmetry and hybridisation of the atom with the initial core
hole.

187

This has been illustrated in the series of alkanes

from methane up to n-hexane where general features corresponding
to an sp

3

hybridised system can be deduced (Fig. 2.2) .

188

Using methane as a model system it can be deduced that the
large main peak at

~250

eV is due to two final hole states in

2p type molecular orbitalsy those at

~230

eV are due to a

double hole in the 2s levels and features in between correspond
to one hole in a 2s and one hole in a 2p level.

compl~xity

The

of the Auger process however makes COf[lplete th.eoretical analysis
of more complex systems infeasible since the number of Auger
transitiotis in a

sys~em with N filled valence orbi~als is N2

(although. some may lead to degenerate final states).

Thus in

methane (4 valence levels) a maximum of 16 Auger transitions
are po·ssible but in

n~hexane

( 19 filled valence levels) the

possible 361 Auger state4would preclude a treatment based onl'
say,

~SCF

methods.

However general features may be

~ealt

semi-quantitatively using several theoretical models.

with

The

sensitivity of Auger lineshapes to hybridisation may be amply
demonstrated by comparison of the spectra obtained for
ethylene·

and acetylene

shown in Fig. 2.3.

methane~'

It is worth-

while contrasting the difference with the similarities obtained
for th7 core hole ESCA spectra.of these molecules which do not
. significantly change in posi t.ion and the ohly difference will

C~KVV~

Normai

Al~nes

Hexane
Pentane

Ethane

~80

200

220

240

260

280

300

Electron Energy =eV
Figure 2. 2

c

KW Auger spec·tra of a ser·ies o·f gas·e·o'us c;tlkanes
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Figure 2. 3

C KVV Auger spectra bf
·ac·etylene

~thane,

ethylen·e and
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be the change in the features due to shake-up transitions.
The lack of any significant shift in the series of
alkane spectra implies that the relative coulomb interaction
between the final state holesf Uef£ remains the samef since
the KE of the Auger electrons is given by the relationship

where the rs are the valence (jfk) and core (c) are electron
energies.

Thus the pair of holes is confined or localised

to approximately the same spatial extent in the alkanes as in
methan .e.

188

Th e same b e h av1our
·
· snown
'
b y po 1 ye th y l ene 189
1s

and the cycloalkanes
indicates

187

190

whereas the Auger sp.ectrum of benzene

that spectral contributions arising from the a

backbone structure are essentially the same as ethyleneu i.e.
a localised final z hole whereas those from the
the double hole is delocalised.

7T

system indicate

Such delocalisation in the

upper val.ence orbitals of tl:le higher alkanes are

sho~n

by

subtle differences .in the high energy regions of the spectra

The
--

__ ,_

relati~e

intensities of

t~ansitions.within'~

-

KVv envelope can also give information on the relative electron
density of an orbital on an atom.
Thus the nitrogen c.arbon
• 187
KW spectra of methylcy.anide
when shifted to the same relative
energy scale show transitions of the same relative energy but
dif£ering intensities (Ftg: 2.4).

The dramatic difference

is the extra peak in the carbon KW spectrum which is due to
a transition involving final holes in the methyl group which
has little density on the nitrogen atom.

This effect is seen,

but to a lesser extent, in most heteroatomic molecules.
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C{KVV)

NO-<VV)
=60

-20

KE.=Bl.E~ 5 {eV)
Figure 2.4

N KVV and C KVV Auger spectra of
methyl cyanide (CH3CN)

Solid phase Auger spectra are complicated by broadening r background a·nd energy loss processes but with sufficient
data manipulation these effects can be reduced to give spectra
of sufficient integrity to compare. with calculated or measured
.
185 6 186
electron1c structures.

Thus fingerprint spectra of

several condensed phas·e organic compounds and polymers have
been published.

However the extreme complexity of the·KVV

spectra of polyethylene

189

and poly{methylene oxide)

189

makes

direct interpretation of features present in the Auger lineshapes very difficult.
by Gaarenstroom

191

An interesting approach has been used

for the interpretation of the C KVV spectra

of a series of n-alkyl

.meth:a crylates v based on factor analysis

61 ..

of the Fourier transformed spectra.

Gaarenstroom found

that reasonable correlation could be found between the contributions from alkane chain and methacrylate components
with the expected values from the structure of the polymers.
(iv)

1

True 0 secondafY electrons

The electrons found at the lovl energy end of the
secondary electron distribution constitute the majority of
the current leaving the sample during. bombardment.
of

110

Electrons

100 eV kinetic energy or less result from pair production

cascade processes in which the primary beam

e.~ci tes

elec.trons

from the valence band which, in turn, may have enough energy
to excite other valence band electrons and so on.

The net·

effect is .to build up an energy distribution in the solid of
slow electrons which has its peak b.elow the vacuum level.
The observed secondary electron distribution i's a convolution
of this internal energy distribution and an escape function
which is dependent mainly on electron

en~rgy

and depth below

the surface.
Secondary emission was first observed in 1902

120

and

since that time the phenomenon has been extensively investigated

.
121 122 123
for a whole range of mater1als.
'
'

Th~

secondary

electron yield 8 is defined as

=

Is
Ip

=

ns
np

•'._..··

where Is and Ip are the respective secondary electron and
primary electron currents and ns,np are the numbers of secondary
and primary electrons.
Several theories have been developed to explain the

~'

.
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secondary y:.eld versus primary energy curves obtainedu
examples of which are shown in Figo 2o5o 122
It can be
seen that the yield increases from OeV primary energyu reaches
a maximum value and then gradually decreaseso

For metals

and semiconductors the maximum yield is typically between
122
Oo5 and lo8u
for insulators values of over 20 have been
reportedo

Polymers have maximum yields at

~250

eV which

have values between lo7 and 2o5o

Pt
1·
0·

----Ll
zoo

600

1000

1400

1800

Primary Energy leV

Figure 2o5

Variation of the.secondary electro.n yield,
with primary electron -energy

o,

Semiempirical secondary electron emission theory
is based on the assumption that the secondary yield

o as

a

function of the energy Eo of the incident primaries may be
126
written in the form

o =

fn(x,Eo}f(x}dx

where n(x,Eo}dx repre$ents the average number of seconc;laries
produced per incident primary in a layer thickness d:Xu at a

63

depth x below the surface; f(x)

represents the probability

of escape of the secondary electron.

f<x> may be assumed

to follow an exponential absorption law, viz.
f {x)

=

Be

-a.x

eqn. 2. 3

and n(x,Eo) is proportional to the average energy loss per
unit path length,
Thus

=

~~, per incident primary.

-(B/£)/(dE) e-ax dx
dx

eqn. 2. 4

Equation 2.4 does not take any account of the energy dist=
ribution of secondaries, and the escape function is assumed
to be exponential, with suitable choice of the form of the
primary loss funct:ion,

~~, good agreement between experiment

and theory is found in the case of polymers.

124

It should be emphasised that the secondary emission
distribution is not the same as the secondary electron distribution in the solid, since the probability of escape for
lower energy electrons, especially those petween the Fermi
level and the vacuum level of the solid·is very low.

However

there is a very large numbe.r of these electrons, as . is.

illust~

r.ates in Fig. _2. 6,

110

and a significant proportion· o.f the -

effeets of electron beam irradiation is due to these electrdns·.
In a conductor these electrons would occupy a
and cause minimal damage.
en~rgy

-· ... ·..

conductlo~<band

In an insulator however such,l_ow·

electrons have favourable cross sections for excitation

and attachment, points which will be discussed later.
..'·

l'

~

'.
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tE
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I

~N (E)o bserved

Figure 2.6

2o2o2
(i)

Schematic of the varciation of escape. probability,
internaY_electron enetgy distribution and its
convolutj:ve . effect· on the· observed secondary
electron emission distribution
·
Electronic processes occurring in electron__ bombatdineht
Introduction
Section 2 briefly det_ailed the form of the energy

distribution of electrons leaving a sample.

The features

observed in suCh a distribution give an indication of the

-

-/

.__::

pro~

65

cesses occurring in a solid.

It is worthwhile to take a

closer look at these processes in the light of the discussion
in Section 2.2.1.

Ionisation and excitation are apparent

from the secondary distribution.

The large number of slow

electrons will undoubtedly cause some degree of electron attachExcited, ionised or attached species will

ment to occur.

cause chemical changes in the irradiated material and in the
remainder of this section a discussion will be presented on
the three processes.
( ii)

Ionisq.tion py el.ectron impact
Electrons with energy greater than the binding

energy of a bound electron have a finite probability of
causing ionisation of the bound electron.

The cross sections

of ionisation by electron impact ar:; not fully tabulated· al127
though Gryzinski
has derived a semiempirical relation for
the cross

~ection

relating the binding energy of a level with

the incident elec.tron energy, as shown in eqn. 2. 5

a-

=

[n-x 6-; 56 ;o:=lB]
x

B.E.

1
X

x""'l) {l-1( 1-fxtln (2. 7+ ("x":-1)
( x+l

~}

eqn. 2.5
where x = incident electron energy
B.E.
Figure 2. 7 shows the variation of this cross se.ct:ion for
electron energies 0-+2500eV of

le~els

corresponding tb the

Carbon ls (BE=28S), the fluorine ls (BE=690) and a level with
BE=20, i.e. corresponding to the middle of typical valence bands.
It can clearly be seen from Fig. 2.7 that the cross section is
substantially larger for the 20eV level compared to
ionisation, by a factor of ~10 2 -10 3 •

c 1 s and Fls

Valence level excitation

is_ therefore significantly favoured, especially sir1c.e a large

-20
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Figure 2.7

Grysinski crdss s~ctions as a function of primary electron energy for binding
ene;r-gies appropriate to F :5 v c
and valence band ionisation
1
15
~

~

,,_.
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proportion of secondary electrons are at energies belm¥ the
core level binding energies.

Ionisation by low energy elect-

rons is, of course, the means of ion production in conventional
mass

spectroscopy~

and there is growing interest in the use

of electron beams for the generation of ions at surfaces 128 u 129
in order to perform analogous analysis to that obtained from
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry utilising the Electron Stimulated Desorption (ESD) process.
out at this stage that core

It is also worth pointing

e::-~citation

by soft X-rays (e.g.MgK

etl,.2
has about the same order of magnitude cross section as electron

·excitation,

130

although valence ionisation is considerably less

probable in the photon case.

In metals ionised species are

quickly neutralised by free conduction electrons, however in
insulators no such neutralisation is possible and the S·ystem
may eliminate a positive ion accompanied by rearrangement or
crosslinking.
(iii)

Excitation by

~lectrons

Excitation induced l:>y light is a result of the
radiation us electromagnetic field on the molecular electrons.
Analogously the force induced on molecular electrons by an
incident electron of relatively high energy is of s.imilar
int~r-

electromagnetic origin, mainly as a result of coulombic
action between these electrons.

The selection rulei will be

analogous to those for optical excitations because of the
similarity of the processes involved.

134

However when the

incident electron is of relatively low energy, of the order of
a few tems of electron volts, then exchange interactions
between the incident and molecular electrons can occur.

135

)

68

The result is an electronic transition in which the spin
angular momentum changes by oneu so that if the initial state
is a singlet then the final state will be a triplet as a result
of spin exchange.

The cross section for such a process is

still lower than for an optically allowed excitationu but by
. 1 ly 1 0 -2 132 compared to a factor o f 10- 6
a factor o f typ1ca
observed in optical excitation.
Studies of electron induced excitation of molecules
.
131 132
have been carried out us1ng several methods.
u

The most

adaptable technique involves measurement of the energies of
an initially constant energy electron beam scattered by the
material under study and is known as Electron Energy Loss
Spectroscopy.

The excitation cross sections are found to

follow the Born approximation

131

for higher energy ('V200eV)

bornbardmentu viz. for optically allowed transitions
lnEP

a

~

and for disallowed transitions

Thus the cross sections falls off faster in t.ti·e dl:sallowed
case.

-Measurement of absolute cross sections -of molecules

by EELS is ra:J:e, but theoretically determined cross sections
for various states of benzene

136

are shown in Fig. 2.8.

As

can be seen from Fig. 2.8 the triplet excitations cross sections
fall fas·ter than those for the singlet with incre'asing incident
electron energy.

The electron energy region

where the cross

section is highest for all states considered is from "'5 to lOeV,

i.e. at energies where there is a large secondary electron
distribution in a solid bombarded by an electron beam.
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Figure 2.8

·

Excftation cross s~dtio~s fcir v~r~ous f~nal stat~~
in benzene over. the electron .. energy range 0"'-lOOeV
(The dotted lines are optical-ly forbidd~n)
·
It is also worthwhile to .compare the data in Fig.2.8

with Fig. 2. 7.,

.

'

.-

The cross sections for io.nisation form a leyel

of BE'=20eV is seen to be of the same order .of magnitude as
excitation to the

1

Eu

state in benz~ne for ele6trons in the

energy range 0-lOOeV.
ca l

CU l

Electron impact ionisation cross sections

137 a 1 SO ~n
· b y s··eu an dB.
· d;~ca t·e th·t
a t e d f ,Or b enzene
· asu
a

TI

electron ionisation cross sections are within the same order of
magnitude as excitation.
EELS studies of polymer films have been performed
.
13B-142 generally
·..
1
by sev;eral workers!'
using highE!r energy e ect.:r:on~ .•

Earlier investigations

138 were hampered by electron

7C

beam induced damage and contamination of the samples but
recent studies have shown that with suitable control of the
beam effects data obtained from EELS can be complementary with
results of optical experiments.

139 140
Q

EELS spectra of poly(methylmethacrylate)
and poly(vinylpyridine)

139

Also evident in the
140

poly{styrene)

139

are core electron excitations to

unfilled molecular orbitals, although the relative intensities
of the exciton spectra are not reported.
{iv)

Electron Attachment
Negative ions of atoms or molecules may be generally

considered to have been formed when the incoming electron is
associated with the atom or molecule for a ,time longer than the
transit time of the electron.

Electron attachment to numerous

molecules has been studied extensively by Christophorou and
co-workers

14·3

using very low energy (0-lOeV) eleqtrons, with

particular emphasis on benzene and the benzene derivatives.
The lifetimes of negative ions formed by electron
attachment can vary from lo- 15 s to greater than ro- 6s. 131
The transient molecular ion can decay through one of three
competing processes:
(a)

Autoionization
Ax + e

{b)

Ax(or Ax * ) + e

+

Dissociative detachment
Ax + e

{c)

Ax -*

+

Ax

+

-*

*

A(or A ) + x

+

Radiative or collisionally stabilisation

Ax + e

+

Ax -*

+

Ax

+ energy

Electrcm attachment cross sections have been reported
.
144 .
.·
145
.
for hexaf:luorqbenzene
and ben.zene
for the latter molecule

-·.) , , •

'
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' - ,,,

a very large value ("'10
close to OeV.

a

-14

em) is seen at electron energies

The attachment cross section for benzene over

limited energy range is shown in Fig. 2.9 which corresponds

to the attached electron occupying the highest virtual

1T
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Figure 2.9

Cross

~ections

f6f

~lectro~

attachment tQ Benzene

I-t can be seen from Fig. 2.9 that the cross sections are
larger than cross sections found for ionisation and

e~cit~tion,

but the ele-ctron attachment cross section does fall. off .dramatically outside of a small energy

rang~.

Cross $edtions for

dissociative el·ectron attachment have also been reported by
Christophorou and coworkers for a series of halobenzenes,
as shown in Fig. 2.10.

The absolute

valu~s

39

are similar to

values found for ionisation. and excitation, the major difference
again being that the dissociative attachmemt cross sections

... ,

.,
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aresignificant over a very small electron et;ergy ra11ge_in
.

.

which excitation and ionisation are.not poss~ble . . . Deta<:;:h,....
·,

,,

:

ment will be thermodynamically favoured even for atta~hment
by OeV electrons if the electron affinity of the halogeri,ls

grea:.ter than the bond dissociation energy of the halogen
subst:ituent. 131
.·

2o 2o 3

(i)

Primary dama:ge _proces·ses· ·re·sultiri·g. from ·exc·itat.:!.:onu
ionisation and: ·electron· ·attachment
Electron Stimula·ted· Desorption (ESD)
ESD was. a tel:'m

original~y

ap:r;>lie? -to de.sorpti.on of
'

'-"·,

·- ~

.

73

adsorbed molecules on surfaces under the action of an
146
electron beam
but is now generally applied to desorption
of ions or neutral fragments from ionic and covalent surfaces
undergoing electron irradiation.
Ionic desorption from the surface is usually discussed
in the context of two different models.
In the Menzel-GauerRedhead {MGR) 147 , 148 model the initiating proces$ to desorption
is valence ionisation or excitation.
The Knotek-Feibelman 148
model indicates that core ionisation by the impinging electron
beam is a primary process.

It is worthwhile to discuss these
The MGR model assumes

models in somewhat greater detail.

that the primary event is a Frank-Condon excitation or ionisation to a repulsive neutral or ionic state, therefore leaving
a one hole-one eledtron state and a one hole excited state
respectively.

The repulsive nature of the states forme_d

causes dissociation or desorption of the species involved.
Evidence for the MGR model is supplied by the obse.rvation of
' .. t"1on ·th res h o ld
. th
·~. 149
db y •.
t'h•e d om1n.
d· esorp
. s 1n
- e va '1'·ence reg~on
·•· an.···.
ance of

the

nelitral yietd over the ion yleld, with neutrals
14'9
contributing 95% of the total yield in some cases.
The Knotek-Feibelmann mode"l,

148

which ·is particularly -

applicable to highly ionic, i.e. maximal valency, systems,
involves initial ionisation of a core level

fo119W'¢~

by Auger

decay of the core hole to a state containing at least two holes.
The expulsion of a positive ion takes place from the effective
The so-call.ed v Coulomb
reversal of the Madeluhg potential.
.
151 is an extreme ex&mple of such a process.
explos1on'
In
methyl iodide, for example, ion.tsabion of a deep lying core
level of the iodine at.qm causes

·. to ··PG??;t·u. arid

a~

multiple Auger vacancy

cascad~

when t.:p.e vacancies re~rch the· va,leJ1ce ·sp~Ii elect·-

··;·-.

'.-

·:·

·'
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rons are tra:r..sferred from the other atoms leaving a collection
of multiply charged ions in close proximity to each other.
The ions then recoil from one another due to the Coulornbic
repulsionu gaining considerable recoil energy.
This process
.
152 u 153 and for methyl iodide the
has been studied exper~mentally
results indicated the process occurring could be surr.rnarised
as in eq. 2.6
eqn. 2.6

Recent work has shown that the KF and MGR mechanisms
154
may both be operable to some extent in certain systems.
155
ESD of molecule ions from
condensed phase neopentane,
methylsilane and other branched alkanes suggest that multielectron, or rather 'mult'ihole 0 states may be involved in the
dissociation of large molecules.

Thus in a comparison of

threshold energies for production of H+ from alkanes and F+
fron fluoroalkanes ,

156

in the latter case ionisation of the c2s

l.evels was close to the threshold's obtai:r{ed u whereas for F+
a threshold at rv40eV electron energy c9rres,ponding to F 2 s ioni'sation (when a v.rbrk function correc;:tio:ri for t{le incoming ,electron
is

appli~dl.

No

ionic de~o:q2t:.i6n. of. ai1:'0' _i911S was .observed- in

the region-appropriate to F 2 p or c 2p ionisation thus the
mechanism of iond:c desorption was· attribut'ed to initial deep
valence ionisation followed by decay of this s.tate to multi
155 gl56
hole upper v<Hence sta~tes.
Lncreased yi!=lds were als.o
observed at ssev156 electron energies, and this was ag.ain taken
as being indicative of the role of multiply ioni!:)ed/excited
states in desorption processes. 156 ' 155

,·:;

..,
'
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'
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(ii.)

Elec.trcn Stimulated Adsorp·tion.

(ESA)

Electron stimulated adsorption is usually caused by
electronic excitation and/or dissociation of a molecule in
the gas phase above the surface, or of a molecule weakly bound
to a surface.

Interaction of the electronically excited

molecule or atom with the surface can lead to adsorption and
surface reaction.
This process is the first step in the

polymer~sation

of residual pump oil vapours on surfaces and has been observed
in electron microscopy investigations since the 1930s.

The

introduction to Chapter Five of this thesis contains a thorough
review of such

0

polymerisation° processes.

In electron excited Auger electron spectroscopy
electron stimulated adsorption has been observed on various

substrates~57chiefly clean metals and silicon, where enhanced
reaction and adsorption is observed during simultaneous electron
irradiation and gas exposure, and are dealt with in the next
section •

.(iii)·- B.eam effects ·observed in,- Auger electron spectroscopy
ESD and ESA are frequently observed in Aes studies
of inorganic and semiconducting materials.

The subject has
157
recently. ]::)een reviewed by Pantano and Madey,
who define a

dap:1age threshold as being the dose required to cause a lQ%:
change in concentration of the particular system investigateao
Most inorganic and organic solids are found to exhibit critical
doses in the. range lo- 4 -lo- 2c;cm 2 , 157 which corresponds to a
Oo SJ.l.A beam, oSi:nm in diameter exposure

tim~

of between o4 an.d

' ~;
';,,'''!'

.. ·;

,
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40s.

There have to date been few reports of solid phase

electron excited Aes studies of polymers and organic materials,
mainly as a result of the expected high degree of beam damageu
and charging of the polyme·r giving poor peak resolution.

One

exception is the Aes study of condensed multilayers of
158'
(CH ) 0u CH 0H and H 0,
where detectable changes in the
3 2
2
3
Auger and ESCA lineshapes were observed after a dose of only
5

X

lo-

4

c;cm 2 •

Wa t er an d h·y d rocar b ons were f oun d l.n
·
th e

irradiated system by thermal desorption spectroscopy and these
were assumed to have been formed in the irradiation process.
Charging of insulators in Aes can cause migration
of mobile ions present in the surface region.

157

When the

secondary electron yield is greater than unity a positive charge
develops on the surface of the sample.

Localised accumul-

ation of electrons in the subsurface can also result in a deeper
net negative change.

The resultant electric field can cause

migration of anions to the surface and cations to the
as sl:lown in Fig.2.11.

sub~urface, 15 ~

A final effect opserved in Aes is due

,__....,.+_+_+...,...+~+~+..;..+..;..+..;...++.;.;..+;._;-r.-;.+;;..;..+..;..+- .....
<E-positiv e surface

+ve
:Ions

potential) 8>1
terminal regfon
of
incident electrons

Fig. 2.11 Chanj'e. induced mig:r:a·tion .of: ions

.··.'·,

. ···"""
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to/':f.b earn h ea t"1ng 160

When finely focussedu high current

0

electron beams are used temperatures higher than 500°C can
occur in insulatorso
temperatures of

~250

For a current density of lmA/cm
0

C have been reportedo

161

2

For the

typical current densities used in this thesis heating may be
assumed to be negligible howevero

2o3

Pathlengths of Electrons
Although the mean free path ofu for example, 2keV

electrons is approximately

30R, the total pathlength for

a 2keV electron in a solid can be significantly larger, depending on the inelastic scattering events which occuro
.
. .162
Bethe
derived a continuous lqss relationship which consid.ers pathlepgth,
dE
dx

~!

is given by
ln(lol66E /J)

=

eqno 2 o.7

·m

whe.re e, l:fAv'

z,

P have their

~~uaJ_IJteanings u

Em is the

electron energy and J is the mean ionisation energy of the
materialo
The range of the electron is therefore. given py

E=O

R

=

JE=E

1

dE

dE/dx
0

which for 5keV electrons in aluminium gives a value of
5600Ro

163

This represents a straight line range where no

elastic scattering has occurred and overestimates maximum

value~s

obtained by SEM by about 15%"

164

The cal:'c;ulation o-f

r,;lnge
:i,:ncluding the effects of elastic and inEdastic. scattering .
. ,·,·,

.

..:,

;

is complex although Kanaya and Okayana

165

have derived a,n

e}{pression which is closer to the actual depth 2ilm electron
ca:n penetrate:

This gives a corresponding value of 4100~ for SkeV
electrons in aluminiumo
In a number of recent publications Ashley and coworkers
have calculated stopping powers,

s =

1
p

166-169

dE
dx

for several organic and polymeric materials taking account
of valence electron interactions using a model insulator theory
and K shell interactions from atomic, general osci.llator
strengthso
lOeV

~o

For polystyrene the ranges for electrons from
167
The great differlOkeV are plotted in Figo2ol2o

ence between the mean free path and the path length can be

10~~------~----~~----~
101
102
103
~ff
Electron energy!r.N
Path, ranges for 10-10000'. ev electrOns in
>

:Figure 2o 12

P?lyst:zrene ·as

:-

:._.

·cal.~ulated·~

by

Ashley

;:..-.r .··
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justified in terms of the Gryzinski cro,ss sections 127 mentioned
in Section 2.2.2.

Valence ionisation byu say a 2keV

electron is distinctly more probable than core ionisation so
that the energy loss for each collision will be rv20eV rather
than energies corresponding to core binding energies.

2.4

Electron Interactions with Polymers
2.4.1

Introduction
Although the use of low energy (2kV to lOkV)

electron beams for polymer treatment is of increasing technological importance in the realm of electronic device manufacture
there are vecy few. examples in the literature of investigations
of the chemical ef·fects of the process.

One reason for this

absence of data is the nature of the treatment J;>rocess which
could typically be exJ?ected to modify the top soooR o.f a sample
hence rendering
bulk
.....
'

~

..

_

~

s~nsitive

analytical

technique~
-,.
-

,,

insensi.tive.
.,

However the ear-ly treatments---of polymers by chigh energy ioniE;..
· 1 y s t u d'1e d 1n
· t-.h
1ng
ra d'1a t'1ons h a db een ex t ens1ve
· e 19·s·o·
· . s- 170 , 171
and it is worthwhile to briefly discuss the main conc.lusiori:s
reached from these studies concerning m~chanisrn.P' O-f modification
The radiation damage to organic compounds is an effect not so
much of the incident radiations,

i.e.

et-raysu (3-r~ysu slow

neutrons, etc.u but of the secondary electrons
231
them in their passage through the material.

lil;:l~rated

by

Indeed the

energy distributions of secondary electrons arising from primary
162

electrons of energies lm_ev and· lkeV calculated by Bethe
remarkably similar u as can be observed fr.om Table 2 • 1.

are

Thus

the processes .of excitation, ionis_a-tion and electron at.tg.ch-

0

·-··'

m?nt will also be occurring i,n high energy irradiation,

8_0

the

greatest difference will be the depth to which modification
of a solid occurs.
TABLE 2.1

distributions of secondary electrons from
1 kV and 1 MeV energy primary e:.ectroh beams

~nergy

Energy Range of
Secondary E~ectrons
0

% of electrons
l0 6 eV
EP =l0 3 eV

3.39

33

38.9

3o39

-

6.77

l7o9

19.5

6o77

-

l3o55

l7o9

l7o7

13o55

-

27.1

l3o7

11.7

27ol

-

40o6

5o3

4o0

40o6

-

67o7

5.5

3.5

67o7

-135o4

4ol

2o5

>135o4

2o5

2.2

2 o4 o2

Chemical ,changes. due .to.-high
irradiation of _,polymers·

ener~:y

The major chemical changes ob~erved in(:i'\l<::ed ~y
~

..

,· --

i6hisin'g radiation are main chain scission and crosslink
formation.

The formation of volatile product:.s, formation

and decay of unsaturation and cyclisation pr·ocesses have
also been observed.
Crosslinking and degradation by ina:i,.n chain
scission often occur simultaneously with
ant.

one process predominAn empirical rule first proposed by Miller 172 states

that vinyl polymers in which there is more than one side chain
attached to a carbonu i.e. -tcH 2-eR1 R2 tn will degrade by main
chai·n scis;;ion while those with a sinCJ,le or no side chain w:i,ll

.-.·>.·

81

predom~nantly

crosslink.

The presence of a

t.etra~substitut:ed

carbon at.om in the chain causes a strain due to steric re171
.
. c h a1n
. sc1ss1on
.
.
. f avoure d on 1rra
.
d.1a t.1ono
pu 1 s1on
so th a t ma1n
1s

The mechanisms for crosslinking and degradation
are very complex? and although since t.he pioneering work of
Charlesby

170

. 171
and Chap1ro
t.he use of modern techniques? such

.
h as b ecome preva 1 ent
as nom.r. 17 3 an d eoSor. 174 spec t rOSCOp1eSr

the original guidelines summarised by the above authors are
still acceptedo

A series of reactions may be envisaged which

can be expected to occur in a long chain hydrocarbon and
· · bl y o th er po 1 ymersr as follows ·.
poss1

(1)

Ionisation and Excitation;

(2)

D~composition

170

of ionised or excited molecules to give

radicals and ions;
( 3)

Recapture o,f an electron by an ion;

(4)

Molecular rearrangement within a molecule;

( 5)

Migration of a: radi.cal along a chain and possibly
transfE?r between chains.;

( 6)

Corribination of two radicals t:.o give a cros.slink r

(7)

Abstraction of hydrogen from a radical molecule by means
of another radical (e.g. hydrogen) giving unsaturationl'

(8)

Elimination o'f .a double bandr leaving a radical

(9)

Direct form9.tion of unsaturation by removal of molecular
hydrogen

·;~

... •:
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The above are based mainly assuming free radical
mechanisms although there is evidence for ionic mechanismso
One of the great problems with studying the radiation chemistry
of polymeric systems is the complexity of processes involveJ.70 u 175
Studies of short.-lived excited states in polymers are difficult,
and ionic intermediates are usually speculated when there is
.
f ree ra d.1ca 1 reac t.1onso 175
a reason abl
· e case f or exc 1 u d 1ng
The next sections deal with the observed chemical effects
of crosslinking, degradation and unsaturation formation and
decrease in a general manner, although for specific polymer
systems the radiation chemistry can be exceptionalo

2o4o3

Crosslinking
Crosslinking is the .joining together of two

macromolecules by a.chemical band which ultimately
in an insoluble networko

r~sults

rllechanis,tic studies of radiation

induced c:tosslinking have conceritrated to a large extent on
· lj·t'h
. sys t..
· 170,17lul75.,176,177
ye ·Y 1 ene
emo
·
t.h···. e· po
.}Th e,·

I

. ·
.••,
175,176 1s
• th a:t cross'
concensys
·o opfn1on:

linking- occurs ·by recombination of two adj acerit. free. radic'als
in different chains
-CH

2

- CH - CH
°

2
---'---{>

-CH
... 2
-CH·2

-

CH
~'

CH

-

CH 2
CH

-

2

The low rates of diffusion in a solid J?Oly.mer
necessitate migration of rCl.dicals along the chain171 or even
bet~eem

chains for the above process to be valid u and such

migration mi:t'y occur via a
-.0.

.

.

"

serH~·s

o£ hydrogen ahstration re:""'

. ,·,,

aC!t.ions either intra- or intermolecularly. 176
0

CH 2 - CH - CH 2

0

---D

CH - CH 2 - CH
-CH

0

2

- CH - CH 2

CH2 - CH 2 - CH 2
The events leading to radical formation undoubtedly involve ions and highly excited states but e.s.r. evidence
does indicate that at 77K virtually all radicals present are
alkyl radicals and there is evidence to suggest that the number
of crosslinks is about half the number of alkyl radicals pro176
duced.
Polymers whichv according to the Miller rulev 172
should predominantly crosslink are of the type H

R

H

H

H-Hn
and includ'e polyethylene' polypropylene
polyvinylhalides.

Q

polyst,yrene and

Polymers of the fluorinated ethyiemes'l?S

al-90 snow greater' cross linking than degraq_Cition 0~ e}{posu;re
to r~diatiori, excE:pt for •· poly ( tet;-afluoroethulene)

0

Justification for the Mi-ller rule has been att~mpted
in tE!rlJ!§ 9f :r.,-_e§_Q!lqng~_ stab:i).isctt:ion_} 79 he~ts of polyrneris~
ation of the original monomers v 170 '
semiempirical M.o caicul-

+ktt·

ations179"although the idea of_steric effects alrea~y men(io:h:ec1
is simplest too envisage.
180
ionic proceSsesv
e.g.

by

Crosslinking could also occur

+
CH2 - CH - CH 2
..CH2 - CH
. 2 - CH
. 2

+ H2

or otf?.~r · f:ree: radi•cal processes involving a J:"et:>~c;t¢cl
,prod~ss
.. :

.~

·,

.

-

11 •" ~

c;o£ ;f~?tgJ:ure ·o.f .the' -main chain of carbOn at~ms fo~low~d···by~
' ... ' . ~.:

. ".·;,

:::: ... · .
'

~:

'

·8.4

brancifing to yield trifunctional crosslinks 0 or addition of
.
. 175 ( see 1 ater } .
. 1 s t o d oubl e b ond s f orme d d ur1.ng
rad 1.ca
ra d'1.0 1ys1.s

2. 4. 4

Degradation by main chain scis.sion
Degradation is a process where the molecular weight of

a polymer decreases upon irradiation due to fracture of bonds
Typical polymers 170 r 171
in the main chain of the polymer.
which degrade include polyisobutylene, polymethylmethacrylateu
PTFE 8 Kel-F and cellulose.

Justification for the Miller rule

is again evident in predicting that
grade.

th~se

polymers will de-

Degr.adable polymers are suitable for use as. negative

electron beam resists since a lowering of mcilecular weight
renders exposed portions of the rest more soluble.

181

The me·chanisms of degradat.ion proposed in the
literqture are ag(lin maiply based on free r(3:qica;l prqcesses 1
althoug-h they haye not
ethylene.

b~en

studied to the same extent as poly-

Thus for polyisobutyleneu for example, several

mech~:rnisms h~ve

been. proposed.

For

a . per:marient

bre!'ak in the

mairi chain it has'bee:rl suggested that two stable molecules
·
f.rom rearrangemen
· t o·f th e
s h ou ld b e g1.ven

- CH

2

-

t d
aq_t'1.va_e

·po 1yll).er: 171

CH 2 - -

However the steric requirements about the freeJ. 7 lu 172
radical do discourage recombination and crosslinking 1 as for
example in

PMMAu

·,.,.',.,.,"·

.-."'c

CH

'VV\J

-

2

?H3
~~~~~~-CH

=

2 - C

CH

+

2

For PMJYIA initial ionisation of the polymer has
been shown to cause decomposition by analogy to fragmentation
of esters in mass spectroscopy

PMMA+

e ,hv I>

PMlY!A

+

182

e

.~
.3 &

CH

~

C - CH ~
2
C00CHj
0

COO~H

+
The cation may the.n

reatta,~h

3

to an electron forming an excited

radical which then decomposes.

of 6'xygen·, 171 and in the absence of any oxygen f,luoro·carbons
.u

c 2 F-6 178

such as CF ,
4

-

•

•

•

•

etc. may.. be

Cf~t~ctea

as- products.

is also presented for d.ouble bonc1 fqrma~.i~on.
random sciss;ion of adjac~nt

c-c

by F ·• on the
split off CF

c-C

'I'nus·

Evide;!nC:e

either

bonds i$ occur;tirig>or attack

bond forms highiy energetic products which

4

F + CF CF - CF CF
2 2
2 2
- CF ;CF *
2 3

---'C>

CF

---{;:;>

4

+

-cF -cF * +
2
3

~~-CF

=

CF

·CF

2 -~t\,

2
,·o

.

e. S. r. ev~qe}1ce .does i:ndicate ti:fe . presence of ~~CF 2 radicals,
.
\

., .

·o

out : a1so .t,he gre~~er aburidan·.Ge q~ CF.? - .CF . .:. . CF 2 .r'q.dica;ls .•
.,

·-

' -,:•

•.',·...,
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2.4.5

Unsaturation formation and decay
Unsaturation occurs in irradiation of polymers

of either crosslinking or degrading types.

The presence of

unsaturation in irradiated polymers has been demonstrated
using i.r. and u.v. spectroscopies.

In polyethyleneu a

simple polymer of the crosslinking type 1 early studies

183

demonstrated that initial vinyl and vinyldene unsaturation
present in the polymer disappeared very quickly; while transvinylene increased steadily.

and

CH -

(CH

=

CH) -

CH -

(CH

=

CH) n -

The radicals
I

II

have,.been detected by e.s.r. at above 320K irradiation temperature.

The presence of II may also explain the darkening in

colour observed in irradiated polyethylene.

The formation

of polyene structures is also supported by u.v. spectroscopy
and by the EELS data of Ritsko~
also found by Ritsko

113

13

Backbone unsaturation was

during the acquisition of EELS spectra

of polystyrene, i.e. by a beam of electrons of 60 keV energy.
The mechanism of unsaturation formation is again
unclear, the

0

consensus 0 opinion being that it involves an

intramolecular process of hydrogen

.

abstract~on.

170 171
r

Polymers which are initially largely unsaturated
'
183
upon irradiation tend to lose unsaturation,
however benzene
rings

tend

to

polymers against high energy

radiation, thus polystyrene was thought to only crosslink at
a low rate.

170 171
u
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2.4.6

Low ·energy ·electron irradiation of polymers
The relatively short range of low energy electrons

in materials in general and polymers in particular has precluded the study of chemical effects by familiar, bulk analytical techniques.
able.

There is therefore a paucity of data avail-

The study by Hiraoka

184

of changes in polyacrylonitrile,

as revealed by ESCA, is an exception.

His overall conclusion

is that a graphitic structure is formed by electron bombardmentu
and also that thermal and u.v. treatments had similar effects
on the ESCA spectra.
Briggs and Wootton
changes were observed in the

128

c1s

briefly mentioned that no
and Fls spectra of polytetra-

fluoroethylene after 700eV electron beam bombardment at a dose
(20nA) sufficient to give a good signal to noise positive ion
ESD spectrum.

The ESD spectrum obtained was dominated by

CF + ions, with less intense peaks corresponding to other fluoro3
carbon ions.
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CHAPTER

TH~EE

ELECTRON rJIEAN FREE PATHS
AS A FUNCTION OF KINETIC ENERGY:
A SUBSTRATE OVERLAYER INVESTIGATION
USING A TiKa

y

1 2

X-RAY SOURCE

89

3.1

Introduction
The surface sensitivity of ESCA arises from the short

path length of the probe, namely photoemitted electrons which
have undergone no energy loss collisions on exit from the
surface under examination.

A measure of this distance is

the inelastic mean free path which is defined as the distance
in a solid through which electrons will travel before

1

/e of

their number have not suffered energy loss due to inelastic
collisions.

The sampling depth, defined typically as the

depth from which 95%

192

of the photoelectron signal is derived

is related to the mean free path A, by

Thus for the quantification of ESCA studies of structure,
bonding and reactivity of solids in general and polymers in
particular an accurate knowledge of mean free paths as a
.
f unc t 1on
of

k.1ne t.1c energy 1s
.
. 1 . 193
cruc1a

To this end a data

bank now exists at NPL and is updated by M.P. Seah of all determinations of mean free paths

194

reported in the literature.

However although very useful the non-discretionary nature of
the data bank's accumulation entails some erroneous data are
included.

The methods available for the determination of

mean free paths fall into two categories:
(i)
(ii)

195

The substrate-overlayer technique, and
measurement of relative absolute intensities with a

knowledge of photoionisation cross sections.
Method (i), involves in its most complete form the measurement
of the attenuation of photoelectron signals due to the substrate,
and the concomitant increase in the overlayer signal on pro-

90

gressive deposition on to a substrate a uniform film of overDetermination of mean free paths

layer of known thickness.

assumespn exponential dependence of path length of the photoThus for

emitted electron and the intensity of its signal.
the overlayer

=

( eqn. 3 .1)

and the substrate,

=

(eqn. 3. 2)

as discussed in Chapter One.
The second method also makes use of the integrated form
of the differential intensity relationship (eqn. 1.11) but
d=~,

between limits of d=o, and
I

=

i.e.
( eqn. 3. 3)

F a.N.k.A.i
l
l
l
.

Comparison of intensities of homogeneous samples can
lead to ratios of mean free paths provided the X-ray F, the photoionisation cross section a., the Number density N. and the
l

l

relative efficiency of the spectrometer k. for each sample can
l

be related.

In addition comparisons with a sample whose mean

free path is known can yield absolute values of unknown mean
free paths.

However when used in practice the method can

produce surprising results,

195

probably due to incomplete

consideration of all the factors involved.
The available data show that there is little dependence
of structure on mean free path in polymers u

195 196
'

·.

.
and J..ndeed

when the experimental accuracy of ±20% is taken into account
the mean free paths of metals, semiconductors and polymers are
similar.

Notable exceptions to this behaviour are the mean

Sl

free paths of highly ordered organic overlayers.

17 1 197 198
'

The simplicity of successively building up a Langmuir Blodgett
film for a substrate overlayer experiment has long been
recognised but the unusually large mean free paths obtained
result from specific channeling phenomena travelling parallel
to the order chains of overlayer and also the lower packing
density oz Langmuir Blodgett films as opposed to other solid
materials.
Most determinations of mean free paths have in the past
centred on the use of conventional MgKa and AlKa X-ray

.
199 200
with one or two except1ons.
'

sources~

There is now however

growing interest within the surface science community on the
use of harder X-ray sources for a number of reasons.

The

first is ease of use since there has been a large increase
in the number of commerr.ially available ESCA instruments fitted
with a dual anode X-ray gunv thus allowing the user a change
of anode at the flick of a switch, rather than having to
physically change the anode increasing downtime on the instrument .

The arrival of the quadranode, i.e. four targets, is

. t eres t'1ng 201 ex t ens1on
.
an 1n
o f th'1s 1'd ea.
The probing of chemical states via the Auger parameter

55

is becoming increasingly routine, and for some elements this
necessitates the use of harder X-ray sources in order to
59
. . . l h o l e f or an 1n
. t ense Auger t rans1. t 1on.
·
create t h e 1n1t1a
The greatest potential for the use of harder X-ray sources
however is in analytical depth profiling by ESCA.

202

As mentioned in Chapter One there are three methods of
depth profiling, namely argon ion etching, angular dependence

92

and the monitoring of two core levels of the same element but
at differing kinetic energies (e.g. the Fls and essentially
core like F 2 s).
Of these argon ion etching is not applicable
. sys t em, 203 angu 1 ar d epen d ent stu d.1es are 1n.
t o any organ1c
appropriate for powders and fibrous samples and the latter is
fortuitous and inapplicable in a large number of systems.
With harder X-ray sources the sampling depth is increased
regardless of whether the sample is flat, fibrous or powdered,
and the use of such sources will be of increasing importance
in the study of polymeric systems by ESCA.

The ability of

harder X-rays to probe core levels out of range of conventional
sources (e.g. the lst levels of 2nd row elements) also increases methods of intermediate depth profiling.
The energies and some of the linewidths of some of the
more feasible X-ray sources for use in XPs
Table 3 .l.

66

are shown in

The linewidths of most of these sources preclude

the possibility of detailed lineshape analysis, but this is
not a serious problem when elemental ratios alone are desirable
which is usually the case in depth profiling.

The ability of

monochromatising the AgLa source has recently been reported

204

this should greatly decrease the linewidth but the concomitant
loss of intensity could be a serious problem without the use of
a rotating anode

18

and/or posEion sensitive detection.

Of harder X-ray sources actually in use Castle has reported various applications of SiKa ,

1 2

The TiKa ,

1 2

95

and ZrLa sources.

205

source at Durham has proved immensely useful in

studies of, inter alia, the nitration-denitration of cellulosic
208
206
materials, · the photooxidation of polymer surfaces,
and
the surface modification

207

and

formation 2 ~ 0

of polymers by

-

93

TABLE 3.1

Feasible harder X-ray sources
Photon Energy (eV)

Source
MgKct

1253.6

AlKct

1486.6

Width (eV)

~.83

~.

SiKct

1739.4

ZrLct

2024

AgLct

2984.4

ScKB 1 f 3

4460.5

TiKct

6510

CrKct

5414.9

MnKct

5898.9

CuKct

8048.4

165 (mono)

------------------------inductively coupled R.F. "cool" plasmas.

Quantification of

the results from these studies may only be achieved by a detailed
knowledge of the sampling depth using a TiKa source.

It is

the purpose of this chapter, therefore, to present results of
the measurement of electron mean free paths over the kinetic
energy range 545-4400eV.

3.2

Experimental
The study reported here involved the use of in situ pro-

duced poly(p-xylylene) films as overlayer and gold as a substrate.
Measurement of film thickness was achieved by monitoring MgKa
excited Au4f and

c1 s

levels.

The poly(p-xylylene) was produced by sublimation followed
by pyrolysis of [2.2] p-cyclophane and room temperature depos-

94

ition of the resulting p-xylylene precursor onto the substrate
in a flow system.

A schematic of the process is shown in

Figure 3.1.

Valvll

l

sl't to
analyzer

!
A

X-ray

insertion
lock

I

gun-@)

Figure 3.1

Schematic of the deposition chamber attached to
the spectrometer sample chamber

This route has several advantages for our interests since
additive free films are given in quantitative yieldsu

209

and

facile production of uniform thin films may be achieved because
of the fine control available over the rate of generation and
deposition of the p-xylylene intermediates.

93

The in situ production of these films by having the
apparatus directly attached to the spectrometer greatly decreases the chances of contamination, surface oxidation and
hydrolysisu possible if the samples had to be transferred to
the spectrometer.
An important attribute of the thin films produced is
that they will not be

~crystalline"

in the sense that single

crystals are, hence channeling phenomena will not arise and
the system studied resembles normal polymer samples.
Gold was chosen as a substrate for a number of reasons.
. t"1on o f mean f ree pa th s us1ng
.
M Ka 195 source
a rg
I n th e d e t erm1na
it was found that sticking coefficients of paraxylylene onto
a gold substrate provide a convenient time scale for initial
deposition.

The chemical inertness of gold is advantageous

in two ways, since once cleaned in a standard manner it will
not form an oxide layer etc. prior to deposition and secondly
no reaction will take place with the deposited poly(p-xylylene)
Our thickness measurements were based mainly on the atten-

film.

uation of the MgKa excited Au4f signal 2 the mean free path
for which is accurately known in paraxylylene from a previous
detailed study in these laboratories.

195

Finally inspection of a wide scan spectrum of gold reveals
that the heavier TiKa source opens the possibility of examining
deeper lying core levels which encompass a wide range of kinetic
energies.
The pyrolysis and sublimation chambers consisted of a 24"
long

~~~

dlimeter quartz tube sealed at one end and with a ground

glass joint at the other.

96

This was connected via greaseless couplingsu flexible steel
tubing and a greaseless isolation valve to the deposition
chamber shown attached to the spectrometer in Figure 3.3.
The deposition chamber was a 70 mm flanged four-way
adaptor which could be mounted onto.the insertion lock of
the spectrometer by means of a double-sided flange fitted
between the insertion lock edge and the deposition chamberu
and sealed by Viton 0 rings.

The insertion port on the

deposition chamber sealed onto the probe using two Teflon
oroniseal

uou

rings.

The system was pumped by an Edwards ED50

two-stage rotary pump 0 and pressures were monitored on a Pirani
gauge.

The starting material [2.2] paracyclophane (Union

Carbide Corporation, Bound Brook, U.S.A.) was recrystallised
three times from xylene, and characterised by standard techniques.
Typically about 2g of sample were loaded into the closed
sublimation end of the quartz tube and the system assembled
pumped down.
A Lindberg furnace 1

Typ~

55035Au.was used

to set up a pyrolysis region over a length of rvl2" starting 6"
from the sublimation end of the tube.

Tubing between the

pyrolysis zone and the deposition chamber was maintained at
'V80°C using electrical heating tape.
The optimum temperatures for sublimation and pyrolysis
were determined with the apparatus not attached to the spectrameter by subliming the cyclophane into the pyrolysis zone using
a temperature controllable electric heater placed over the quartz
tube.

These experiments gave a uniform rate of film formation

as measured by weight increase on aluminium foil substrates 1

97

at a convenient time scale with the furnace set at ~600°C
and the sublimation heater at 180°C.
With the apparatus on the insertion lock of the spectreMeter deposition was

achieve1·~~y

pla.:!ing the sublimation

heater over the closed end of the quartz tube having pumped
the apparatus down to

~5xl0

deposition isolation valve.

-2

torr and closed the pyrolysisBy opening this valve

for a

known time period deposition of the poly-paraxylylene films
onto the gold substrate could be controlled sufficiently.
When enough deposition, evident also by a pressure rise, had
occurred the pyrolysis region was valved off and the sublimation heater removed.

To minimise polymer deposition in the

insertion lock roughing system of the spectrometer about five
minutes were allowed to elapse prior to sample entry into the
analysis position of the spectrometer via the ball valve.
An initial series of experiments involved recording the
MgKa excited

Au4~

and

c...LS

for the initial gold sample followed

3
5
by a TiKa examination of the gold 4f, 4du 42u 3d /2, 3d 12, 3p
and two doublets occurring at KE's 590eV and 845eV.

After

deposition of the polymer the spectra were rerecorded, with
the MgKa excited

c1 s

and Au4f levels being run both before and

after TiKa radiation to monitor sample damage.

In this series

of experiments seven different gold substrates were used but
only three deposition thicknesses per sample were possible
because of signal attenuation at low kinetic energy.
in the MgKa

c1s

Changes

spectra after TiKa exposure prompted a separate

series of experiments in which only one of the TiKa excited
levels was investigated in a single runu but with

~s

depositions

98

for each.

The

c1s

levels here revealed little evidence of

damage by the TiKa source.
The peaks at

~490eV

and

~845eV

were at first thought to

be due to Auger transitions resulting from initial excitation
of a 3p level in goldu but were subsequently found to be due to
photoemission peaksresulting from CuLa X-rays (hv

= 929.7eV)

excited Au4p and Au4f peaks respectively 8 however signal
attenuation of these peaks was monitored to give an even better
KE range of mean free path investigations.
The spectrometer used for this work was the customised
Kratos ES300 spectrometer which at the time had two Alcatel
air bearing air turbine turbomolecular pumps of nominal pumping
speeds 450£s

-1

and 120£s

-1

puMping the source region and analyser

respectively 1 giving a base pressure of the system during data
acquisition of ~lo- 9 torr.

Spectra were recorded in analogue

mode on an X-Y plotter with the analyser scanned continuously
with a fixed retardation ratio.
Area measurements were made using both a Dupont 310
curve resolver and an Apple II microcomputer equipped with a
graphics tablet.

3.3

Results and Discussion
3.3.1

Introduction
The data reported here concentrates solely on the

attenuation of the substrate signal on deposition of layers
of polyparaxylylene 1 since initial experiments showed that the
TiKa excited

c1 s

signal was very weak for all but the thickest

depositionsu as can be seen from the wide scan TiKa excited
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T.iKa. , and MgKa. , excited wide scan spectra of a
1 2
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gold substrate with ~12R of a polyparaxyly1ene overlayer
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spectrum of Figure 3.2.

This arises due to the low cross

section for photoemission of a

c1 s

level with X-rays of 45lOeV

energy and also because most depths of overlayer studied were
below the mean free path of photoelectrons emitted from
levels (KE

~4325)

.

c1 s

A qualitative discussion of relative

cross sections using Mg and Ti X-ray sources appears later.
The lack of a mean free path measurement for the overlayer is
greatly compensated for however by the ability of the harder
X-ray source to probe deep lying levels of the gold substrate,
as is clearly evident from Fig. 3.2.

Thus core level spectra

for the Au 3p, 3d, 4p, 4d and 4f levels may be monitored to
provide direct estimates of mean free paths at kinetic energies
1768, 2220, 3970, 4177 and 4430 eV respectively.
excited Au4d and Au4f levels at

~590

The CuLa

and 845eV extend the range

of kinetic energies over which mean free paths have been determined.

Thus in conjunction with the earlier work from these

laboratories using l\1gKa ,
and AlKa , photon sources the data
1 2
1 2
presented here represent the most complete study of electron
mean free paths as a function of kinetic energy for a given
material over such a wide kinetic energy range.
A qualitative inspection of the high resolution
core level spectra of Fig. 3.3 allows considerable insight into
the strong dependence of mean free path on kinetic energy.
Deposition of a

?oR

overlayer of polyparaxylylene results in

the MgKa , excited Au4£ level signal at 1170 K.E. undergoing
1 2
attenuation by a factor of

~so.

The signal at KE

~4430

eV,

arising from TiKa excitation of the Au4f
levels, however, has
;!
a corresponding attenuation factor of

~s.

The TiKa excited.

5
Au 3d /2 signal at an intermediate kinetic energy (2330eV) is
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~

TiK.:

MgK"'1,2

:V\_
1,2

High resolution MgKa . excited Au4f and TiKa
1,2
1,2
5
excited Au 3d /2, Au 4d and Au4f core level spectra
0
recorded at 30 take-off angle for a gold substrate
with differing thickness of polyparaxylylene overlayer.

attenuated by a factor of

~15,

also intermediate of the atten-

uation factors for the signals at 1170eV and 4430eV.

Also

evident from Fig.3.3 is the comparable attenuation of the TiKa
excited Au4f and 4d signals, which arises from the relative
proximity of their kinetic energies.
Figure 3.3 illustrates also the complexity of line
shape which can occur using the TiKa , source compared to
1 2

102

This results from spin-orbit splitting of
the TiKa

u

1 2

giving a doublet of intensity ratio

separation <v6eV.

and

1~2

The characteristic shape of the doublet is

5
clearly seen in the Au 3d /2 spectra in Fig. 3.3 1 whereas in
the case of the TiKa excited Au4f and Au4d spectra convolution
of the spin-orbit split components of the core levei with the
components excited by the TiKa
line shape.

p

1 2

doublet leads to a complex

However since the splittings and relative in-

tensities for both the core level concerned and the X-ray
source are known detailed analysis of these lineshapes is
straightforward, but time consuming.

Such detailed line

shape analysis was not necessary for this work since determination of electron mean free paths is achieved by an investigation of the attenuation of substrate core level intensities
with increasing film thickness.

This only requires the total

integrated intensity for each core level envelope.
analysis for the TiKa

p

1 2

Component

5
excited Au 3d 12 peak nevertheless gave

a FWH!Il of 2. 4eV 1 compared to the value of 1. 2eV for the Au4f
level excited by MgKa ,
radiation.
1 2
mental conditions FWHM values for TiKa

712
Hence under our instrup

1 2

excited spectra are

dominated by the inherent width of the X-ray source to a far
greater extent than MgKa

3.3.2

112

excited spectra.

Evaluation of mean free paths
The results are summarised in Table 3.2

1

together

2
with the relevant statistical correlations of the data (r ).
A brief discussion for each core level will now be presented.
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(i)

TiKa excited Au4f (KE 4430)
I
The plot of ln(r-)
versus dj cos8 is shown in
0

Figo 3o4o

For this series of results and all subsequent

results for the other substrate core levels the film thickness
d has been calibrated using the mean free path value obtained
from the previous work at the Durham laboratories investigating
electron mean free paths as a function of kinetic energy in
polyparaxylylene films employing MgKa , and A1Ka , photon
1 2
1 2

l.t

ll.l.30eVl

100
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X
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NoBo In this and subsequent plots I
is the substrate
cere level intensity at thickness d'cos e and r~ is
the initial intensity prior to deposition o
s

Figure 3o4

1
ln /r

0

versus d/cose for the 4£ levels of a

Au substrate using the TiKa , 2 photon source
1
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sources

195
a

Thus 22~ has been taken as a standard value for

the mean free path for photoelectrons of kinetic energy 1170eVo
This method of film thickness measurement has the advantages
that it relates directly intensities obtained from one photon
source to another and obviates the need for a deposition monitoro
The use of a deposition monitor in such experiments entails
extremely accurate and time consuming calibration since, depending on the apparatus used, the relationship between rates
of deposition on the substrate and monitor head can be complexo
Measurement of some of the film thicknesses used in this work
using a deposition monitor would also involve pushing the
monitor to the limits of its sensitivity hence increasing error
greatly

a

The low cross section for photoemission from the

4~

levels under TiKa , excitation evident from Figs.3.2 and 3.3
1 2
manifests itself with low count rates with extensive coverage
of polyparaxylylene film.

However radiation damage precludes

greatly extended counting times and so the statistical correlation of the data in Fig.3o4 is poorer than for other levels
studied.

Despite the considerable scatter of the plots in

Fig. 3.4 {also seen in the values of the correlation coefficients of 0.89 and Oo95 for respective take-off angles of 30°
and 50°) the agreement of mean .::_.·.free paths determined from the
slope of a least squares fit of the lnifr

0

versus dfcose data

are excellent, with values of 37i obtained for both 30° and 50°
take-off angle.

The proximity of the values determined at two

angles suggests that islanding effects are not occurring but
that the coverage of the overlayer was uniform.

Non-uniform

coverage would invalidate equation 3.1 since with a fractional

lOS

coverage fQ the attenuation of the substrate :evels would be
given by

=

I

I

(1-f) + I

0

ed/~cose

0

This would result in exponential behaviour of the lni/ro

versus dfcose plotr which is clearly not the case here.

(ii)

Au4d levels
Although the intensities observed for the Au4d levels

are higher than the 4f levelsr the correlation coefficients and
the plot of lnifi

versus dfcose shows (Fig.3.5) more scatter

0

l.d
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versus dfcose for the 4d levels of a Au

substrate using the TiKa , photon source
1 2
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than the corresponding Au4f data.

The major cause of this

is the uncertainty in the position of the baseline over such
a broad range 1 since the total envelope of the spin-orbit split
components used here is much wider than for the 4f levels.
However values of 38R and 36R evaluated for the mean free paths
at two different take-off angles indicate consistency of results
and uniform coverage.

The splitting of the Au4p levels (98eV) is sufficient
to allow examination of the individual spin-orbit split core
level components.

1
However the attenuation of the 4p /2 corn-

ponent was not followed because of its low intensity compared
3
to the 4p /2 peak.
Fig. 3.2 indicates an increased cross section for
TiKa excited Au4p photoernission compared to TiKa excited 4f
and 4d pnotoionisation.

This enables statistically good

spectra to be taken for extensive overlayer coverage over
periods of time short enough to inhibit appreciable
damage.

radiation

The data shown in Fig. 3.6 show also that consider-

ably less scatter is evident.

Mean free paths obtained from

these data for take-off angles of 30 and 50 are 34~ and 33R,
again in excellent agreement with each other indicating overlayer uniformity.
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ln

1

1r

0

versus d/cose for the 4p 3 /2 levels

of a gold substrate
(iv)

Au 3d levels
The spin-orbit splitting of 85eV and the relative

intensity ratio (2:3) enabled individual measurements of mean
free path to be made for each component of the 3d levelu and
the data are shown in Fig.3.7 for the 3d 5 12 level and Fig.3.8
3
for the 3d /2 level.
ormity of coverage.

Both sets of results again indicate unif3
The average value obtained for the 3d /2
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Figure 3o7

ln

r;I 0 versus

d/cose for the 3d 5 12 gold

substrate core levelso

~--------------------

level (~3oR) at kinetic energy 2220eV is within experimental
5
error the same as that obtained for the 3d /2 level (KE 2305eV)o
This is not

~nexpected

since such a small energy difference

(less than lOOeV) at these kinetic energies will not affect the
mean free paths between the two levels considering the square
root dependenceo
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(v)

Au 3p 3 /2
Although the Au 3p level gives signals of reasonable

intensity, indicative of a large cross section the inner shell
lifetime broadening of the peak is apparent.

Although less

data points were obtained for this level the statistical carrelations for the data shown in Fig.3.9 are reasonable, with values
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ln 1 /r

0

versus d/co.se for 3p 3 /2 o.f..gold

of Oo99 and Oo97 for take-off angles of 30° and 50°0

The

uniformity of the overlayer film is again confirmed by the
proximity of calculated for the two take-off anglesr viz
27R for 50° and 23R for 30°o
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(vi)

Cu La excited Au4f and Au4d levels
The appearance of the peaks at KE 590eV and 845eV

were at first thought to originate from decay of core holes
originally excited by the TiKa source.

However comparison

of spectra run with the Ti anode of other materials eventually
confirmed these peaks as being due to CuLa (hv
excitation of the Au4f and 4d levels.

= 929.7eV}

The dual anode is

constructed from a copper target coated with Mg on one level
and Ti on the other as shown in Fig.3.10.

Cu anode
shaft

T1 coated target

I
.,,/4'?'A·/~-ex posed

Cu
Mg coated
target

Figure 3.10 Schematic of the dual anode showing how a
CuLa sig·nal ·arises·
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Inspection of Figo3o2 reveals that with the Ti source
selected there is also some overlap with the Mg sourceo

Thus

the Cu X-rays must originate from electron bombardment of the
region between the fllg and Ti coatings as shown in Figo3o3o
The CuLa excited Au4f and Au4d peaks provide convenient energies for direct determination of mean free paths
and the ln

1

/r 0 versus dfcose plots are shown in Figso3oll and

3ol2 respectivelyo
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/r 0 versus d/cos8 for Au4f levels excited

using the CuLa X-rays
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Figure 3ol2 Log plot offue intensity variation of the Au4d
levels with the CuLa source with increasing
overlayer thickness
The 4f data provide estimates of mean free paths of 19~
(50° take-off angle) and 21R (30°) for 845eV electronso

The

statistical correlations are very good although these values
are very close to the AgKa excited Au4f mean free path of 22R
at 1170eVo
The CuLa excited Au4d peak at 545KE provides an average
estimate for the mean free path of ~17R which does seem high

114

compared with the MgKa excited F

1s

level estimate (KE

=

560eV)

of about 7 ± 3~ from a substrate overlayer study of plasma
polymerised 1,1 difluoroethylene on gold. 195

3.3.3

A brief note on photoionisation cross sections
with the Ti anode
Brief mention has been made in the previous dis-

cussion of the relative photoionisation cross sections of the
gold levels and it is appropriate to correlate those observations with known theoretical findings.
plots has been compiled from

Hence a series of

Schofield~ tablese.s showing the

variation of the photoionisation cross section of the gold
levels studied here over the photon energy range 1-6 keV.
The results are shown in Fig.3.13 together with the variation
of the

c1 s

cross section over the same range,for completeness.

Comparison of these data with the wide scan spectra of Fig.3.2
clarifies several points which warrant further discussion.
The most striking difference between the MgKa , and TiKa ,
1 2
1 2
spectra is the considerable fall off in intensity of the Au4f
peak in the Ti excited spectrum.

Tnis is in qualitative agree-

ment with the cross section in Fig.3.12 which indicates a decrease by a factor of

~ao

for the Au4f level photoionisation

cross section in going from MgKa , photon energy to the TiKa u
1 2
1 2
energy.
The

c1 s

signal, observable on the Mg excited wide

scan is lost in the noise on the Ti spectrum.

The decrease

may again be attributed to a much lower cross section9 the
theoretical decrease, as predicted by Schofields numbers, being
by a factor of

~40x.
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Figure 3.13 Theoretically determined photoionisation
cross sections over the range lOOOeV to
6000eV.
N.B.
For the 4f and 4d levels
the total of the cross sections for the spin
orbit split components has been used.
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The cross section data of Fig.3.12 indicates that
at 4510eV photon energy the cross section for the gold levels
are in the order
3
1
4f << 4p /2 < 4d /2p 3 /2 < 3p 3 12% 3d 3 12 < 3d 5 12
The Ti wide scan spectrum of Fig.3.2 would suggest
an ordering
3
4f << 4p /2

~ 4d

<

3
3p /2

~ 3d 3 12

<

3d 5 12.

Detailed intensity measurements of the gold levels
do in fact give this same ordering 6 although a more thorough
knowledge of the instrument response function at these energies
and full angle dependence would be necessary in order to truly
quantify these results.
However the foregoing treatment does show that
Schofield's data is extremely useful explaining the differing
intensities of the gold core level peaks excited by a TiKa
anode.
Work is currently under way at Durham to further
relate observed TiKa excited intensities with theoretically
determined cross sections.

3.3.4

The Dependence of Electron mean free paths on KE
The major objective of this work has been the deter-

mination of electron inelastic mean free paths as a function
of kinetic energy and the results are sununarised in Table 3.2.
It is appropriate therefore to consider the dependence of mean
free path on kinetic energy in more detail and compare the
results here with those previously obtained for polymer-metal
systems by the substrate ovedayer technique and results for
organic systems in general.
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TABLS 3.2

Summary of results ob~ained in this studyr with
2
values of r
for the least squares fit of plots
and number of points used

Kinetic energy
eV

Take-off
angle (deg.)

A (5{)

r

2

No. of points

Average
A (]()

II

590
(Au 4dr CuLa)

30
50

17.9
15.3

0.96
0.99

5
4

16.6
I

845
(Au 4fr CuLa)

30
50

21.3
19.4

0.99
0.97

20.4

1768
3
(Au 3p /2r TiKa)

30

23.2

0.99

25.0

50

26.7

0. 97

30

31.1

0.94

50

28.3

0.97

30

27.0

0.98

50

27.5

0.98

3970

30

33.6

0.98

(4p /2, TiKa)

50

32.9

0.99

30

35.6

0.93

(Au 4dr TiKa)

50

37.8

0.87

4430

30

37.1

0.89

(Au 4fr TiKa)

50

36.6

0.95

2220
3
(Au 3d /2r TiKa)
2305
5
(Au 3d 12, TiKa)

3

4177

7
6

7
7

29.7

14
15

27.2

11
12

33.3

13
14

36.7

15
9

36.9

15
10

1\

I
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Previous work in Durham employing MgKa. and
AlKa. X-ray sources on polyparaxylylene

195

suggested an almost

linear dependence of mean free path on kinetic energy over the
range 970 to 1403eV.

However the results reported here over

the range up to 4400 eV indicates a square root dependence.

This

square root dependence is clearly evident from the plot of mean
free path values determined here against the square root of
kinetic energy displayed in Figure 3.14 1 together with data for
MgKa. source.

Within the error limits involved the data are

overall in very reasonable agreement.
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Figure 3.14 Electron mean free paths determined for the
polyparaxylylene overlayers on gold substrates
as a function of the square root of KE
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The majority of mean free path investigations
have concentrated on the 0-lOOeV range using synchrotron or
vacuum UV sources or the O-l480eV range using conventional
X-ray sources (Al and Mg) .

One notable exception is the

study of Nordling and co~workers

(hv

=

199

employing CrKa

112

5414.7eV) and A1Ka

X-ray sources of evaporated films
112
on chromium substrates.
It was found that the mean free
path in gold doubles from 19~ to 37Ry
kinetic energy to 3208eV.

going from 940eV

In conjunction with other results

a square root dependence of mean free path on kinetic energy
was evident over a

~3keV

range 1 in agreement with the results

of this chapter.
There have been several attempts at estimating mean
0

free paths from

.
210 211
Universal equations 0 derived theoret1callyu 1

.
. . 11 y 212 or emp1r1ca
. . 11Y 1 194 an d 1. t 1s
. 1ns
. t rue t.1ve
sem1-emp1r1ca
to look at one of these in the light of our results.
As already mentioned Seah has a data bank of all
determinations of mean free path 1 and uses a least squares
procedure to fit a universal curve of the
A.

=

+

bE~

For organics 1 values of a
given for the fit.

for~

=

490 and b

=

1.1 are

The results of applying this formula to

t.~e

kinetic energies appropriate to this work are shown in Table 3.3 1
together with the data obtained experimentally.
The data show that Seah 0 s equation gives results
too high by a factor of between

1.4~2.1.

This discrepancy is

due to the original data to which the curve fit has been made,
since a large proportion of Seahvs data implies unusually large
mean free paths.

This arises for two reasons:

120

TABLE 3.3

Comparison of our resu:ts with values
predicted by Seah~s equation
A calc.

Kinetic energy

from Seah 1 s eqn.

(eqn.3.4)

A observed

<R)

{R)

590

16.6

845

20.4

31.9

25.0

1768
2220

51.8

29.7

2305

27.2

3970

33.3

4177

36.7

71.0

36.9

4430

(i)

Some of the measurements were made on Langmuir-

Blodgett films

17 213 197
'
,
which have large mean free paths as

noted earlier.
(ii)

The experimental method and treatment of results

for some of Seah 1 s data

213

has been shown to be erroneous,

195

Thus fitting eqn.3.4

giving overestimates of mean free path.

to these large values will overestimate the value of b.

A

least squares fit of our data to the curve
A

=

!,

bE 2

does in fact give b a value of 0.45 significantly lower than
Seahs.

(The first term, in eqn. 3.4 will be insignificant at

these energies).
It is worthwhile noting that Seah 1 s equation has been
applied in a theoretical study of blurring due to secondary
electrons at the surface of PMMA resists.

214

The results

indicate a blurring of the order lOnm for 3oooR thick films,
hence indicating a spacial resolution limit in electron beam

121

lit~ography.

With the use of

Seah~s

equation modified with

a lower b value a better resolution limit could be envisaged.

Conclusions
The results presented in this chapter indicate that over
a wide energy range mean free paths have a square root dependence on kinetic energy of photoemitted electrons.

The

great importance of the use of Ti X-ray sources is demonstrated,
with the difference in sampling depth typically amounting to

soR.

Mean free paths determined here provide the basis for

semiquantitative interpretation of TiKa excited ESCA spectra.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE ELECTRON BEAM BOMBARDMENT
OF FLUOROPOLYMER SURFACES

123

4.1

:ntroduction
The modification of bulk properties of polymers by

high energy ionising radiation has its origins in the 1940s
but it was only after Charlesby reported

235

234

that polyethylene

extensively crosslinked by pile radiation had several desirable
properties that commercial and academic interest really came
to the forefront.

The radiation treatment of polymers yields

products with unique but very useful properties which have been
6
exploited commerciallf; particularly in the field of heat
shrinkable plastics.

From the early studies it was found that 1

in spite of its chemical and thermal inertness, polytetrafluoroethylene rapidly showed a degradation in physical pro.
.
d la
. t lOn.
.
17 0 I 171
per t les
on lrra

Th e lrra
.
d la
. t lon
.
o f f 1 uoro-

polymers178 in general has shown that as a general rule those
which contain hydrogen tend to predominantly crosslink, whereas
when no hydrogen is present degradation in properties 1 that is
chain scission, predominates.
Studies of the radiation chemistry of fluoropolymers were
hampered by their insolubility in available solvents, thus
measurement of sol and . gel fractions

1701171

of the irradiated

material were not available to determine the degree of crosslinking.
Technological interest in lower energy electron beam
treatments of polymers has been prevalent since the observation
by Thornley and Sun

237

that PMMA, which had been used as a

photoresist in IC fabrication, could be degraded with good
resolution by an electron beam and act as a positive acting
resist.

Since then other u.v. degradable resists had been

tested as electron beam resists but optimisation of a per se
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electron beam resist has only recently been investigated.
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The chemical effects of electron beam exposure haver howeveru
been seriously neglected.
In this chapteru thereforer the results of an investigation of electron beam damage of polytetrafluoroethylene and
polyvinylidene are presented.

4.2

Experimental
4.2.1

Electron Source
The electron gun used was an LEG3l (Vacuum

Generators Ltd.r Sussex) pentoder electrostatically focussed
gun fitted with electrostatic X and Y deflection plates, as
shown in Fig. 4.1.

The cathode or filament is tantalum coated

with thoria and provides the initial source of thermal electrons which are subsequently accelerated and focussed by the
series of anodes Alr A2 and A3u and deflected using the X and
Y plates shown in Fig. 4.1.

The electron energy spread is

quoted by the manufacturers as 0.2eV however the energy analysed
elastic peak had a FWHM of typically l.2eV.

After continued

use the elastic peak was found to be a doublet of variable
splitting (between 5 and OeV) depending on beam energy and
current,

(see Fig. 4.2).

The doublet is due to the filament

possessing two work functionsr indicating either oxidation of
some of the filament while the spectrometer was at atmospheric
pressure or possibly thinning of thoria coating to reveal the
tantalum.

The doublet was a serious complication in the

attempted measurement of electron energy loss spectra but may
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( b)Doublet due

to f1lament
with two
work funct1ons

(o)S1ngl e elast1c
peak

995

Figure 4. 2

1000
K.E./eV

Elastic peaks measured at lkV for lkV electron energy

be neglected in the investigation of chemical effects on
materials since the uncertainty introduced in the beam energy
may be considered negligible.
The power supply for the gun was a model VG 326A
multipurpose electron source power supply capable of supplying
beam energies of 0-SkeV.

However the manufacturers do not

advise use of the LEG31 gun below lkV and considerable difficulty was found in operating the gun at beam energies greater
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than 2.5keV because of electrical breakdown.
The gun has been used in two positions on the
spectrometer.

The firstu on the sample analysis chamber

itself was on the viewing port (l) position indicated on the
key to plate 1.1 in Chapter One.

This position allows use

of the electron gun as an excitation source for Auger and
EELS analysis, using the electron energy analyser usually used
for XPS work.

The angle of incidence of the beam onto the

sample from this port (~20°) was however found to be a cornplication, in terms of alignment, when the chemical effects of
beam irradiation were to be studied.

Normal incidence onto

a sample was thought to be desirable and this was achieved by
moving the gun onto the sample preparation chamber as indicated
in Plate l . l .

The sample preparation chamber also has repro-

ducible ultra high vacuum conditions.

Although the sample

analysis chamber had base pressures in the 10

-9

Torr range

water contamination could be significant particularly when using
a cooled probe.

The sticking coefficients for polymers are

such that ESCA analysis of polymers is not hampered by such contamination, however electron stimulated adsorption mentioned in
Chapter Two would complicate the processes of beam irradiation
if water was present.
Alignment of the electron beam onto the probe was
attempted in several ways.

Initially with the electron gun on

the sample analysis chamber the elastic peak was optimised although this gave no indication of spot size.

Composite samples

of aluminium foil and Scotch Tape did not show great changes in
the elastic peak.

Prolonged exposure of the beam to polymer

samples gave discolouration which could be used as an indication
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of spot size.

However alignment in this manner was extremely

time consuming and somewhat haphazard.

The use of phosphor-

escent materials was found to be the best method of alignment
and measurement of spot size.

Potassium bromide was a readily

available reagent which could be mounted on the probe tip in
either powder or disc form by means of double-sided adhesive
tape.

With the electron gun on the sample preparation chamber

the phosphorescence could be readily observed through conveniently positioned view ports.

For spots smaller than the total

area of the probe tip, the relative position of the spot was
found to be constant regardless of whether the sample was KBr
or a polymer sample.

Towards the end of this work a phos-

phorescent mineral, namely Wilhemite, zn sio , was found to be
4
2
a far brighter phosphor and was more convenient for lower dose
electron beams.
Measurement of the beam current was carried out
using a Keithley Instruments 621 electrometer

by earthing one

terminal to the spectrometer and attaching the other to the probe.
Since the probe only touches the spectrometer via teflon omni
seals very little leakage current is expected at low potential
differences between the probe and spectrometer.

The current

measured was that due to the beam hitting a stainless steel face
of the probe which is in a geometrically identical position to
the polymer sample to be treated.

At high beam energies

(>l.SkV) the secondary electron yield for iron is low so the
measured current will give a good indication of the electron
beam current.

For lower beam energies a positive current was

measured which corresponds to more secondartes leaving the sample
than primaries entering it.

In order to gain comparable
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measurements at differing energies the secondary yield must be
taken into account.

The simplest method would be to apply a

positive bias to the probe of
energies less than 15eV.

~15V,

since most secondaries have

However the leakage through the omni

seal o rings was found to cause an electrical current which
effectively swamped any effect due to the beam.

The method

finally chosen was to use a clean piece of gold as a standard
for the secondary electron yield.

Gold was chosen because its

chemical inertness should make measurements here comparable to
measurements of the secondary electron yield in the literature.
The primary current Ip at a given voltage V could then be calculated from the measured current, Im, with a knowledge of the
secondary yield at voltage V,6V since
Im

=

Ip - Is

(eqn. 4 .1)

6v

=

Is
Ip

(eqn. 4. 2)

Ip

=

Im
1-ov

(eqn. 4. 3)

and

thus

Initial experiments were performed using a beam
smaller than the size of the probe tip.

However the problems

of differential charging necessitated the use of larger beams
which were only possible by interfacing the X and Y plates to
a standard raster unit (Vacuum Generators r.::

4.2.2

Samples
The samples subjected to the most detailed scrutiny

were poly(vinylidene fluoride)
ethylene)

(PTFE).

The PVF

2

(PVF 2 ) and poly(tetrafluoro-

was obtained from Kureha Chemical
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Ind. Co. Ltd.

0

Dusseldorf in the form of 300ll sheet.

The

PTFE used was either skived film from Walkers Ltd.u Waking,
Surrey or polypenco 1 film from I.C.I. Ltd.
The fluoropolymers were chosen for several reasons.
The shifts in binding energy for the

c1 s

levels for carbon in

differing fluorine environments has been studied extensively
over the past decade, and reference shifts are readily available from these studies of both model compounds,
and theoretical investigations.

. 241

F

polymers
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Changes in structure may

therefore be monitored by both changes in the
and from

1

ls/Cls relative area ratios.

c1 s

peak envelope

The Fls and F 2 s levels

span a substantial range in kinetic energy for the photoemitted
electron and the monitoring of these levels should provide a
convenient means of establishing the homogeneity or otherwise
of the"sample.

4.2.3

ESCA Instrumentation
Spectra were recorded on

in Chapters One and Three.

t~e

~ratos

ES300 described

The excitation used was mainly

MgKa ,
although some studies have been performed using the
1 2
harder TiKa , X-ray source.
Under the conditions used the
1 2
7
Au4f /2 at 84eV peak excited by MgKa , radiation had a FWHM
1 2
of L2eV.

Area ratios determined by curve

f~tting

were carried

out using the DS300 peak synthesis routine.
Electron bombardment was also carried out in the
ES300, and although some initial experiments were performed where
irradiation was carried out in the sample analysis chamber most
of the work reported here was carried out with the electron gun
on the sample preparation chamber previously described (Chapter

One 0 section 8.3.and Appendix One).
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4.2.4

Experimental Procedure
Before any exposure the electron beam was aligned

onto a probe tip coated with either KBr or Wilhemite.

The

relative position of the probe was noted and the probe withdrawn and a polymer sample mounted onto the probe tip by means
of double-sided adhesive tape.

The probe was then re-entered

into the sample preparation chamberu straight through to the
sample analysis chamber and ESCA analysis carried out.

The

probe was then withdrawn to the position previously aligned
with the beam and the probe turned through 120° to expose a
clean surface of the stainless steel probe tip in a geometrically equivalent position to the polymer sample.

The beam was

then turned on and the filament current and gun current adjusted
to give the required current measured on the probe tip by a
Keithley Instruments 621 electrometer, using the circuit shown
in Fig. 4. 3.

The potential difference between the probe and

p e ectron
1:
I

.-----------'

1

gun

j I
'

'-----------,

w

probe

Figure 4.3

621
Electrometer

Schematic of circuit used to measure electron
be·arr\ ·current
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the spectrometer (<lV) coupled with the high resistance between
the probe and spectrometer

(~lo 8 n) causes a negligible leakage

current to be lost through the teflon

omni

seals which are

the only direct contact which the probe has with the spectrameter.

With the beam current stabilised the probe was turned

through 120

0

to expose the polymer sample to the beam and after

a timed period the electron gun was switched off.

The sample

was then re-analysed by ESCA by pushing the probe through to
the sample analysis chamber.

The electron irradiation and

subsequent ESCA analysis was carried out with the sample maintained in high vacuum conditions:

the spectrometer analysis

chamber and the sample preparation chamber having typical base
pressures of 10

-9

T.

During irradiation of the polymer the

preparation chamber pressure showed a slight increase which is
due to both the electron gun filament degassing and the sample
losing gaseous products.
Initially a beam was defocussed to give a beam which
irradiates the central lcm

2

of the probe tip and leaves some

of the sample therefore untouched.

ESCA analysis of these

samples however was severely hampered by differential charging
between the treated area and the untreated area.

A more satis-

factory method of irradiation is to spread the beam over the
entire probe tip area.

Although it was found that the beam

could not be defocussed over the entire probe tip 1 interfacing
the X 1 Y plates of the electron gun to a scanning control unit;
usually used for rastering the argon ion gun beam; does give
an electron beam large enough to cover the whole probe tip.
To ensure homogeneity the beam was defocussed as well as rastered.
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Time dependence runs were performed by successive
irradiation and ESCA analysis of the same sample with total
irradiation times of 30s 1 1 min, 2 min, 4 min 1 10 min and
20 min for PTFE and 30s, 1 minu 2 min 1 4 min 1 8 min and 16 min
for PVF

2

samples.
The possibility of hydrocarbon build up was invest-

igated in two ways.

The first checked for hydrocarbon contam-

ination as a result of ESCA analysis by performing an identical
experiment to a normal run but without turning the electron
source on.

Secondly a clean piece of gold was irradiated by

the electron gun and the change in the

c1 s

and Au4f signals

monitored.

4.3

Results and Discussion
4.3.1
(i)

Electron beam effects on PTFE
Preliminary observations
As a starting point to the

d~scussion

of effects of

electron irradiation on PTFE the results of an ESCA investigation of the changes in core level spectra of PTFE irradiated
by a

6~A,

2kV electron beam shown in Fig. 4.4 will be presented.
Considering firstly the Fls levels, a marked decrease

in intensity is clearly evident as a function of bombardment
time.

As can be seen in Fig. 4.3 the total intensity decreases

gradually with increasing bombardment time indicating that substantial fluorine loss has occurred, in fact, after 10 minutes
bombardment the total integrated intensity is less than 30% of
its initial value, however doubling the bombardment time to
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C1s(x3)

20
10

4

2

1

0·5

0
BE(uncorr)

Figure 4. 4

F .s and c s spectra of PTFE a.s .a funct.i.on of time
1
1
of bomha·rdinent by a· 2kV 6l-1A elec·tron beam.
(N. B.
c 1 s spectra. hav.e. h.ad .the MgKn 3 v 4 s.at.e.llite .sub=
tracted except for t=OL_
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twenty minutes does not cause such a great decrease in the
Fls intensity; which is an initial indication that the rate
of reaction does fall off markedly with time.

The other

striking feature evident from the Fls spectra of Fig. 4.4 is
the apparent ushiftu to lower binding energy of the centroid
of the Fls peak with increasing bombardment time.

The ushift'

observed between the Fls level of the starting material and of
the 20 minute bombarded material is 6.3eV which is far greater
than the shift range typically observed in the Fls levels of
organic compounds and indeed most ionic 1 covalent compounds
and is therefore due to a change in the surface charging
characteristics with increasing bombardment time since the
spectra are shown on an energy scale of X-ray photon energy
minus observed kinetic energy.

The sample charging of polymers

and conductors not in electrical contact with the spectrometer
has been studied in detail by Clark and coworkers and a significant finding of these investigations was that utility of sample
charging as a probe of surface composition; particularly in
polymers.

100 1 101

In the latter a lesser degree of charging

during XPS analysis has been shown to be indicative of de. 101 con t en t an d so th e d ecrease 1n
. c h arg1ng
.
crease d fl uor1ne
observed in the Fls spectra of Fig. 4.4

is a second indication

that defluorination is occurring in PTFE with increasing electron bombardment.

Further evidence that the change in position

of the Fls signal was due to charging phenomena rather than a
pure chemical shift was provided by experiments where less than
the total area of the sample was irradiated by the beam.

After

long treatment times the Fls level showed two peaks, one corresponding to untreated PTFE and the other arising from the treated
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The appliance of a bias to the probe

area of the sample.

and measurement of the spectra was found to shift the two peaks
in a differential mannerv thus indicating that the initial
splitting was due to varying electrical characteristics of
the untreated and treated portions of the sample and not a
true °Chemical 0 shift.
One further point worthy of discussion arising
from the Fls spectra of Fig.4.4 concerns the change in linewidths observed.

The untreated sample Fls spectrum consists

of a single photoionisation peak at (corrected) binding energy
690.2eVv

(the peak to rv8eV to lower binding energy is a doublet

caused by ionisation of the Fls levels by MgKa v satellite
3 4
X-radiation and will not be considered further), and FWHM 2.0eV.
Upon 30s irradiation the FWHM of the Fls peak changes to rv2.2eV.
This broadening is indicative of a change in chemical environment of fluorine atoms present in the sample.

Initially only

fluorine in (CF ) environments was present and thus gave a
- 2 n
relatively sharp photoelectron signal.

The shift range of the

Fls level is small in comparison to its full width at half
maximum and so the differing chemical environments manifests
itself as a broadening in the Fls spectra.

Th~

cl1._anges in

chemical environment are more readily seen in the Cis spectra __
where the shift range is far greater than the FWHM and these
changes will now be discussed.
As can be seen from Fig. 4.4 the
severe effect on the
a single

c1 s

c1s

lineshape.

6~A

beam has a

The untreated sample shows

photoelectrqn peak corresponding to carbon in poly-

tetrafluoroethylenev iCF 2 t .
n

The Ka , satellite is again
3 4

evident and on removal of this feature using the satellite subs-
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traction procedure on the DS300 data system very little hydrocarbon contamination was evident as deduced from the peak at a
{corrected) binding energy of 285eV.

After 30 seconds bombard-

ment timeu which corresponds to a dose received by the sample
of

~8xlo 14 electrons/cm 2 u significant changes have occurred

to the

c1 s

spectrum with the growth of features to the low
~F

binding energy side of the main

2 peak and significant broad-

This trend continues with in-

ening of the latter feature.

creasing bombardment time with the initial growth of features
to both the low and high binding energy of the main

-~F

2 peak.

After two minutes bombardment time therefore the spectrum bears
little resemblance to the starting material with features correspending to
ent.

~F

3,

~F

2,

~Fu

and

~

type carbons being clearly evid-

Defluorination continues such that by 4 minutes bombard-

ment time features corresponding to

~F

and

~

type carbons dom-

inate the spectrumu and after twenty minutes the spectrum has
mainly C type carbon with very little
Component analysis of the

~F

2 and

c1s

~F

3 evident.

spectra allows close

examination of the points introduced in the previous paragraph
in somewhat greater detail.
substitution on the

c1 s

The chemical shifts for fluorine

binding energy has been previously studied

.
1 240
a generalised
for a large variety of systems allow1ng '

additive model to be adopted.
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a position involves a shift of
position

~o.7eV

Fluorine substitution at an

~2.9eV

and substitution at a

B

are acceptable values within the model and it is

using these generalised values that peak fitting of the
spectra has been undertaken.

c1s

The complexities of the line-

shapes given inhibited·a totally unambiguous analysis but gross
trends which occur are indicated.

The results of such an anal-

ysis for the spectra in Fig.4.4 are shown in Fig. 4.5.
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The trends apparent by visual inspection of the
c s spectra may clearly be seen from the component analysis.
1
Initially there is a very fast decrease in the intensity of
components arising from

~F

2 functionalities such that after

2 minutes less than 25% of the total cls intensity is due to

these features which initially comprised

~100%

spectrum.

groups lost per born-

This corresponds to 1.65 CF

2

of the c s
1

barding electron incident upon the sample assuming a mean free
path for the c s levels of 14R (and an effective sampling depth
1
of 3>..).

However since the mean free path for 2kV electrons,

from the data presented in Chapter Three can be extrapolated to
be ~3oRr the fraction of electrons incident upon the sample surface which have undergone any energy loss is in fact

-14 x case x 3]
[1 - e
,,
30

i.e.

~0.7,

thus for each electron which has undergone an un-

specified energy loss a crude

esti~ate

tells that approximately

2.4 CF 2 groups have been lost per energy loss electron.

Similar

data at the other treatment times will be dealt with in a later
section.

Returning now to the component analysis it can be seen

that accompanying the rapid decrease in intensity due to

~F

2

functionalities is a rise in features corresponding to carbon
not directly bonded to fluorine
at the a position

(~F)

(~) u

carbon with one fluorine

and some trifluoro substituted carbon

The relative proportion of the latter reaches a
maximum of

~9%

of the total c s envelope after 1 min. treatment
1

times and then decreases.

The presence of -cF 3 is an indication

of chain end groups within the polymer, since PTFE is known to
undergo main chain scission under the action of high energy
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.
.
170 171 243
rad1at1on source.
'
'

However the proportion of fF 3

groups after 1 min. irradiation implies that there is one fF
for

every~~

that fF

3

carbon atoms.

3

It would seem likely therefore

groups are present also as branch end groups as well

as long chain end groups.

This is the first observation to

imply that electron irradiation involves branching to some extent.
The observation of fF

3

groups in PTFE irradiated by high energy

radiation has mainly rested on I.R. evidence, although the
difficulty of assignment of structural features from I.R. has
been highlighted by several conflicting accounts in the literature.
Thus Slovoktova
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noted an increase in bands assigned to -CF

between 745-725 cm- 1 with heavy doses.

3

A band at ~980 cm-l

was also observed to grow an irradiation which the authors
assigned as being due to fluorocyclobutane structures but which
has recently
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been assigned as indicative of CF

3

functional-

The latter study however did not report any major

ities.

changes in this band on irradiation but on post-irradiation
annealing an increase in intensity was observed.

The ESD

spectrum of PTFE is dominated by the CF + peak, however, although
3
quantification of the ion yield, particularly in relation to the
neutrals desorbed, is complex.

Mass spectra of any perfluoro

alkane are generally dominated by CF + ions.
3
from PTFE have been studied, with CF

4

being the major productp

with some longer chain perfluoroalkanes.
the -cF

3

Gases evolved

247 248
'
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The origin of

functionalities observed in the ESCA spectra presented

here could therefore be due to a chain fragment reacting with
the polymer surface prior to desorptiong

the fragment in

question being either a fluorine atom or ion, or a perfluoroalkyl radical or ion.
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The initial rise in CF

3

functionalities in Figo 4o5 is seen

to drop and the general fluorine loss occurring in the polymer
is reflected by a gradual decrease in the proportion of -cF

3

groups contributing to the c s envelopeo
1
The evolution of CF functionalities is also rapid
for short irradiation times but afterwards shows a decrease 9
again reflecting the overall fluorine loss of the system under
investigationo
The initial increase in
of the initial decrease in

-~F

-~F

groups is less than 50%

2 functionalitieso

Defluorin-

ation is therefore happening on such a scale that fluorine loss
is also occurring from -CF functionalities themselves initially
formed by loss of fluorine from CF

2

groupso

Beyond treatment

times of 1 minute the dominant features in the c s spectra are
1
due to carbon atoms with no fluorine atom directly attached to
fluorineo

The lineshape analysis of this region of the

spectra is particularly difficult, because of the appearance
of features with a binding energy of less than 285eVo
referencing of the spectra is therefore difficulto

Charge
The

me~hod

of allowing a hydrocarbon overlayer to develop as a result of
condensation extraneous vacuum
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vapours was not fruitful in

this respect mainly as a result of the cleanliness of the spectremeter at the timeo

Referencing was therefore performed in a

self-consistent manner 9 summarised in Figo 4o6g using the centroid
of the Fls peak and approximating a binding energy of this peak
from known values for model compounds and the fluorine to carbon
stoichiometry ratio calculated from the
intensitieso

F

ls/Cls relative area

Using this procedure growth of features at BoEos

lower than 285eV is certainly implicit, indicating the presence
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Determine F/C stoichiometry from
Fls/Cls ratios

Estimate binding energy of Fls peak from
values for model fluoropolymer systems

Calculate charging from difference of
observed Fls position and that estimated
from F/C stoichiometry

,..

Fit charging corrected Cls envelope using
standard chemical shifts

!

Alter parameters
of fit to

Calculate stoichiometry from Cls

obtain consist-

components

ency
~

N

ls value obtained consistent with Fls/Cls
and F2s/Cls calculated sto1ch1ometr1es
Yes

I Acceptable

Figure 4 o 6

fit

j

Schematic· of an·alysis r·outin·e ·for ESCA data
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of a graphitic and/or po:yenic structure.
ment times this feature dominates the

c1 s

For longer treatspectrum, the sharp-

ness of the peak indicating that the final structure is not in
as wide a variety of chemical environments as initially.

The

formation of unsaturation in PTFE has been reported in high
.
d.1a t e d samp 1 es 245 p 250 and t h e present results wou ld
energy 1rra
tend to corroborate such an observation.
Further evidence of unsaturation in the final
structure was established by a crude bromination experiment where
the sample was allowed to stand in bromine vapour for several
minutes and the spectra rerun.

A Br 3d peak was detected after

the treatment indicating that either trapped radicals and/or
unsaturation was present.

The initial untreated sample and

the final sample showed a very small (<1% of the

c1 s

signal)

o1 s peak, but on the latter s exposure to air the o1 s peak showed
1

a marked increase.

This could be due to oxygen trapping of

surface free radicals or oxidation of a polyenic final structure.
Oxygen uptake would occur in a disordered graphitic system provided prismatic edges were exposed at the surface since these
have been shown to have sticking coefficients for oxygen far
greater than basal plane edges.
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The emergence of shake-up features to the high
binding energy side of the main photoionisation peak has been
shown by Clark and coworkers

. 38,39,40

to be a major inform=

ation level in the ESCA spectra of polymers and organic monomers
in general possessing double bonds.

However no such peaks can

be straightforwardly discerned in the spectra in Fig.4.3.

How-

ever the baseline of the Cls' Fls and F 2 s spectra is seen to rise
with respect to the low binding energy region as can be seen in
the expanded spectra of the 20 min. treated

sample in Fig. 4.7
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Comparison of initia1

c 1 sp

Fls and F 2 s spectra with spectra obtained after 20 mino

~
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compared to those for the starting material.

The asymmetrical

baseline is indicative of a highly delocalised
a polyene or indeed graphite.

.:2.03

1T

systc:mu such as

The raising of the high energy

baseline is a manifestation of the asymmetry of the main photoionisation peak.

Such asymmetry is observed in materials which

.
77 251 47
have a high density of states near the Ferm1 levelu
u
u
in general conductors,and may be thought in a crude manner as
77
arising from a multitude of shake-up processes
whose transition energy

E

(as defined by eqn. 1.5 in Chapter One} varies

from OeV upwards.

The raising of the baseline of the upper

spectra in Fig.4.7 can be seen to follow the trend

The asymmetry of the F s level is greatest since valence excit2
ation (shake-up processes) would be expected to have greatest
overlap vli th the F s levels.
2

However theoretical modelling of

these processes is beyond the scope of this investigation.
The defluorination of the PTFE surface can be illustrated dramatically by consideration of the
the spectra in Fig. 4.8.

F

ls/Cls ratios of

Also included in Fig. 4.8 are the

corresponding data for spectra run at 70

0

take-off angle which

are therefore more indicative of the absolute surface of the
system.

It can be seen that in both cases substantial loss

of the Fls signal relative to the

c1 s

signal has occurred with

the fastest drop occurring in the initial stages of the reaction.
The reaction appears to be faster initially in the outermost
surface region as evidenced by the greater

F

ls/Cls decrease in

the 70° spectra 1 but in the latter periods of irradiation increasing homogeneity is evident by convergence of the ratios
at the two take-off angles.

Further insight into the homo-
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o-30
x-70

0

0

T/min
Figure 4.8

Variation in the. F ls/C
for

6~A

. r.ela.t.i.ve. in.tensi ty ratio
1 S·

bombarded PTFE

geneity or otherwise is available by using the large difference
A plot of
in sampling depth between the Fls and F 2 s levels.
the F 1 s/F 2 s relative intensity ratios is shown in Fig.4.9 and
reveals that after an initial period the Fls/F 2s ratios decrease
indicating again that defluorination is more rapid in the sur=
face regions of the sample since preferential attenuation of
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8

-300
+ -70°

0

F1s

6

F2s
4

~0

2 4

20

T/min

Figure 4.9

Variation in Fls/F s ratio for 6J..IA bombarded PTFE

2

of the Fls levels by a surface region low in fluorine occurs
as a consequence of the lower mean free path (viz ~7R versus
Also evident is a slight difference
~20~ for the F s levels).
2
in the Fls/F s ratios at the two take-off angles indicating that
2
the decrease in fluorine is greater in the surface regions of
the sample.
The differences between 30 and 70° take-off angle
may be seen by comparison of the spectra in Fig.4.10 with Fig.4.4.
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Figure 4.10 Fls and

c 16

spectra recorded at 70° take-off angle

for PTFE bombarded by

6]JA

2kV electrons

:49

The component ar.aylsis for the 70° spectra is presented in
Fig. 4.11 and shows that the decrease in the fF

peak occurs

2

much faster such that after 30s irradiation it only contributes
55% to the total

c 18

signal.

The increase in CF

ities is not as pronounced.

3

functional-

In the surface region of the sample

the fragment ion/radical mentioned earlier involved in the

·C

20

--o------oCF
~

-----;~----~CF2

~----~.-~.-----~c8

20
.

Figure 4. 11. Vari.ati.on o.f

.c15 components .at 70.0 tak.e-.off angle
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formation of cF

3

groups has a greater probability of escape;

defluorination competing with the favourable surface free energy
293

of fF 3 groups over fF .
2

The decrease of CF functionalities

is also more rapid after an initial increase to about the same
proportion as that in the 30° spectra.

This observation is

also consistent with the idea that reactive species; in this
case a fluorine radical or ion stands a greater chance of escape
than in the subsurface region of the irradiated polymer.
The large differences in Cls lineshape for identical
treatment times between the 30° arrd 70° take-off angles arev in
fact, revealed to be due to only small differences in the component analysis.

For example after 2 minutes treatment the

fF :,fF :£F:f ratios are 9:24:24:42 for the 30° spectra and
2
3
6:22:25:47 for the 70° spectra; indicating that in the more
surface sensitive region greater defluorination has taken place.
The effects reported at both 30 and 70° take-off angles indicate
a variety of processes are occurring:

the possibility of hydro-

carbon contamination or adsorption being solely responsible for·
the changes observed may be partially discounted by the observation of fF , and fF functionalities in the c s envelope.
1
3

The

possibility of electron stimulated adsorption of residual hydrocarbon contamination was also checked by bombardment of a gold
sample for 20 minutes by a 1·51JA electron beam.

The c s and
1

Au4f spectra before and after the electron treatment are shown
in Fig.4.12 and reveal that there is an increase in c s intensity
1
but that its effect on the Au4f envelope intensity is negligible.
Substrate/overlayer calculations on both the Au4f intensity
attenuation and the c s increase indicate that less than a mono1
layer deposition of

1

carbonaceousu material

ha~

occurred due to
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(11)ofter bombardment

(1)untreoted gold

95

90

85

A.u4f

80
295
BE .leV

290

285

280

Clsx40

Figure 4.12 Au4f and c 15 .spec.tra of .gold before and .after
20 minu·t·e: bombardmen·t by' a 2kV 1. 5f.!A electron beam
beam treatment.

The sticking coefficient of hydrocarbon for

gold is, howeveru expected to be significantly higher than for
a polymer.

X-ray degradation during a run was investigated by

leaving a sample under the X-ray beam for the appropriate time
and the spectra recorded at similar intervals to those during a
run revealed negligible changes in both lineshape 1 area ratios
and binding energy.
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4o3ol (ii) Electron beam damage as a function of dose
rate and the abstraction of kinet~c data
The preceding section described the changes
observed during irradiation by a current of
grossest treatment used in this studyo

which was the

6~A,

A variety of runs were

undertaken keeping the beam voltage constant (2kV) but varying
the beam current over greater than an order of magnitudeo
As a contrast to the data presented in the
preceding section Fig.4.13 shows changes in the

c1 s

spectra

which occur to PTFE on receiving a dose of O.lS~A, i.e.~6o7xlo

11

Changes in the spectra can be seen to be
significantly less than at beam currents of 40 times greater
presented in the preceding section.

Again some degree of vert-

ical inhomogeneity is apparent since changes in the

c1 s

appear to be occurring faster at 70° than at 30°o

This is re-

lineshape

vealed in the component analyses for the spectra as seen in
Fig. 4.14 where the growth off type features and the decay of
the fF 2 signal is greater in the surface regions than in subsurface.

Also shown in Fig.4.14 are contributions to the

envelope obtained after 30s treatment by a

6~A

c1 s

beam, which is

the equivalent, in terms of dose, of 20 minso at

OolS~A.

It

is apparent that after the same dose at a higher current less
defluorination had occurred as evidenced by greater contributions
from fF 2 and fF functionalities at the higher dose.
3

It would

appear therefore, as will become more apparent later, that overall damage caused to the sample is not a linear function of beam
current.

However since defluorination may be envisaged as the

initial loss of a fluorine atom or ion from the main chain, the
concentration of free fluorine moieties at the greater dose rate

20
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4

2
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I
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spectra at two take-off ang.les. of PTFE
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electron be·am
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during irradiation will be higher therefore favouring a recombination reaction to occur enhancing the relative proportions
of

-~F

2 and

~F

3 groups at higher current but equivalent dose.

In spite of the secondary processes occurring the
abstraction of rate data has been attempted from the Fls levels
and the CF 2 component of the c s level.
1

The F s levels in
2

addition provide greater insight into the depth of the reaction.
For ESD processes of monolayers,

146 157
'
the concentration of

undamaged species within the detection region at any one time,
N(t) has been found to follow a first order relation,
N(t)

(eqn. 4.4)

where Qo is the effective cross section of the desorption process, No is the initial undamaged material concentration within
the analysis region, Ie is the total beam current, A is the
irradiated area and E is the electronic charge.
Thus a straight line whose gradient varies with Ie
should be given, if ESD is the only process occurring, in a
first order plot of ~
No·

Departure from linearity indicates that

a simple ESD process is not occurring for a variety of incident
beam currents at 2kV, at take-off angles of 30°.

Plots of

CF
Fl
2
ln(-c---> versus t and ln(---s)vs.t are shown in Figs.4.15 and 4.16.
cls
fut
Both sets of data show distinct curvature, the data obtained from
the CF

2

ratios.

components being somewhat smoother than from the

F

ls/Cls

The curvature observed could be indicative of several

first order processes

occurring~

However, Hutton

203

has re-

cently shown in a study of the interactions of a hydrogen plasma
with PTFE that curvature observed in first order plots may be
attributed to a single first order process occurring within
separate monolayers of the polymer surface.

This point will be
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Figure 4.15 First order plot of

2

·

/:c 1 s Total versus

bornbardrile.nt time at various electron beam
currents for PTFE
returned to later in the discussion.

The initial data points

have however been used to obtain an initial first order rate
constant for the decay of the CF

2

and Fls signal intensities

and the results of this treatment are shown in Table 4.1 together with data obtained from the 70° take-off angle spectra.
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Figure 4.16 First order plot of the variation of the Fls/Cls
intensity ratios at various electron

~urrents

As can be seen from the rate constants determined, reaction
occurs at a greater rate in the surface regions than in the
subsurface and bulk since rates determined at 70~ are consistently greater than those at 30° take-off angle.

The relative

values for the CF 2 component data are consistently larger,
however.

For a simple reaction occurring faster at the surface
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1
Pseudo first order rate constants (in units/min- )
obtained for PTFE

TABLE 4.1

Beam Current/llA
Core level

0.15

1.5

3 0

6.0

0

.08

.11

0.17

0.27

Fls

!30
70

.11

.12

0.21

0.33

i30

011

.22

0.34

0.71

CF

16

.24

0.47

0.73

2

70

0

it would be expected that the rate obtained using the Fls
levels, which have a shorter mean free path and are therefore

c1 s

more surface sensitive than the

levels, would be greater.

Such was the case found in the hydrogen plasma treatment of PTFE.
The greater rate of

~F

2 loss is in disagreement therefore to the

surface enhanced reaction if the mean free paths of the
Fls levels is solely taken into account.
rate constant obtained from the

~F

c1 s

and

However the greater

2 component data may be

rationalised on consideration of the processes occurring in
electron bombardment.
Component analyses have shown that in the initial
stages of reaction loss of fluorine is also accompanied by molecular rearrangement giving
the

~F

~F

3,

~F,

and~

groups in addition to

In the initial stages of re-

2 groups initially present.

action at 6]1A incident beam current production of

~10%

~F

3 groups

occurred, thus stoichiometrically this can have arisen from a
variety of schemes, e.g.
CF
CF

CF
etc.

-

2

CF

2

2

CF

----c>

CF

~

CF

CF

2

2

--{>

3

+

CF

3

+

c

2CF

3

+

+

c

F

loss

2

F loss

2

0

2

1

3

0
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Loss of CF

2

groups therefore will not mirror the loss of

fluorine from the polymer because of side reactions forming a
significant proportion of CF

3

groups.

This is in marked con-

trast to the treatment possible on the ESCA data of the hydrogen
plasma treatment of PTFE where fluorine loss did mirror the
decay in the _g_F

2

component signa1.

203

It may also be shown

that formation of a significant proportion of CF groups will
also increase the rate determined from the _g_F
to that from the Fls levels.

2

levels compared

This added complication seriously

hampers even a crude semiquantitative modelling of the reaction
but the initial pseudo first order rates obtained do show some
interesting features as wtll become apparent.
Firstly the ratios of the _g_F :F s rate constants
2 1
at a given take-off angle fall with decreasing beam current.
This is consistent with the observation of a smaller proportion
of _g_F

3

Simil-

functionalities appearing at low beam currents.

arly the ratios of the rate constants from the CF

2

component

data at 30°:70° falls with lower beam current for the same reason.
The variation of derived rate constants as a function
of beam current is shown in Fig. 4.17.

As would be expected

the rate of reaction increases with dose rate, the rate of
observable damage appears to be a linear function of dose rate.
However, on going from

0.15~A

to

6~A,

i.e. a 40X increase in

beam current (i.e. dose rate) for the 30° data, the _g_F
ent rate increases by a factor of only
the Fls rate being even lower at

~7x;

2

compon-

the increase in

~4x.

The formation of active species at a faster rate
at higher beam currents is consistent •.'lith :t...'he· v3lriattion·_of derived rate
constants~dose

rates used in this study represent near to
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Figure 4 .17 Variation of pseudo first order rate const·an·ts
obtained with electron beam current
saturation in terms of electrons bombarding the polymer surface over the time scale of the measurements.
A desorption cross section for fluorine from PTFE
may be estimated from these data, however as has become apparent
the processes occurring are not a
able to, say, CO on W.

simple ESD process compar-

Estimates of the

section from the Fls rate data obtained

1

desorption 1 cross

are~lo

-15

-10

-16

em

2

which, for a simple desorption process are unusually large ·values
and are tantamount to the domination of chemical processes over
defluorination by a simple ESD mechanism.
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Pantano

157

has defined a damage threshold for

materials in an attempt to standardise beam effects in Aes
of electron sensitive materials as the dose required to cause
a 10% detectable change in the material.
rate constants obtained from the fF
ivity of PTFE is estimated to be

2

Using the values for

component data the sensit-

2
6 x lo- 6ccm- .

This may be

compared with typical sensitivies of positive electron beam
resists between lo- 10 and 10- 6

c

cm- 2 . 238

As a first attempt to model the process occurring
the variation in the Fls and F s intensity ratios was fitted
2
to a substrate-overlayer system as outlined in Chapter One;
section 1.3.4 (ii).
The model assumes a modified layer of material on
top of a substrate of unmodified material.

The intensity of

the Fls levelr may therefore be written as

+

2e

-d;

I
;\ 1 cosej

( eqn. 4. 5)

where x is the stoichiometry of the altered layer where symbols
have their usual meanings.
Likewise the F s intensity is given by
2

=

(eqn.4.6)

This model therefore assumes a layer of homogeneous stoichiometry x.
The relative intensity ratio is therefore

=

(eqn.4.7)
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The constant

kl

k

is the hulk sensitivity factor

3

for the Fls to F 2 s levels derived from consideration of homogeneous materials.
Values of

IFls

~

-"·- 2s

were thus calculated for values of

d from o to 90~ and values of x from 0 to 2.

Comparison with

the experimental data, using a value of x from the F/c ratios
showed that with increasing reaction time, particularly at beam
currents of 1.5, 3.0 and

6~A

the

F

ls/F s experimental ratio
2

gave a close fit to the theoretical value for values of d which
initially increases with increasing bombardment timev but
plateaus to a value of ~40~ at 30° take-off angle.

Howeverv

although the observation of a moving boundary layer is supported
by a similar treatment for the 70° spectra the absolute values
determined at the higher take-off angle plateaued at ~20~.
This may be due to a surface roughening effect, which will tend
to converge the average take-off angle seen by the analyser to
45°,

150

but both values obtained represent a limit beyond the

sampling depth for the Fls and c s levels at each take-off angle.
1
The most likely situation is a modified layer whose fluorine
concentration gradually increases with depth rather than a
homogeneous overlayer of modified material with a well defined
interface with the unmodified material.
Thus a model is needed where a modified surface
layer changes in depth as a reaction proceeds as well as composition.

Such a model has been used by Hutton

203

in treating

data obtained from the modification of PTFE by a hydrogen plasma.
An adapted version of the program to synthesise the model has
been used here in an attempt to gain insight into the variation
of the relative intensities of the core levels under investigation.
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The model

~s

similar to those recently published in that it

uses a modified version of the simple substrate overlayer model
where the surface is split into lateral sections such that the
contribution of each to the observed intensity may be calculated.
A vertically inhomogeneous reaction is allowed to proceed in
each monolayer at a first order rate, the inhomogeneity being
introduced by varying the effective concentration of active
species with depth.
Relative intensities of the Fls and F s intensities
2
are given along with component ratios of the

c1 s

group.

Again

a non-ambiguous fit to the modelled data was not found, the
closest fits were found when the reaction was one-tenth that of
the surface rate at "-'40~ but that especially in the latter stages
of irradiation the relative intensity ratios predicted from a
first order process fall too rapidly compared to the experimental
data.

In fact the data were found to have the best fit assuming

a reaction dependent on /time rather than times which may be
indicative of diffusion processes.
gas

102

In studies of the inert

and hydrogen plasma modification of polymers the diffusion

of the active species into the polymer was found to be a limiting
factor on the depth of modification, in the present context it
is not unreasonable to assume that the reverse process, i.e.
diffusion of an active species (e.g. F"or F-) out of the polymer
does have a role to play.
These attempts do tend to imply that the reaction
is too complex to follow using a simple model, since side reactions in the model are completely ignored, as is an increase
in the number density of the carbon atoms which, as will become
apparent 1 increases greatly during the period of bombardment.
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The behaviour of the absolute total intensities
of the

c 1 s envelope- during irradiation is worthy of further

mentiono

It was found that for both 30° and 70° spectra~

at whatever beam current used the
a maximum value of

c1 s

total intensity rose to

lo4 times that of its initial value,

Figo4ol8 being a typical exampleo

1.4

I;I C1s
0

1·2

2 4

10
T/m1n

Figure 4 o18 B.ehaviour of the

c 1.s

of bombardment time

20

total .int.ensi.ty. a.s. .a .funct.ion
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The intensity of a given core level in XPS (c.f.
Chapter One) is proportional to the number density of atoms
within the sampling volume.

Thus the increases observed

are evidence of increased carbon atom density.

To what extent

this is due to the removal of interchain spacing of the original
polymer matrix-by either crosslinking or removal of substituent
atoms cannot be fully ascertained from the available data.
Both the creation of a crosslink, with a C-C bond distance of

~1.5~ between two chains (which in polyethylene are separated
by ~4.7~), and the loss of fluorine atoms to give chains of
conjugated carbon atoms, will increase the number density and
it is reasonable to assume that both processes are occurring.
PTFE was originally described as a degradable polymer in terms
of its radiation chemistry, but evidence for its crosslinking
is now available.

(iii)

Energy dependence of beam damage in PTFE
A limited study was undertaken to investigate the

influence of bombarding electron kinetic energy on PTFE.
Instrumental parameters at the time dictated that less than
the whole area of the sample was irradiated, thus differential
charging effects inhibit a total analysis of the data.
the Fls to

c1 s

However

intensity ratios obtained indicate that over the

range lkV to 2.5kV kinetic energy has little effect on sample
damage within the ESCA sampling depth during the initial stages
of reaction.

Greatest defluorination appears to be occurring

at lkV electron energy buta general trend in these data is not
seen (see Fig.4.19).
This is not surprising when the effective range of the
electrons is taken into account.

Using values calculated from
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the ranges for 1 to 2.5keV electrons 6 in terms of

the sampling depth used in this study fluctuations in the range
will have no effect on damage observed.

This observation is

reinforced by an approximate calculation of electron ranges in
poly(paraxylylene) using mean free paths extrapolated from the
data in Chapter Three.

Assuming a square root dependence of

mean free path on kinetic energy the track lengths of an electron which undergoes one collision per mean free path travelled
with a loss of 20eV is calculated to be

~720,

1280u 1984 and

2777R for incident electron energies of 1.0 1 1.5 1 2.0 and 2.5keV

167

respectively.

Thus the ranges are all well beyond the sampling

depth of ESCA.

4.3.2

Electron bearnban)ardment of PVF

2

(i) Preliminary observations
Like PTFE, the most directly evident feature of bornbardment of poly(vinylidene fluoride)

{PVF ) surfaces by
2

electrons is a marked decrease in fluorine content.
be seen from the spectra in Fig.4.20.

As can

The F _s
levels show a
1

c1 s

gradual decrease in relative intensity compared to the
levels.

The changes evident in the

extensive fluorine loss.

c1 s

spectra also point to

The initial spectra consists of two

major peaks, corresponding to

~F

2 features at 290.8eV and

~H

features at 286.3.

A small amount of hydrocarbon was also

evident at

Upon irradiation the

~285eV.

~F

2 peak decreases

in relative intensity while the features due to
to

~F

2 u and lower binding energy

show an increase.
due to

~F

~H

2 and

~H

2

~H

2 relative

functionalities,

Features of intermediate binding energy,

functionalities grow with bombardment.
The results of component analysis of the

c1 s

levels

and grouping together of the carbonaceous components is shown
in Fig.4.21.

One major departure from the damage observed in

irradiated PTFE is the negligible percentage of
present for PVF

2

even at higher doses.

a crosslinking polymer

178

and the virtual absence of

PVF

2

-~F

3 groups

is regarded as

with regard to its radiation effects
~F

3 functionalities observed in

this study is certainly in agreement with this finding.
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Figure 4.21 Componen.t analysis of PVF

2

c1s

spectra

The component analysis shows that initial, rapid
loss of CF 2 features occurs such that after a dose of ~6.8 x 10
2
electrons/cm (i.e. 1 minute 1 s irradiation) the CF intensity
2
has dropped byN50%.

This corresponds to the loss of

~2

CF

13

2

groups per incident electron which is greater than was noted
for PTFE

(1~.6

CF

2

groups per electron).

The rate of decrease

falls with increasing bombardment time such that the next 15
minutes of irradiation brings about a drop in the

~F

2 contribution
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of

20% of the total

a maximum growth to

c1 s
~20%

envelope.

The CF functionalities show

c 1 s envelope and a predominant

of the

process occurring must therefore be conversion of CF
by loss of fluorine (as yet unspecified) to
decrease in intensity of the fF

2

~F

2

groups

although the

features is not solely com-

pensated for by an increase in the

~F

features, indicating that

loss of fluorine from fF functionalities is occurring from the
outset, the initial relative growth of these features outweighing their demise.

A state is reached however where the

reverse case holds and for extended irradiation times therefore
the CF groups lose intensity.
As was the case for PTFE asymmetry is observed in
spectra at extended treatment times, again in the order
Fls <

c1s

< F s, for the reasons given as in the case of PTFE,

2

and so at extended treatment times the formation of a conjugated
system is implicit.

The crude bromine test also indicated the

presence of unsaturation.

The bulk irradiation of PVF

2

has

also been found to introduce unsaturation over long irradiation
times.
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The decrease in fluorine relative to carbon is

illustrated in Fig.4.22, where the Fls/Cls ratios obtained at
30° and 70° take-off angle have been plotted together.

The

decrease is seen to be uniform with depth since the difference
observed in the surface (70) and subsurface (30) spectra are
certainly within experimental error negligible.

The

F

ls/F 2 s

ratios do not reveal any general trend and display considerable
scatter at longer treatment times.

Deeper probing with the

TiKa source has therefore been undertaken and

c1 s

spectra re-

corded for varying treatment times using MgKa and TiKa excitation
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Figure 4. 22 Variation of th.e. F ls/Cls in.tensity rati.o at
2 take-off angles for PVF
are shown in Fig.4.23.

2

Although the TiKa ,
doublet makes
1 2

fitting virtually impossible it can be seen in these spectra
that the growth of

f type features in the more surface sensitive

MgKa spectra occurs at a faster rate than in the TiKa spectra.
Thus in the 16 min. treated sample the MgKa excited

c1 s

spectrum

is dominated by carbonaceous material whereas the TiKa spectrum
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Figure 4. 23 Variation of

c 15

spectra of PVF

obtained .us.ing
2
MgKa. and TiKa. X-rays with bomhardme·n·t ·t·ime
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still has a significant signal arising from fluorinated
carbon.

The variation is more quantitatively illustrated

in the C:F stoichiometries calculated using bulk sensitivity
factors for the

c1s

and Fls levels from the two sourcesu whereas

over the MgK« sampling depth homogeneity of the modified material
is indicated earlier a comparison of results from the two X-rays
sources indicates inhomogeneity in the top ~12oR (i.e. a sampling depth of the TiKa source for
angle) .

c1s

levels at 30° take-off

Assuming that the stoichiometry of the modified layer

is as given by the MgKa spectra 1 a simple substrate overlayer
treatment of the TiKa data a value of ~4sR is indicated for
the depth of this overlayer.

(ii)

Electron energy and dose rate dependence of
damage in PVF
2
The influence of dose rate on damage in PVF

2

was

studied over a small dose range using a similar treatment as
for PTFE.

First order plots for the decline in fF 2 features

at various currents are shown in Fig.4.24 and the rates obtained were found to be independent of take-off angleu within
the error limits of their determination which were considerable
compared to those obtained from PTFE.

Values for the initial

pseudo first order rate constants are shown in Fig. 4.25.
Like PTFE the rate obtained from the Fls data is lower than
from the fF 2 data although the ratios
as in PTFE due to the absence of fF
PVF .
2

3

keF

2

~
ls

are not as great

formation in the case of
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Figure 4. 24 First order rat.e. plots o.f the E_F2 component
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2
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Figure 4.25 Variation of pseudo first order rates obtained
from the Fls and ~F component data with

2

electron current
Although the rates obtained have somewhat high
error limits (.84 <r

2

< .97 for the least squares fit) the

trend again observable is that a non-linear relationship is
evident, with a saturation current reached at lower beam currents than was found to be the case in PTFE.
for PTFE and PVF

2

The rate constants

are comparable at equivalent beam currents

and saturation occurs at lower currents in PVF .
2

.246
Mk
a uuc h 1

and coworkers have shown that removal of HF formed during irradiation of PVF

2

does increase the radiation damage observed in

the polymer, without HF removal the reaction is presumably showed
by reaction of HF with chain radicals.
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A limited study has been made of energy dependence
of beam modificationy the primary electron energies used being
500 and 200eV 0 at equivalent primary doses of 0.28 A.

Align-

ment of the electron gunu particularly at energies lower than
2000eV was found to be particularly problematicalu and limited
a full span of energy dependent studies.

The spectra obtained

at each energy for an equivalent dose were found to be very
similar, as can be seen from the plots of the decrease CF

2

signal and the Fls signal shown in Fig.4.26.

500eV
x -2000eV
0

0·5

-

X=F1s

03

lnClx!r

.

05

01
0 ~}------.-----r--~-.--~-r--r---.
) . 2 4
8
16
T/min

-lO
X=CF2

-l5
Figure 4.26 Decrease in fF
and 2000eV

2

component of PVF

2

at 500
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The pseudo first order rate constants obtained from
the two sets of data are found to be very similar, and so can
be concluded from this albeit brief study that the damage
mechanism is not significantly altered in going from 500 to
2000eV primary energy.
This is a significant result since a primary energy
of 500eV is insufficient to cause ionisation of an Fls level
(BE

~690eV)

and so this mode of excitation of the initial poly-

mer is found to be insignificant in terms of damage caused by
the electron beam.

Thus electron induced damage via Auger

de-excitation of the Fls level is not an important process as
might be predicted by the Knotek-Feibelman
cussed in Chapter Two.

"1

~

48.

ESD model dis-

However the cross sections for ionis-

ation of an Fls level by electrons of enough energy is almost
an order of magnitude lower (see Fig. 2o7

)

r

than for

c1 s

ionisation which are, in turn, lower than valence ionisation
cross sections.
Differences in fluorine to carbon stoichiometries
however were discernable in TiKa spectra of samples irradiated
at the two energies.

A substrate overlayer treatment of the

results obtained at 500eV gives a depth of the modified layer
of about 2oR (a.f. 45R for 2kV).

Thus for a 4x increase in

primary energy the estimated depth of modification increases by
a factor of just over 2.

This is strongly reminiscent of the

square root dependence of electron mean free paths on energy,
the depths of modification are, however, estimated at 3 times
the mean free path·for 500eV electrons and
electrons.

~1.5

times for 2kV

It should again be noted that the model assumes a

homogeneous modified layer of polymer on top of an unaltered
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substrate, whereas the probable situation is a modified layer
whose composition varies with depth.

4.3.3

Mechanistic aspects of electron beam
degradation of PVF and PTFE
2
The results presented in the foregoing discussion

clearly indicate that the primary effect of electron bombardment is defluorination of the polymer's surfaces to a depth
of at least several tens of angstroms.
hydrogen in PVF

2

The availability of

appears to cause marked differences in ob-

servable effects of electron beam bombardment which, as will
become apparent, tally with the effects of bulk irradiation of
these polymers by high energy radiation.

The following dis-

cussion presents a likely scenario of events, a full account of
the process requires greater investigation.
The primary event in electron beam bombardment is
probably excitation or ionisation of a localised section of
the polymer chain.

Core ionisation has been shown for the

Fls levels to be relatively insignificant in terms of observable
damage.

However ionisation of higher lying, core like levels,

e.g. t h e F s 1 eve 1 s, h as recen tl y b een s h own t o b e
2
in ESD in yields from condensed organic molecules.

"f"~can t29

.

s~gn~

Such pro-

cesses have cross sections of the same order of magnitude as
'true' valence level ionisation.
ionisation

127

excitation

131

Cross sections for valence

and electron attachment

131

in-

crease with decreasing electron energy and the role of low
energy secondary electrons is likely to be most significant.
It is worthy noting that changes observed in this study are
similar to those recently reported in an investigation of the
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argon ion beam bombardment of fluoropolymer surfaces.

The

common factor between the two treatments is the copious source
of low energy secondary electrons.
Reaction in the cation manifold is probably a
12 S h
.
h Br1ggs
.
m1nor
process, a 1 th oug.
as reporte d an ESD spectrum

of PTFE, positive ion yields are likely to be significantly
lower than neutral yields.

Thus for both polymers cations

formed are likely to be rapidly quenched by the large flux of
low energy secondary electrons to leave localised excitations
in the polymer chain with energies greater than that required
for band cleavage.

(It should be remembered that the per-

fluoroalkanes were commonly used as solvents in the early days
of vacuum UoV. spectroscopy because of their transparency to
light down to wavelengths of 15ooR
energies of

~aev

or more) o

253

Rydberg states have

The large .slow electron flux will

also give rise to electron attached species, dissociation of
fluoride ions from which is

favoured owing to the high electron

affinity of fluorine in relation to the C-F bond energyo
Considering

131 240
,

firstly the case of PTFE, dissociative

electron attachment or homolytic fission of a C-F bond from a
localised excitation could both give rise to the radical I.

+ F
~~~cF

2

CFCF

2

~~~

I

+ e

+

F"

Alternatively main chain scission of a c-c bond,
which has a slight energetic preference to C-F fission (in terms
of ground state bond energies) can give rise to the radical II.
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II

Radicals I and II have certainly been detected in
the e.s.r. spectra of bulk irradiated PTFE,
estimate for the ratios of 1011
(CF -CF-CF 2 ) to the end chain
2

256

(~CF

254 25
, S with an

given for the in chain

2 ·) in PTFE irradiated in

vacuo, although these values refer to relatively long lived
Indirect evidence for chain scission is provided

radicals.

in the present study for the formation of terminal -fF

3

groups

in the initial stages of bombardment, arising from fluorine
atom addition to I,

such a reaction being more likely in the subsurface than the
surface.
The origin of the fluorine atom could be from
formation of I, or disproportion of two terminal radicals which,
due to the cage effect have been kept adjacent to each other
~~~CF

2

-CF •
2

As previously stated conflicting reports
made on the presence of fF
although CF =CF2
scopy.
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3

groups in bulk irradiated PTFE,

groups have been detected by i.r. spectra-

The initial stages of irradiation in the present study

are also characterised by greater growth of fF and f
ities.

have been

functional-

The formation of fF may be rationalised by the dispro-

portionation reaction above and by decay of radical I by elimination of another fluorine atom,
+F"
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Radical I could conceivably crosslink although
this is sterically unlikely and certainly the rise in the
absolute intensity of the

c1 s

level occurs when the fluorine

content of the polymer has been considerably reduced.

The

totality of the ESCA data cannot be directly correlated with
loss of short chain perfluoroalkanes and alkenesv in the initial
stages of bombardment.

Evolution of these gases certainly

occurs in high energy irradiation of PTFEu with CF

4 in greatest

abundance and other alkenes and alkanes being detected up to
247v .::!48

Irradiation of PTFE is a patented procedure

for synthesis of the short and medium chain fluoroalkenes.

Re-

reaction of a monomeric unit formed by irradiation could give
rise to a branched chain structure,
CF2CFCF2

+
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e.g.

CF=CF2

or

From the onset of irradiation it is clear however that the proportion of

carbon not directly attached to fluorine constantly grows, initially corresponding to carbon in a fluorine environment but ultimately with the position of this peak (BE <
to

0

285eV) corresponding

graphitic 0 or conjugated carbonp and the asymmetry to high

binding energy as evident from the raising of the baseline.
Furtherv the component analysis as a function of
time and higher rate constants obtained from the decrease in

182

t.he fF

2

peak than from ·the

are not directly converted to
ality.

peak suggests that CF 2 groups

~ls

f

type carbon but via CF function-

Abstraction of fluorine by a fluorine atom is unlikely

as this reaction is endothermic.

257

Thus possible pathways include

-'* ~~~
~~~~CF=CF-~~~ ~ ~~~~CF=CF

---D

~~~~CF=C-CF~~~~
III

The steric hindrance on III due to F groups being
absent, crosslinking or branching is now possible and the formation of a complex, carbonaceous network may proceed from such
a species.

This point will be returned to at a later stage.

The preceding discussion may be conveniently summarised in the

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-~---

--

-
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The major difference between bombardmen·t of PVF 2
and

P~FE

is the higher proportion of fF

3

functionalities formed

in PTFE and homogeneity within the surface and subsurface
regions for PVF .
2

These observations can be rationalised on

the basis of HF elimination (i.e. relatively unreactive compound
to F.) being the dominant mode of fluorine loss from PVF •
2
The data presented also indicate that loss of fF
groups from a
fF

2

~

c~ain

occurs via fF

2

~ ~F

2

process9s rather than

C type processes.
The possibility of crosslinking in PVF 2 is also

feasible from the onset of irradiation since the steric hindrance of
The formation

complete fluorine substitution is removed.
of unsaturation in PVF

.
"l.r.

2

during a radiolysis as revealed by

')

and more significantly a detailed EPR and ENDOR

analysis.

25!3

The latter study revealed that upon irradiation a
X

X

polyene network, fC=Ctn with an average value from n of

~7,

evidence for a polyenic network in the present study is provided
by the appearance of asymmetry in the Cls' Fls and F 2 s peak for
extended irradiation times, indicating the presence of a conjugated unsaturated system.
A likely reaction scheme can therefore be envisaged
to begin by initial C-C,C-H or C-F cleavage
~~~cH

~~~cH

2 -cF 2 -cH 2 ~~~

--D

~~~cF

2 -cH 2 -cF 2 ~~~

--D

~~~cF

~~~CF

2 -CH 2 vv~

----!>

~~~cF

+

2 -cF-CH 2
I

Ho

I

Ho
2 -CH-CF 2 ~~ +

2

0

+

·cH

2 ~~~

Crosslinking may occur by combination of chain radicals, e.g.
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~~~cH

-cF-CH

2 •

2

~~~

Detailed component analysis of the

c1s

spectra in the initial

stages of bombardment does reveal that CF functionalities are
predominantly in a non-fluorinated environment, that isu at a
BE of

~288eV

indicating that the crosslinking reaction above

is favoured over the recombination of two radicals of type I.
The fluorine and hydrogen atoms generated in the initial reactions may then abstract another hydrogen or fluorine atom
propagating the generation of radicals in the chain

CF 2 -cH -cF
2
2
The elimination of HF from such a radical may be envisaged
as the key reaction which generates unsaturation.

Unimolec-

ular elimination of HF f:t·om an excited chain segment will also
introduce unsaturation.

The continued elimination of HFu

together with crosslinking reactions will ultimately give a
network of polyene structures:

the driving force for all

these reactions being the favourable heat of formation of HF.
Loss of H from the chain, or abstraction of H. by free H
2
atom may also be occurringu the removal of fluorine as F 2 is
again not envisaged to be favourable however.
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CHAPTER FIVE
AN ESCA INVESTIGATION OF THE LOW ENERGY
ELECTRON BEAM POLYMERISATION
OF THE FLUOROBENZENES

186

5.1

Introduction
. t h e use o f
. grow1ng
.
. l 1n
. t erest 259 1n
Th ere 1s
cornmerc1a

the electron beam for polymer processing.

The au t omo b 1"l e 260;261

industry in particular has examples of electron beam curing
plants in daily operation.

The advantages offered by elect-

ron beam curing over the conventional curing process of staving
include greater curing speed (~3s versus several minutes) v 261
.
t s an d l ower
less Solvent loss ..262,263 l ow space requ1remen
energy consumption,

(high solid loadings and waste solvent

disposal are also added bonuses).
problems.

There are, howeveru still

The materials to be cured still tend to be more

expensive and in some cases can be unpleasant to use.

260

Installation costs also tend to be higher than a traditional
plant.

However uses of high energy electron beams are spread-

ing.
This chapter presents the results of an investigation of
polymerisation of organic ma.terials by low energy electron beams.
Although processes occurring are similar for high electron
energy beams the great difference is the path length of the
electrons.

Thus these studies were performed in vacuo and a

thin film was synthesised.

To allow comparison with plasma

polymerisation the starting materials used were the series of
fluorobenzenes,hexafluorobenzene down to fluorobenzene.

The

plasma polymerisation of these compounds has formed the basis
for several detailed investigations with the particular emphasis
being the use of ESCA.

217 221
-

This is the first investigation

of the structure and bonding of any low energy electron beam
polymers by ESCA.

There have been several investigations of

low energy electron beam polymerised materials where the elect-
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rical properties of materials used were the only form of
characterisation.

The next section gives a review of this

work.

5.1.1

Previous studies of polymers produced by
low energy electron beams
The coincidental formation of thin contaminant

polymeric films had been observed in several early electron
.
.
t"1ga t"1ons. 265-267
m1croscopy
1nves
Ennos

268 269
,
showed that contaminant polymer films

originated from the interaction of electrons with organic
molecules adsorbed on metallic substrates.

The backstreaming

of diffusion pump oil was realised to be the source of the
organic monomer molecules.

Poole

270

suggested 1 from a study

of electron bombardment of metals with Apiezon grease in the
vacuum system 1 that film formation proceeds by free radical
polymerisation of adsorbed molecules followed by electron beam
crosslinking.
Investigation in the field was directed towards
prevention of these films until the suggestion that the polymers
produced could find a use as electrical thin film insulators
.
.t
f or c1rcu1

f a b r1ca
. t.1on. 271

Subsequently several investigations

in the 1960s were carried out which concentrated on measurement
of electrical properties of films produced by bombardment of
substrates in vacuum systems rich in silicone oil vapour 0
272
Christy
studied rates of formation of films produced from
DC704 diffusion pump oil as a function of electron beam currentu
oil pressure and substrate temperature.
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On varying the current density from 70
-2

ern

to

~450~A

0

at a substrate temperature of 25 C the rate of film form-

ation increases from
272

from Fig.5.1.

g ro vvt h
rclte

0

0.17A

S

-1

0

to 0.3A s

-1

, as can be seen

A saturation rate occurs at higher current

0·4
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Figure 5.1

densities.

Variation of rate of forrnati·on of polymer
films with bombarding current
The rate also decreases on increasing the sub-

strate temperature, an observation previously observed by
Ennes.

A phenomenological theory developed by Christy

related the rate of film formation, R, to the current density 1 fp
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molecular volume of the monomer, Vv the cross section for
crosslinking electron-molecule collisionvcr, the molecular flux
at the substratev F and the effective molecular areav au by

=

R

vF

at low pressures and

=

R

(Q/a) vF

at high pressures,· where

T

is the mean stay time of the adsorbed molecule.

Christy's measurements did not differentiate between
the high energy primary electrons and the lower energy secondaries.

An extensive study of the secondary electron emission

from growing films of electron beam polymerised DC-704 was
however carried out by Mann.

273

Although the nature of the

experiments precluded any quantitative information, the growth
rate of the polymer film was found to be dependent on secondary
emission.

This result is consistent with the finding,in a

study of polymerisation in electron mirror microscope systems
by

Mayer~ 74 that electron energies as low as 6eV could initiate

polymer film formation from residual pump oil vapours.

It is

relevant to note here that glow discharges used in plasma polymerisation are characterised by average electron energies of

~l-lOev. 276

Although plasma polymerisations occur via complic-

ated free radical and ionic mechanisms which are not fully understood, reaction

causing polymerisation is predominantly by

collision of an electron

277

~ith a monomer molecule.

Subsequent studies on electron beam polymerised
DC-704 films have investigated various electrical properties
278
277-281
including dielectric constant,
conductivity (dark current)
and photoconductivity.

280

Dark current measurements indicate
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that conductivity increases with bombardment time.

On

exposure of the films to airrconductivity drops by several
orders of magnitude.

This latter observation has been taken

as evidence of the role of trapped free radicals acting as
donors and acceptors in the conduction process 1 since an
electronic rather than ionic conduction mechanism is also
inferred from the observation that conductivity remains constant at a fixed voltage.
give a band gap

~2eV

Photoconductivity measurements

with small carrier mobility.

These

findings altogether indicate that the polymer films are highly
crosslinked structures, more akin to an inorganic amorphous
semiconductor than a conventional polymer.

However i.r.

evidence is reported to indicate that methyl and phenyl groups
are still present.

282

Electron

beru~

polymerisation of DC704 vapours in

the presence of other gases gives films which have unsatisfactory electrical properties in terms of

reproducibility~ 83

The search for thin films with suitable electrical properties
prompted the uses of different starting materials in several
investigations.
1,3 butadiene

284

An investigation of the polymerisation of
vapour indicated that reaction took place at

the surface of the substrate rather than in the gas phase.
Active sites, formed by electron beam collision of an adsorbed
molecule, which propagate the polymerisation process were assigned tentatively as being cationic, with an average lifetime
of

~3

minutes.
. t '1on o f d'1v1ny
.
lb enzenes 285
A s t u d y o f po 1 ymer1sa

onto a substrate held at -80°C was found to give very high
rates of deposition, which were independent of beam current.

191

A more recent study does show rates which are dependent on
beam current,
ambient.

286

when the substrate temperature is closer to

Retention of unpolymerised material in the former

study may be partly responsible for the high rates observed.
Gregor has reported electrical properties of
. hl oro h y d r1nu
. 288
. d epoxy res1n
. 287 an d ep1c
e l ec t ron b earn po l ymer1se
and published several reviews 289 - 291 on thin film dielectrics
in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

His later reviews tended 291

to neglect electron beam polymers, which reflected the shift in
the electronics industry away from research into the use of
polymer films as intrinsic components of integrated circuits •.
(Polymer resists play an essential role however in device fabrication) .
Increased interest was at the time shown in the
formation of thin organic films by plasma polymerisation,
Langmuir-Blodgett techniques

294

295

and u.v. photolysis. 292

Photo-

polymerisation at surfaces has been studied in detail by Wright.
The technique involves irradiation of a surface in an atmosphere
of the starting material.

The process is thought to proceed

by adsorption of the monomer followed by photochemical excitation.

The role of the surface is indicated by negative activ-

ation energies of polymerisation.

Adsorption tends also to

lower the excitation energy sinceu for example, c 4 c1 6 may be
polymerised using light at wavelengths larger (~l900R) than
its excitation energy.

Plasma polymerisation involves some

degree of heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions initiated
by low energy electrons and involving a variety of species ineluding ions and excited state neutrals and metastables.
The number of publications in the field of low
energy electron beam polymerisation has greatly decreased.

A

192

notable exception was the investigation by Frost

293

and co-

workers on the structure and mechanism of formation of polymer
films formed by bombardment of various monomers including perfluorobutene.

Irradiation of monomers in the gas phase gave

polymers distinctively different from those produced by polymerisation of the condensed monomer 1 due to different mechanisms
of formation.

Gaseous polymerisation proceeds by negative

ion fragmentation in the gas phase followed by adsorption
whereas for condensed multilayers film growth occurs by electron initiation.
Fritzsche

286

has studied the gas phase deposition

of thin films by electron beam and ion beam induced polymerisation both experimentally and theoretically.
By assuming a free radical growth mechanism 1 experi~

mental growth rates were used to determine a cross section for
activation of polymerisation of ~2 x 10-

4

2
cm •

By pulsing the

electron beam the lifetime of active centres was found to be
about half a second.

Ion beam polymerisation was shown to be

a more efficient process, in terms of dose yield.

However the

total charge necessary to deposit a lOOnm layer could be

2
O.lSC/cm •
Most processes involving high energy electrons

(i.e. lOOkeV or over) have been recognised for three decades 1
after the pioneering work led by Charlesby

170

and Chapiro.

171

Polymerisation by high energy radiation generally proceeds by
free radical chain carriers; although there are specific cases
where an ionic mechanism is favoured.

Ionic mechanisms have

been shown to occur for systems such as isobutylene 1 butadiene
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and isoprene by the observation of greater degrees of polymerisation as the temperature is lowered.

The radiation induced

polymerisation of isobutylene in particular had a negative
activation energy.

The occurrence of solid state polymeris-

ations induced by high energy radiation, especially at low
temperature, is also taken as evidence for ionic polymerisation.
The rationale behind this is that in solids charge neutralization of the ion is slowed down owing to the limited mobility
of the ions in a solid.

The radiation polymerisation of hexa-

methylcyclotrisiloxane for example, occurs by an ionic chain
process which under optimum conditions consumes 450 molecules
per lOOeV of ionising radiation adsorbed.

In the present study

differentiation between ionic and radical mechanisms is not
straightforward, since for initially closed shell unsaturated
systems the definitions are not mutually exclusive and charged
radicals undoubtedly play an important role.

5.2

Experimental
Polymers were prepared by deposition of the appropriate

monomer onto a cooled gold substrate and subsequent bombardment
of the condensed monomer by 2kV electrons.

This was all

carried out in the sample preparation chamber directly attached
to the ES300 spectrometer described in Chapter One.

Typical

pressures during bombardment were '\OX.to- 9 - lxlO -a T.
Gold was chosen as a substrate because of its chemical
inertness and its excellent thermal conductivity properties,
essential for uniform coverage of the monomer.

The gold sheet

(Johnson-Matthey) was cut using scissors to give a rectangle
slightly wider and longer than the probe tip which itself was
rv20 x 8mm.

The gold was thoroughly polished using "Brasso"
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followed DY a distilled water rinse and was screwed down onto
a copper probe tip again to give good thermal contact.

After

a final rinse with high grade organic solvent (methanol) the
gold was placed in an inductively coupled r.f. hydrogen plasma
operating at

~sow

and <O.lT pressure.

The sample was then placed into the analysis position of
the spectrometer via the sample preparation chamber and Au4f
and

c1

712
s spectra were taken to check the cleanliness of the gold.

If cleanu the substrate was withdrawn into the preparation
chamber to a position, determined earlier, where the electron
beam would impinge on an area 10 x 6rnm at the centre of the
probe tip.
The cooling for the probe was started and the temperature
0

allowed to gradually decrease to -120 C.

Cooling is carried

out by drawing liquid nitrogen along the inside of the probe
shaft to a stud compressed against the interior of the probe
ending.

Temperature is fully controllable and determined by

a thermocouple in contact with the stud.
allowed to equilibriate by leaving for
recommended by the manufacturers.

~~

The cooling was
hour.

Delay is

Uneven coverage of the sub-

strate was found to occur if the time allowed to elapse was
shorter.
A reservoir shaft, shown schematically in Fig. 5.2 was
introduced into the preparation chamber so that its end was
directed towards the probe tip from a distance of

~4".

The monomers used were the series of fluorobenzenes, perfluorobenzeneu pentafluorobenzeneu 1,2,3,5 tetra-fluorobenzene,
1,3,5 trifluorobenzene, orthodifluorobenzene and monofluorobenzene all of which were research-grade samples from Bristol
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1nsert1on
locks

Schematic of reservoir shaft

Organic Ltdo

These were cho5en for several reasonsp which

may be summarised as follows:
(i)

The plasma polyrnerisation of these compounds has

been the subject of several detailed investigations with ESCA
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.
217-221
s t rue t ure and b on d 1ng.
(ii)

Fluorine substituents have been shown to give a

very wide range of binding energies within the
thus -fF ; -fF 2 ; fF and f
3

c1 s

envelope;

functionalities are readily observ-

able from the ESCA data.
(iii)

Apart from plasma polymerisationu these compounds

are not readily polymerisable by conventional meansu giving
the electron beam polymerisation of these compounds added
novelty.
About

5~1

of the appropriate monomer was injected into

the reservoir shaft via a septum using a

10~1

syringe.

In

its normal mode of operation, i.e. the introduction of liquids
into UHV for their ESCA analysis a metrosil leak seal allows a
very slow inlet of the sample in the vapour phase so that deposition onto a cooled substrate may be finely controlled.

This

allows constant removal and replenishment of the sample in monolayer quantities hence obviating X-radiation damage effects.
However for its present use a valve by-passing the metrosil
leak was opened until a film was clearly visible on the cooled
substrate.

The reservoir shaft was then withdrawn from the

UHV region of the sample preparation chamber.
ition the pressure in the system rose to

~10

-5

During deposT, due to some

fluorobenzene not condensing, but on removal of the reservoir
shaft dr~dto ~lo- 9 T; with the monomer frozen onto the substrate.

The condensed film was then irradiated with 2kV

electrons at a known dose

(~5~A)

for thirty minutes.

The

probe was then left to reach ambient temperatures in its original position.
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A major pressure rise occurred in all cases at ~-loo 0 c
corresponding to unexposed monomer boiling offu mainly from
the end of the probe shaft.

This left a clearly visible thin

film covering the area on the substrate which had been bombarded
by the electron beam.

The sample was then pushed through to

the analysis position and the

c 1 su

F 1 su F 2 su Au4f and o s
1
spectra taken using MgKa excitation at two take-off angles.

The spectra were recorded on the DS300 data system in digital
fashion as described in Chapter One.
In a separate series of experiments condensed hexafluorobenzene was bombarded for varying timesu the experimental procedure being identical to that described above except a defocussed beam was rastered over an area of

~0.8

x l.Scm with

a beam currentu as measured on a blank side of the copper probe
tipu being

~o.4~A

using the circuit shown in Fig. 4.3u Chapter

Four.

5.3

Results and Discussion
5.3.1

(a)

Electron beam polymer composition and gross
chemical structure as a function of starting material

Hexafluorobenzene
Before discussion of the ESCA investigation it is worth-

while to discuss some general points arising from the polymerisation of condensed hexafluorobenzene which are also applicable to the rest of the series.
Following irradiation of the monomer some darkening could
clearly be seen in tha.area of the condensed film which had
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undergone electron bombardment.

By allowing the probe to

warm up from -120°C a significant pressure rise in the system
(from

~10

-8

to 10

-4

T) occurred at

0

~~oo

C.

This was observed

to be due to the evaporation of the residual monomer from
areas of the probe tip not treated by the electron beam.

On

removal of the excess monomer a thin film adhering to'the gold
substrate could clearly be observed on the bombarded area of
the substrate.

Thus the monomer had undergone a substantial

increase in molecular weight since the solid remaining was stable
at UHV pressures of

~10

-8 T.

In later experiments where the

total electron dose received by the condensed monomer was reduced more than one pressure rise was observed to occur presumably corresponding to the removal of successive oligomers
although the temperatures at which these came off were not
reproducible from one run to another.
Optical and scanning electron microscopy studies of the
films revealed that they were pinhole free, essentially flat
surfaces.

At its perimeter the polymer formed did not have

a sharp cutoff but showed a gradual decrease in thickness.
Hutton has noted that for analogous but thinner films formed
by argon ion

bombardment~03rapid warming of the films resulted

in the formation of a reticulated structure on the substrate,
but in the present study this effect was not observed.
The prime objective of this work was to investigate the
gross chemical structures of electron beam polymers and so no
direct measurement of film thickness was undertaken.

However

during the initial deposition of the monomer the developing
film displayed variation in colour due to interference of incident light such that the same colour, e.g. green was observed
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at least four times.

Thus the films formed were of the order

of at least four times the wavelength of visible light; viz.
over 2)..1m.
The film was also examined in a transmission electron
microscope adapted to perform RHEEDu
Electron Diffraction).

(Reflection High-Energy

RHEED can give information on the sur-

face atomic arrangement of the sample by measurement of the
diffraction pattern formed by a beam of high energy electrons
following impingement of the sample surface at grazing incidence.

For the samples provided, which were only partially

covered by electron beam polymer, a clear sharp diffraction
pattern was observed when the beam struck an area of the sample
not covered by polymer, but no such pattern was observed on
analysis of the polymer covered surface.

This indicates that

the film was largely amorphous in nature.

The dose delivered

.!.-

..L.l.J.

L1-.-..
'-.i..LC:
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ment the film was visibly observed to degrade and so the data
should be treated with caution.
A major indication of the crosslinked nature of polymers
is provided by the lack of solubility in common solvents.
Although the quantity of film synthesised in the current study
rules out a quantitative investigation of film solubilities
common organic solvents, hexafluorobenzene itself, and water
were found to leave the film untouched.
A major problem in the initial stages of the investigation was large quantities of oxygen present in the films.
The probable source of this was water particularly present in
the Sample Analysis chamber.

(The sample preparation chamber

where the films were obtained was not subjected to the brusque
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treatment the analysis chamber wasu where some routinely run
samples contained large

q~antities

of water).

Frequent baking

and the use of a titanium sublimation pump was found to reduce
any o 1 s signal to

~1%

of the

c1 s

intensity although earlier

films were found to contain varying quantities of oxygen;
particularly if the ESCA analysis was carried out with the
probe at less than ~o 0 c.
The

c 1 su

F 18 and F s spectra of the polymer recorded at
2

two take-off anglesu viz. 30° and 70° are shown in Fig. 5.3.

5000

cps

500
c s

sooo

.cps

I
F2s
B.E.(c.orr.)/eV

Figure 5.3

Cls' Flsr F 2 s spectra of the electron beam
polymer prepared from hexafluorobenzene

The beam current used was

~o.5~A

for a total time of 30 minutes.
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Visual inspection of the spectra reveals the similarity of
the core levels at the two take-off angles.

Calculation

of the overall film stoichiometry from a knowledge of the
instrumental sensitivity factors and the Fls to c s total in1
tensity ratios gives c 1 F _
and c F .
for the 70° and 30°
1 0 70
0 63
take-off angle spectra respectively.

These values are within

experimental error the same and reveal that the film is vertically homogeneous in terms of fluorine to carbon content in
the surface and subsurface regions.

Component analysis of

the c s spectra has been performed in a manner similar to that
1
previously carried out for spectra obtained from the plasma
polymer of hexafluorobenzene.

Thus peaks corresponding to

f-CFn, fF, fF-CFn, fF 2 , fF 3 and a n+n* shakeup satellite of
the CF peak at binding energies of
~291.7eV,

~293.9eV

a peak at

~285.0eV,

and

~296.0eV

~286.8eV,

~288.6eV,

have been fitted.

~289.4eV,

In addition

corresponding to carbon with neither a

nor 8 fluorine atoms present was necessary, the nature of this
peak will shortly become apparent.

Such a component analysis

gives a stoichiometry of c 1 F.
and c F.
for the 70°and 30°
1 73
71
spectra, in excellent agreement with the F s;c s calculated
1
1
stoichiometries.

The two sets of data indicate that fluorine

loss has occurred to the same degree at both 30

0

and 70

0

samp-

ling depths, a further indication of the film 0 s homogeneity is
provided by the F s/F s intensity ratios,
1
2

being~7.2~7.6

for the

two take-off angles, i.e. comparable to vertically homogeneous
model polymers.
The component analysis indicates that substantial loss of
CF features has occurred, since in the monomer the fF peak at
289.5eV is

~90%

of the total c s envelope, the remaining 10%
1
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being due to a

n~n*

shake-up satellite at

~296eV.

In the

polymer the peaks due to CF functionalities have a reduced
contribution of

~40%,

the

n~n*

shake-up peak at

still present, with an intensity of
peak.

~7%

~296eV

of the parent

is

~F

Thus retention of unsaturation associated with CF

functionalities is indicated although to a lesser degree than
in the monomer.

Evidence for molecular rearrangement accom-

panying polymerisation is seen from the presence of
alities (which contribute
from a small
~F

(~2%)

~12%

~F

2 function-

at both take-off angles) and also

contribution of features corresponding to

3 functionalities.

The relative contributions of the latter

two features are remarkably similar to those observed in the
plasma

217

and argon

.

~on

beam

203

polymerisation of hexafluoro-

benzene, the plasma polymerised films however having greater
overall fluorine content than the electron beam and ion beam
oolvmers.
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The spectra obtained from the electron beam polymer also
show a substantial contribution to the
not directly bonded to fluorine.

c1 s

envelope of features

Line shape analysis

differentiation of these features into two groups:

allow~

(a) carbon

with fluorine at a

S position, and (b) carbon with no fluorine

at either the a or

S position.

fluorobenzene

In plasma polyrnerised hexa-

217 218
,
the latter were shown to be due to hydro-

carbon overlayer arising from deposition of residual hydrocarbon
in the vacuum system utilised.

It is of interest therefore

to ascertain whether such is the case in the electron beam polymer using a simple substrate overlayer model.
With uniform coverage of an overlayer, the intensity ratio
of the hydrocarbon to the r:e·st of the .c s envelope is given by
1
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edi.A.cose _

where du

(eqn. 5.

1

and 8 have their usual meanings.

A.

I

=

spectra Io

.15 giving d

= .67R.

3)

For the 70°

This is less than mono-

R

layer thickness(~5R) and so coverage if present must be due
to a patched overlayer.

Modifying eqn. 5.3 to take account

of fractional coverage x of overlayer gives
x(l -

(eqn. 5. 4)

(1-x) + x e d7A.cos8
I

By numerically calculating values of

0

from eqn. 5.4 for a
IR
range of values of x and d (in 5~ steps) comparison may be made

with the experimental data.
For the present case best agreement is found for fractional
fllUilU.Ldy~r.·

~UV~Ld~~~

U-

~.e.

:J~,

WJ..L.Il

X

-'

VooGo

·.nl~

r.~J.dl...J..V~

I

intensity ratio Io calculated using these values for the 30

0

R

take-off angle is
Thus the

~

~0.07

where the observed contribution is 15%.

type carbons at

~285eV

are not due to overlayer

coverage but are incorporated in the polymer film, in marked
contrast to the case found for plasma polyrnerised hexafluorobenzene.

This is consistent with the expectations based on the

F/C stoichiometries for the two films.

Thus whereas for the

electron beam polymer the stoichiometry is lower in fluorine
than for the starting material for the plasma polymer under
most conditions it remains the same.
In Chapter Four it was shown that at room temperature
electron beam bombardment of clean gold causes a small increase
in the intensity of the

c1 s

peak occurring in the

~285eV

region
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showing that a low level of electron beam induced adsorption
or polymerisation of residual vacuum gases was occurring even
at these very low

(~10

-9

Torr) pressures and beam doses.

Fluorine loss was also shown to occur to a much greater degree
than adsorption on electron beam bornbardmentu with CF
in PTFE and PVF

2

2

groups

gradually losing fluorine and giving a sur-

face predominantly of carbonaceous nature.

It would appear

that the latter process accompanies the electron beam polymerisation, electron stimulated adsorption being insignificant.

Some molecular rearrangement does appear to be occurring
in the electron beam process, evident from the appearance of
peaks arising from CF

2

(~12%

of the total

c1 s

envelope) and

Th~Cls spectra of plasma polyrnerised per1 218
218
fluorobenzene also revealed
evidence for extensive molecui

CF 3 (<2%) groups.

Jt

rearrangement with components appropriate to CF

3

and CF

2

groups

of increased intensity.

(b)

Pentafluorobenzene
Bombardment of condensed pentafluorobenzene under the

same conditions as for hexafluorobenzene (viz. 2kV beam energy;
S~A

beam current as measured on the probe tip; sample cooled

at constant -l20°C) produced a polymer where Cls' Fls and F 2 s
spectra recorded at two take-off angles (30° + 70°) are shown
in Fig. 5.4.
The stoichiometries of the films calculated from
ratios are found to be
for the 70

0

spectra.

c 1 F 0 _56

c 1 s/Fls

for the 30° spectra andCiF •
0 49

These data are indicative of the homo-

geneity of the film within the different sampling depths
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Figure 5. 4

rdv'

c 1 s,

F ls, F 2 s spectra of the. elec.tron beam
polymer prepared from pentafluorobenzene

of the two take-off angles, also revealed by the F s/F s ratios
1
2
at both 30° and 70° which are close to those derived for homogeneous polymers.

Line shape analysis of the

c1 s

spectra has

been carried out using the same philosophy as that for the
hexafluorobenzene polyrnersu with peaks assigned initially;
in order of increasing binding energyu as CH,C-CF , CFu CF-CF u
- n n
~F

2u

~F

3 and a

TI+TI*

shake-up satellite of the

~F

stoichiometries calculated from this analysis are

c 1 F 0 _70 u

peak.

c 1 F 0 _63

The
and

in relatively poor overall agreement with the data
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calculated from the F s;c s intensity ratio.
1
1
at

~293.5eVv

If the peak

originally assigned as arising from CF

featuresvand having a relative intensity of

~3.5%

3

structural

of the total

c s envelope 1 is alternatively assigned as being due to a n+n*
1
satellite of the C-CFn component centred at

~286.3eV 1

the

stoichiometries as calculated from c s contributions become
1
c 1F •
and c 1 F .
for 30
0 56
0 58

0

0

and 70 .

A schematic of the peak

fitting procedure is shown in Fig. 5.5.
The major difference between these spectra and the spectra
obtained for the perfluorobenzene electron beam polymer is the
significant drop in the contribution of CF 2 components to the
cls spectra (a drop from

~12%

to 6%).

Also evident from in-

spection of the c s spectra is the apparent shift of the peak
1
at

~286.3

0

corresponding to carbons not directly bonded to

fluorine but with an adjacent CF groupv to lower binding energy.
This is consistent with the J ot.re:r

-~=1 '..oc-:::-.:.::::c

co:.:J.t.\:::il i.. u:i i:he tilms.

The binding energy of the centroid of the Fls peak shows a
d ecrease o f

~

. b.~n d.~ng energy 297 correspon d.~ng a 1 so t o
4 e V ~n

the lesser degree of fluorination.
Comparison with the pentafluorobenzene plasma polymers
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reveals differences similar to those observed between the hexafluorobenzene polymers prepared by the two techniques.

The

fluorine content of the electron beam polymers is again lower
than the plasma polymers (which had typical stoichiometries
The uniformity in terms of vertical homogeneity in
the plasma polymers is also observed in the electron beam polymero
The c s spectra of the electron beam polymer do not reveal the
1
same extent of molecular rearrangement as was the case in the
pentafluorobenzene plasma polymeru

218

since relative contributions
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Background F/C ratios at two take-off
angles indicate homogeneity
I

I

\)

Fit Cls envelope using chemical shifts
typical of such a fluorinated system

Calculate stoichiometry from Cls
components

~---------~--~s Agreement

with Fls/CtsN:toichiometry

Acceptable
Assign peak originally assigned as
fit
fF 3 to n-+n* satellite of C-CF

I Ccti~uiate

n

peak.

stolcnlometry

Yes
Agreement with Fls/Cls stoichiometry
No

Assign fF

2

peak to n-+n* satellite

of C-CF features.

Calculate stoichiarnetty

Agreement with Fls/Cls

etc.

Figure 5.5

Schematic of the peak fitting routine used
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arising from CF

2

and CF

electron beam polymero

3

functionalities are lower in the
However less fF

3

and fF 2 groups may

be indicative also of defluorination of the initially rearranged producto
Substrate overlayer calculations detailed in section 5o3ol(a)
also reveal that f

type features giving the peak at

~285eV

are incorporated in the polymer film and are not due to a hydrocarbon overlayero

Thus again electron beam irradiation has

produced a significant proportion (15%) of carbonaceous material
not present initially in the monomero

(c)

Tetrafluorobenzene
The 1,2,3,5 isomer of tetrafluorobenzene, bombarded under

the same conditions as hexa- and pentafluorobenzene yielded a
polymer whose Cls' Fls and F 2 s spectra are shown in Figo5o6o
Inspection of the C1 c core level spectra immediately reveals
less contribution of components due to CF

2

and CF functionalities

than that observed in the perfluorobenzene and pentafluorobenzene cases:

stoichiometries derived from the F s;c 1 s ratios
1
Peak fitting of the

c s envelope was performed as previously described for the per1
fluorobenzene and pentafluorobenzene electron beam polymersv
however assignment of the peak at 293o6eV to

CF

3

functionalities

again causes severe discrepancy to occur between stoichiometries
calculated by consideration of the F

1s

;c

intensity ratios and
1s .

those from component analysis of the c s envelope at both take1
off angleso

Assignment of this peak to the

satellite of the C-CFn peak at

TI~TI*

~286o6eV b~ings

shake-up

the stoichiometries

calculated by the two methods to close agreement, as can be
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Figure 5.6

Cls' Fls and F 2 s spectra of electron beam
polyrnerised tetrafluorobenzene

seen from Fig.5.6.

Such an assignment however gives an un-

usually high intensity,

of the shake-up transition com-

~13%,

pared to its parent peak.

Thus features at

bably attributable to both CF

3

and

TI+TI*

~293.6eV

are pro-

shake-up transitions

but to what extent each contributes cannot be accurately
assigned.
The proximity of stoichiometries calculated from the 70°
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and 30° data reveals that the films formed are again vertically
homogeneouso

This is confirmed by

close~ction

of the corn-

ponent analysis of the c s spectra where intensities due to
1
various structural features are very similar at the two

take-

off anglesu and also by the proximity of the F s;F s ratioso
1
2
Comparison with the data reported for the polymer prepared
by plasma polymerising lu2,3,5 tetrafluorobenzene
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indicates

again that there is less fluorine incorporation in the electron
beam polymer, since the former had derived stoichiometries very
close to that of the starting monomer (C F
) whereas the
1 0067
electron beam polymer has

~33%

less fluorineo

A smaller

proportion of CF 2 groups in the electron beam polymer compared
to plasma polymers is again shown to be the case, indicative
of less rearrangement occurring in the electron beam polymerisation processo

(d)

Trifluorobenzene
The polymer formed by bombardment of condensed lv3u5

trifluorobenzene under the same conditions as the other fluorobenzenes yielded Clsv Fls and F 2 s spectra shown in Figo 5o7o
The stoichiometries derived from the F s;c s ratios at the
1
1
two different take-off angles are within experimental error,the
same,

vizo Oo30 at 30° and Oo3l at 70°, indicative of the vert-

ically homogeneous nature of the film, also confirmed by the
F 1 s;F 2 s ratioo

The stoichiometries show that the trifluoro-

benzene electron beam polymer is lower in fluorine content than
polymers prepared from the tetra-, penta- and hexa-fluorobenzeneso
rhis may also be seen by inspection of the c s envelopes, which
1
reveal a much lower contribution to the band profile from CF
components and deconvolution of the c 1 s envelope 1 in a manner
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Figure 5" 7

c 1 s, F ls and F25 spectra of ele.c.t.r.on. he.am
polyme:::-ised trifluorobenzene

consistent with that used in fitting c 1 s spectra of the hexa-,
penta- and tetra-fluorobenzene electron beam polymers, indicates
this trend in a more quantitative fashion"

However even

assuming that all of the signal assigned to CF 3 components is
due to rr+rr* shake-up transitions, the fluorine content as calculated from the c 1 s envelope
F1 s;c 1 s computed stoichiometryo

~S"

slightly higher than the

This indicates that some ofthe
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signal intensity originally assigned to fF
due to a

n+~*

2

features may be

shake-up satellite peak of f-CF features

~hich

accoun~.

themselves have not been explicitly taken into

Thus

the data reveal some retention of conjugative features, but
to what extent cannot be accurately judged.

The Fls spectrum

at 30° take-off angle indicates some retention of conjugation
at =CF functionalities.
A previous investigation of the plasma polymers produced
from trifluorobenzene
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gave ·a

polymer stoichiometry, as

determined by both ESCA and bulk analysis, of c 1 F . u thus
0 4
the electron beam

pol~mer

is again less fluorinated than its

analogous plasma polymer.

(e)

Difluorobenzene
The ortho isomer of difluorobenzene was polymerised under
-~~,.:,..: ~-=
_._,
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the Cls' Fls and F s level spectra of the product are shown in
2
The low fluorine content of the films is immediately

Fig.5.8.

evident, with the peak due to -CF at

~288eV

now just appearing

as a broadening asymmetry to the high binding energy side of
the main peak.
The low fluorine content of the film necessitates a
change in the line shape analysis for the

c1s

envelope.

The

reason for this is the large contribution from C-CF functionalities occurring at
peak at 285eV.

~.6eV

to higher binding energy to the CH

Thus the spectra were peak fitted assuming

the functionalities contributing to the overall
fH , f-CF, C-CFn'
2
285.7eV,

~286.6eV,

due to n+n

*

2

~F,

c1 s

profile were

fF-CFn, fF 2 at binding energies of

~288eV,

288.9eV and 29leV.

~285eV,

Shake-up peaks

shake-up transitions for the C-CF, C-CF

n

were also
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Figure 5.8

Cls' Fls and F 2 s spectra of electron beam
polymerised
difluorobenzene

fitted assuming a transition energy of

~7eV.

The stoichiometry calculated from the c s component
1
0

contributions at both take-off angles (C 1 F •
at 30 , c 1 F •
0 19
0 15
0

at 70) are close to that calculated from the F s;c s ratios
1
1
The stoichiometry indicates
that extensive fluorine loss has occurred, the stoichiometry
changing from c 1 F .
for the starting material to c 1 F.
18
0 33

~.e.
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a decrease of approximately 45%.

~
. t"1on 221
Th e pLasma
po 1 ymer~sa

of orthodifluorobenzene involved a

~20%

decrease in fluorine

contentu so again the electron beam polymerisation process
involves greater fluorine loss.
The electron beam polymer of orthodifluorobenzene, like
the plasma polymeru is shown by the angular dependent data to
be vertically homogeneous.

This is considerably emphasised by

the proximity of the relative intensities of the

c1 s

componentsv

Additional evidence of homogeneity is
provided by the F ~ s intensity ratio at 30° 1 however the 70°

1 2

ratio is relatively unreliable because of the low intensity of
the F s peak giving poor counting statistics.
2
The

n~n*

(e.g. CF ,
3

CF

shake-up peaks 1 being relatively free from other

2 )groups~

in the system.

For both 70 and 30° take-off angles the n~n*

component contributes

value of

~

9% .

may be used as a test of conjugation

~6%

of the major component at

~285.7eV.

Both these figures are indicative that a large

degree of unsaturation was retained by the electron beam polymeru
since typical intensities for

n~n*

peaks are

peak for monomeric perfluorobenzene.
~F

(f)

~7eV

of the parent

Evidence for unsaturated

features may also be taken from the small

transition

~11%

n~n*

shake-up

to the higher binding energy side of the Fls peak.

Monofluorobenzene
As would be expected,the polymer prepared by electron born-

bardment of monofluorobenzeneu under the same conditions as the
other fluorobenzenesu has the least amount of fluorine as revealed by the Flsy F 2 s and

c1 s

spectra shown in Fig. 5.9.

The
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C1s

c 1 s,

F ls and F 2 s spectra of .e.l.ec.tr.on. b.eam
polymerised monoEluorobenzene

F s spectrum,of poor
2

q~ality

in terms of signal to noise ratio,

is particularly affected by the low fluorine content, which,
coupled with the relatively low cross section for photoionisation by MgKa , X-rays, yields a low intensity peak.
1 2
Analysis of the
corresponding to

~H

c1 s

2,

at binding energies of
288.5eV respectively.

spectra was performed using peaks

~-CF,

~-CFn,

~285eV,

~F,

~F-CFn

structural features

285.7eV, 286.6eV, 287.6eV and

The broad peak centred around

~292eV

has
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been fitted as corresponding to two rr+rr* shake-up satellitesu
of the C-CF and CH

2

peaks.

shows again that significant fluorine loss is occurring.

How-

ever in marked contrast to the rest of the series the fluorine
content of the electron beam polymer is significantly higher
than in the plasma polymerised monofluorobenzene.
Homogeneity of the electron beam polymer is shown again
by the great similarity of the 30

0

and 70

0

take-off angle data.

The intensity of the shake-up components is about 5% of their
parent peaks, indicative of substantial retention of conjugative
features.

Such retention was only observed in the plasma

. t'~on o f mono fl uoro b enzene un d er
po 1 ymer~sa

221
'ld con d't'
~
~onsu

m~

viz. low power andu more criticallyu higher pressure.

Evidence

for =CF structural features can be seen from the slight rr+rr*
shake-up transition peak

~6eV

to higher binding energy of the

main F s peak in the electron beam polymer.
1

{g)

Overall Comparison of Polymers Produced
The data presented in the previous sections indicate that

electron beam polymer composition is a function of the initial
starting material, in contrast to the majority of gas phase
electron beam deposition reactions where the polymer was envisaged to be largely independent of starting material.

However

for all the polymers carbonaceous materialu evident by a peak
at

~285eV

was incorporated in the film and not due to an extra-

neous hydrocarbon overlayer.

The fluorine content of the

electron beam polymers also indicate that significant fluorine
loss had occurred.

The structures of the polymer films produced

from electron bombardment of the isomeric fluorobenzenesindicate

217

a complex relationship to those of the starting "monomers".
3owever the structures are distinctive in each case although
at high beam current and extended bombardment times the ultimate
structures will inevitably tend to be similar for all of these
starting materials.
The variation of C:F stoichiometries relative to initial
'monomer' composition is shown in Fig.S.lOu which emphasises
that substantial fluorine loss has occurred.

The greatest

relative decrease occurs in the less fluorinatedstarting materials.

08

o

-trom 30° F1s/C1sdota

x-from 70° F1s/C1s data
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This is similar to the trend observed for the plasma polymers
of the fluorobenzenes

221

where the starting material to polymer

stoichiometry ratios did vary over a large range, viz. from l
for hexafluorobenzene to 0.3 for monofluorobenzene.

Defluoro-

ination in both treatments therefore is favoured with greater
hydrogen content of the starting material, which indicates that
HF elimination aids defluorination.

The loss of HF from the

starting material to yield a benzyne has been shown by MNDO SCF
219 , 221 · th case of t t
.
ca l cu l a t 1ons
1n
e
e ra fl uoro b enzene, t o b e
less favourable energetically than isomerisation reactions, vta
valence isomers and hexadienyne formations via fulvene.

Separ-

ate calculations indicate that hydrogen substitution for fluorine
does not show any trend in stabilising or destabilising the
benzyne with respect to the parent fluorobenzene.

Fluorine

elimination as HF may however occur in fulvene/hexadienyne·
s;::.:--uc;:.-u.:Lt::6 :.i:u.Lmt!u

j_H

1:.-he ini-ciai stages of polymerisation.

Fluorine loss was significantly greater in the electron
beam polymerisation of the higher fluorinated systems with the
concomitant appearance of carbonaceous features.
The change in relative contributions

of~~

~F,

~F

and

2

functionalities of the electron beam polymers as a function
of

sta~ting

Thus

monomer may clearly be seen from Fig.5.11.

as would be expected

~

functionalities increase and

~F

decrease

with decreasing fluorine content of the starting monomer.
greater fluorine content of the perfluorobenzene

oamp~d

The

tO penta-

fluorobenzene is seen to be due solely to an increase in CF 2
functionalities, indicative of greater rearrangement taking place
in the perfluorobenzene polymer.
The vertical homogeneity of the electron beam polymers
was in general shown to be uniform for the lower fluorinated

21S

80·
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20

/

A

-~

~--- CF2
2
3
4
5
6

1
No of fluorine atoms 1n
monomer

80

40

20
CFZ
2

3

4
5
6
No of fluorine atoms in monomer

Figure Soll Variation of summed relative component contributions
to. the c
envelope
15
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members but greater fluorine loss was seen to occur at the
absolute surface of the penta- and per-fluorobenzene series.
Retention of some conjugated features is observed for all the
electron beam polymers by the presence of n+n* shake-up peaks
for both the

c1 s

and Fls spectra.

These polymers showed very low levels of oxygenu typically
~1%

of the carbon.

paration.

This again is due to the UHV mode of pre-

On exposure of the samples to air however the oxygen

level changed significantly;to

of the carbon.

~5%

This phenom-

enon was also observed in the plasma polymers where oxygen content of in situ polymerised films was far lower than those made
in free standing reactors, which necessitated
sample to air prior to ESCA analysis.
ols signal .

.encompassing

and a "blurring" of the

c1 s

exposure of the

The position of the broad

a wide range of functionalitiesu
peak indicates that the oxygen pre-

sent ln the exposed samples has chemically reacted with the
electron beam polymer surface as opposed to uptake by a physiosorption process.

5.3.2

The Effect of Bombardment time on final
polymer structure
In order to gain insight into possible processes

occurring in electron beam polymerisation a series of experiments
was carried out where the time of electron bombardment of the
condensed fluorobenzene was varied.
cases was again gold.

The substrate used in all

The electron beam however was now

rastered over a greater area of the probe tip

(~1.

0 em-2 ) .

Hexafluorobenzene was chosen as the starting material since in
the previous sections it was found that -

221

(i)

The mode of fluorine loss in hexafluorobenzene may

be considered unique to the electron beam process.

Fluorine

loss in the other isomers appears to be complicated by a convolution of processes which also occur in plasma polymerisation
and those which are inherent in the electron beam processes.
(ii)

The relative intensity of the -CF

2

signal was highest

for the perfluorobenzene electron beam polymer.
of CF

2

Occurrence

functionalities is evidence of molecular rearrangement

processes occurring.
Separate experiments were therefore carried out on condensed multilayers of perfluorobenzene with electron beam bornbardment times of 1,3,7.5, 15 and 30 mins.
beam current

(~4~A

In all cases the

as measured on the probe tip) and energy

(2kV) used were the same.
The c s spectra at two take-off angles for the resulting
1
polymer are shown in Fig.5.12.

As can be seen from Fig.5.12

substantial changes to the line shape are occurring, with
growth of features to the low binding energy side of the main
CF peak at

~288.5eV.

The treatment after l minute appears to

be anomalous, and substrate overlayer calculations indicate that
the peak at

~285eV

is not incorporated in the film but is due

to an overlayer of, presumably, hydrocarbon material.

For the

rest of the series the model calculations show that the C peak
is incorporated in the film.
the

-~H

On removal of the effects of

2 peak at 285eV binding energy it is found to follow a

definite trend.

Line shape analysis of the c s peaks has been
1

carried out along the lines of that described in section 3 {i) ("a)
of this chapter.

Stoichiometries obtained from such fits were

found to be in agreement with those calculated from the F 1 s;c s
1
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ratio.

These are shown in graphical form in Fig.5.13.

Fig.5.13 shows a definite trend of lower fluorine content
with increased bombardment time.

Thus for low treatment

times the polymer stoichiometry is very close to the monomer.
This is quite logical since extrapolation to zero treatment
time should give a polymer of the identical stoichiometry to
the monomer, the yield would, however, be 0%.

70° 30°
e
\

1·0

c

from Os components
from F1s/C1s rat1o

\
\

·---- 285eVcomp removed
"(>--
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u
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Figure 5.13
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Effect of bombardment time on measured
stoichiometry

The component data may be grouped together to give contributions arising from f, fF, fF 2 and fF functionalities
3
and these data are displayed in Figc 5.14.
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It may be seen from Fig.5.14 that there is an initial
formation of

~F

2 and fH groups with a concomitant decrease

in fF up until a treatment time of 3 minutes.

After this

fF 2 functionalities show a decreasing signal.
The initial formation of fF 2 functionalities is evidence
for significant molecular rearrangement.
tribute about the same as the >fF

2

The 7C peaks con-

after 1 min. treatment time,

and the overall stoichionetry is about the same as the starting
material.

The

peak has also decreased to some extent.

n~n*

Initially therefore fluorine migration accompanied by chain
formation is occurring.

From the available data the linkages

could be between any one of the

~C,

is also an initial formation of -fF

~F

3

or

~cF

2 groups.

There

groups but to a much

smaller extent that >fF 2 functionalities.
;,.:Z·cc..._

of

~fF

l

to >fF

:tit.J.XluL.c:

2

uuwi>ctrd.ment time there is still conversion

groups but at a much slower rate than initially.

Eventually a stage is reached where fluorine migration to give
>fF

2

groups will not be feasible because of the lower concen-

tration of

~F.

Under the constant bombardment of the beam,

however, defluorination is occurring from both CF 2 and CF groups
but, as Fig.5.14 indicates, defluorination of >fF
~F

2

groups to

functionalities between 3 and 7.5 min. bombardment time

cancels the effect of

~fF

defluorination, since the % of

functionalities decreases WhiLst the

~F

~F

2

component remains virt-

ually constant and the amount of carbon not bonded to fluorine
increases.
Prolonged treatment time (i.e.

15~30

minutes) causes the

fluorine loss to continue, evident by the drop off in the

~F

226

peak contribution and the increase of

~

type carbon.

Thus initial polymerisation is achieved in

minute and

~1

thereafter a combination of beam effects occur with defluorination predominating which would ultimately lead to a defluorinated carbonaceous network similar to that envisaged to occur
in the electron beam irradiation of PTFE and PVF
in Chapter Four.

2

discussed

Plasma polymerisation is also thought

298

to

occur via competing processes of polymerisation and ablation.
Although a study of chemical composition of films prepared from
hexafluorobenzene

220

at various r.f. powers did reveal an

inverse relationship between fluorine content and power the
films were found to have stoichiometries of between

c 1F 1

and

c F .
i.e. a smallerrange than that observed in the electron
1 0 89
beam process.
The similarity of films produced by electron beam,ion
neam and plasma processes points to a common polymerisation
mechanism, which probably involves initiation by low energy
electrons, since these are present in all three treatments.
It is worthwhile to estimate the average yieldu in terms
of chemical events, per primary electron bombarding the condensed hexafluorobenzene.

To achieve this some measure of the

number of chemical events per molecule is neededu and an estimate
may be given by changes in the

c1 s

envelope.

For example at

30° take-off angle and one minute treatment time the features
corresponding to

~F:~:cF

2 functionalities are in the ratio 4:1:1.

Thus each molecule may be assumed to have undergone at least 2
eventsu since originally 6 CF groups are present in the starting
material.

227

The total number of events may be calculated by consideration of the number of molecules which are being investigated
by ESCA examination.

This calculation is straightforward since

the number of molecules present in a layer of thickness d,
area Au density p is given by
NL

= £M

X

A X d X Nr

where N is Avogadrovs number and M is the molecular weight.

3 and d as the effective sampling depth

Taking p as ~1.6lg cmat angle

e,

then the total number of events is given by
NE

= £M
=

The dose viz
1.5 x 10

14

4~A

X

A X 3Acos8 X N. X 2

L 893

over

~1

X

em

lo
2

15
for one minute corresponds to

electrons bombarding the target hence the yield

at 1 min. bombardment time is

~25

events per primary electron.

A simiLar calculation for the 70u spectra gives a yield of
~12

events per primary electron.

So the electron beam clearly

initiates a whole series of events whose nature is at present
uncertain.

The large difference between the values obtained at

30°and 70° is understandable considering the large mean free
path of the impinging electrons compared to the sampling depth.
Assuming a mean free path of ~3oR for 2keV electrons then the
total proportion of electrons passing through the layer corresponding to 70° take-off angle sampling depth with no energy loss
is given by
N
~ .. e 1 ..,. exp (-14.6)

30

=

0 . 619 .

The implication of this figure is that

~38%

of the original

beam flux has undergone energy loss on passage through the layer
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effectively observed at 70° take-off angle.

A yield may

therefore be constructed corresponding to the number of events
caused by electrons which have undergone energy loss 1 and its
value at 70° is 32.

A corresponding yield for the 30° take-off

angle is 36.
Similar values for the spectra after 3 minutes are 15
and 13 for 30° and 70° spectra respectively.
It is clear from these values that an electron beam is
a very efficient chemical initiator.

The large yields ob-

tained are indicative of the complex series of events occurring.
The lower yield values obtained for the 70° spectra may be indicative of the role of secondary electrons in the polymerisation process.

At the 30°

c1s

sampling depth less secondary

electrons; produced by ionisation caused by the primaries, will
.... "!.; _,...
-----·-:;.,
--- -----~

ionisation or excitation events to take place.

.,f:,,-~"J.o,~-

This assumes

that the number of secondaries produced is constant over the 30°
and 70° sampling depths.

This is not unreasonable since (i)

secondary electron emission studies of polymers indicate

tha~

the number of secondaries produced at a depth x is independent
of X 1 124

(ii) semi-empirical theories of secondary electron

emission are based on the assumption that the depth dependence
of secondary production is proportional to the rate of energy
loss of the primary.

163

The stopping power of polystyrene for

o-1
2keV electrons is about 0.827eV A
i.e. constant
36R distance.

over a

167

As mentioned earlier, the role of secondary electrons in
electron beam polymerisation has previously been reported 1

273

as has the observation that electron energies as low as 6eV
. . t 1a
. t e a gas p h ase po l ymer1sat1on
.
.
cou ld 1n1
process. 2 7 4

229

Low energy electrons are also the initiating agent in
the plasma polymerisation processu and it is worthy of note
that the initial (i.e.

l min. treatment time) electron beam

polymer is the nearest to the plasma polymers of hexafluorobenzene in terms of stoichiometry (when the effects of extraneous H/C are taken into accounth indicating similarity in
their respective formation processes.
As was the case in electron beam bombardment of solid
polymer surfaces the internal secondary electron distribution
increases with lowering electron energy.

110,122

The nature

of the initiation process is not certain,however electron
attachment, excitation and ionisation are probable.

Consider-

ation of typical cross sections and the internal electron
.
. b u t 1on
. 131 g1ves
.
.
a 1 1. k e 1 y or d er1ng
o f th e occurrence o f
d 1str1
such :erocesses as: attachment >> excitation > ionisation although
such an ordering is necessarily speculative.

Electron attach-

ment negative ion states of hexafluorobenzene for electron
energies 0 to 3eV have been studied in detail by Christophorou
and coworkers

144

with states observed corresponding to the

attached electron occupying

one

the three antibonding

~f

rr molecular orbitals of hexafluorobenzene.

Lifetimes of such

9

states are estimated to be between l0- s and l0- 6 s.
study of y radiolysis of hexafluorobenzene
the presence of anionic

c 6 F 6 -.

275

An E.s.r.

has also indicated

·The fate of such negative ions

may be detachment of fluoride ions leaving a pentafluorophenyl
radical or electron loss leaving the molecule in an excited state.
Electron impact excitation studies of the fluorobenzenes
have been carried out by Kuppermann

299

and coworkers where

various states with energies between 4-8eV have been found.

230

Such excited states 1 formed either by decay of an electron
attached species or by direct electron excitation possess
enough energy to undergo rearrangement reactions via structural
isomers such as fulvenes

1

Dewar benzenes 1 benzvalenes

and

prismanes.
Polymerisation of benzene via fulvenes and hexadienynes
is thought to occur under u.v. irradiation and such a route in
the present case would

yieldl~F

2 group per 6 carbon atoms

which is close to that derived from the

c1 s

envelope.

Involve-

ment of these two species would also account for the retention
of n+n* shake-up peaks observed in the electron beam polymers.
After the initial polymerisation process the polymer is susceptible to radiation damage evidenced by the decrease in
fluorine content of the films for greater bombardment times.
Eventually a carbonaceous network would be given more akin
to the films formed in early studies outlined in the introduction to this chapter where doses used tended to be of the
order of rnA rather than

~A.
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CHAPTER SIX
AN MNDO SCF MO INVESTIGATION OF SOME
STRUCTURAL ISOMERS OF THE PERFLUORO DIAZINES
(PYRIMIDINE, PYRAZINE AND PYRIDAZINE)
OF RELEVANCE TO THEIR PLASMA POLYMERIZATION

232

6.1

Introduction
The formation of thin films by electron beam bombardment

of the fluorobenzenes reported in Chapter Five gave polymers
whose structural features as determined by ESCA resemble those
'
.
. 217-221
of films produced by the plasma polymer1sat1on
of these
compounds.

In addition the argon ion beam bornbardrnent

203

of

ccndensed perfluorobenzene has also been shown to give structurally similar polymers.

All three processes are copious sources

of low energy electrons whose role is probably initiatiqn of the
polymerisation process by either electron attachment, excitation
or ionisation of the

1

monomer 1

•

Therefore structural features

in ion beam-,electron beam- or plasma-polymers are closely related for a given

1

monomer 1 system.

The acquisition of structural data for electron beam(a~~

-~-

~c~~

> p~oc~~~~ ~uiymers

is nowever in its initial

stages and at present variation of formation parameters involves
time consuming experiments.

The investigation of structural

features and rates of formation of plasma polymers by means of
ESCA involves relatively quick experiments in comparison.---

.:rt~------

is also over seven years since a programme was instigated in
Durham with the specific task of amassing such data for a
variety of systems.

Thus in a series of papers 215 - 224 the

investigation of the major structural features and rates of
formation of plasma polymers produced from the excitation of
215 216
'
low power "cool" plasmas in a range of alkenes,
. 222
h eterocyc 1 1c,

217-221

aromat1c~u

.
. 226 , monomers ,
1 1c
heteroaromat ~~c223,224 an d a 1 1cyc

has been reported.

In the particular case of the benzenes for

the more highly fluorinated members the overall C:F stoichiometry of the plasma polymers has been found to be essentially

_
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the same as for the starting monomers.
tetrafluorobenzenes

219

For the isomeric

the component structural features

elaborated by means of ESCA provide evidence of substantial
rearrangementu howeveru the gross structure and the rates of
deposition are essentially the same for all 3 isomers and this
has been taken as evidence of their interconversion during the
plasma process.

The contrast with fluorinated alkenes where

the structure but not the composition depends strikingly on
the substitution pattern, as does the rate of deposition is
interesting since in the alkene

series elimination seems to

be a dominant route compared with rearrangement.
computations

219

MNDO SCF

on valence isomers of the tetrafluorobenzenes

indicates facile routes for ring scrambling dominantly via
the prismane and benzvalene manifolds whilst elimination leading
to benzyne type intermediates is energetically much more expensive.

Evidence in the literature on plasma processing of

substituted benzenes has provided prima facie evidence for ring
scrambling

227

since it is possible to recover positional isomers

from the material passing through the reactor under the appropriate conditions.

The nature of the rearranged plasma polymer

has suggested the importance of reactions at the substrateplasma interface arising from the fulvene

227

ring structure

and indeed the SCF MO computations show that in the neutral,
cation and excited state manifolds the fulvene structure is the
closest in energy to the parent benzenoid system.
The well known influence on the chemistry of fluprinated
228
.
systems consequent upon sub s t 1•t u t"10n o f r1ng
car b on f or n1"t rogen
extends also to the plasma polymers which may be made from
nitrogen heterocycle analogues of the fluorobenzenes.

It has

234

recently been shown

225

that the rates of plasma polymer

formation are distinctively different for the isomeric perfluorodiazines suggesting that equilibration and ring scrarnbling is of less importance for this series than for the homocyclic analogues.

It is also known experimentally that intro-

duction of ring nitrogens strongly influences the relative
energies of the various valence tautomers of the heterocyclic
systems.

229-231

Thus relatively stable benzvalene, prismane

and Dewar benzene analogues are known in the perfluoroalkylated
diazine systems.
In this chapter some aspects of the relative energetics
of the neutral and cationic species of the isomeric perfluorodiazines are considered.

For comparison purposes consideration

has been given to acyclic as well as heterocyclic structures;
the emphasis being on the potential explanation of differences
~.-...L.L

-,
- ._,l;"..L..'-A.OHLQ

respect to the corresponding benzenes,

but which may be equally well applied to the electron beam
polymerisation of both sets of compounds.

6.2

Computational Details
Geometry optimisations of the ground states of all the

species in Figure 6.1 have been performed using the MNDO methoJ
2 33
.
t 1ng
.
th e DFP op t 1m1sa
. '
t 1on
.
·
1ncorpora
rou t 1ne.

32

Initial geom-

etries were estimated from standard bond lengths and angles

212

where possible.
Single SCF calculations using the optimised ground state
geometries were carried out for the cation, first excited singlet
and first excited triplet states for one of each of the isomers
containing nitrogens at 1 1 3 positions.
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Heats of formation of the perfluorodiazines, some
of their structural isomers ar.d related compounds
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The calculations were carried out on a CDC7600 at UMRCC.
Typically the C.P.U.

t~~

was about 300 seconds.

for a complete geometry optimisation
Full details of the optimised geomet-

ries are not essential to the discussion presented but salient
features will be pointed out.

6.3

Results and Discussion
6.3.1

Ground States
It is convenient in discussing the data to consider

briefly the overall energetics (and where appropriate comments
on the geometries) for each of the aza substituted isomers of a
given structural type.
(i)

Parent perfluoro heteroaromatics
Although there have been a number of theoretical

studies at a variety of levels of sophistication of the parent
.
.
. . d.1ne an d pyr1. d az1ne
.
2 3 2 1 300 t h ere
r1ng
sys t ems o f pyraz1ne,
pyr1m1

have been no previous studies of the relative energies for the
geometry optimised perfluorinated derivatives.

For the hydro
'V

series the relative heats of formation fall in the order 1,4 rv

1,3 > 1,2 diazine, the pyrimidine (1,3) and pyrazine (1,4) being
29,6
the more stable by rv20 kcal/mole. ·
The data displayed in
Figure 6.1 indicate a relative stabilizing effect of fluorine
substitution (with respect to the pyrimidine) for the pyridazine
and a relative destabilizing effect for the pyrazine, the predieted stability order therefore being pyrimidine > pyrazine >
pyridazine.
As expected the optimised geometries give planar
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systems in all three cases; the computed bond lengths in each
case closely following those that might have been anticipated
on the basis of tables of standard bond lengths.
(ii)

212

Diazafulvenes
For fluorinated benzenes the valence isomer closest

in energy terms to the planar aromatic system is that appropriate
to the fulvene structure.

219

In the particular case of the

tetrafluorofulvenes MNDO SCF MO computations indicate that the
.
.
h ave c 1 ose 1 y s1m1
. . 1 ar energ1es.
.
219
var1ous
poss1. bl e 1somers
In this respect the introduction of nitrogens into the system
provides a striking contrast.

In this study we have investig-

ated 6 of the possible diazafulvenes and the results are displayed in Figure 6.1.

It is clear from this that structures

involving N-F bonds are thermodynamically unstable with respect
to isomers having nitrogen as part of the five membered ring
system; the energetic preference typically being

~40-50

kcal/mole.

For structures involving ring nitrogen there is again a small
energetic preference for the 1,3 disposition.
The optimised structures. were planar with C-C and
C=C bond lengths where appropriate of ~1.49R and 1.37R indicating a degree of conjugation in these isomers.
(iii)

Diazadienynes
A previous investigation of isomers of the tetra-

fluorobenzenes219 indicated that fluorodienynes were at higher
energy than the fulvene valence isomers but lower in energy than
the Dewar benzene, prismane and benzvalene isomers.

The data

in Figure 6.1 reveal that the energies of the diazadienynes are
strongly dependent on the position of nitrogen substitution with
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particular preference being for structures encompassing -c=N.
By contrast the structure involving N-F bonds is destabilized
whilst structures involving N-N bonds also tend to be relatively
unfavourablP..

The net effect is that for the isomers involving

the thermodynamically favourable -c=N group the energies are
comparable with those for the most favourable fulvene structures.
The most interesting feature arising from the optimisation of these isomers is the non-planarity of 3 of the 7
structures considered.

The relevant twist angle, abed (180°

in the planar isomers) was found to be ~147° when b and f are
nitrogen, and ~40° when either b and d or d and f are nitrogen.

I

f=e-d

I

a

c-b

Heats of formation calculated for five values of this twist
angle indicate that there is a balance of two main

f~r~nr~-

The loss of conjugation energy caused by deviation from planarity, is balanced by a decrease in repulsive interaction of nonbonded atoms, predominantly fluorine-fluorine and nitrogenfluorine.

A plot of these interactions and the variation of

heat of formation with twist angle is shown for one of the isomers in Figure 6.2.

In this case a twise angle of 180° is

clearly unfavourable since the F-F interatomic distance is only
2.58R, significantly lower than twice the crystallographically
determined Vander Waal's radius for F

2

(1.5- 1.6R).

However,

the potentially favourable conformation, in terms of F-F interactions and conjugative stabilisation, with zero twist angle,
involves an N-F distance of 2.78R, again, lower than would be
expected from Vander Waal 0 s radii.

Thus the twist angle of
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40° in the fully optimised geometry can be rationalised; since
the N-F interatomic distance is

3.o2Rr

the F-F distance is still

favourable, and the conjugation energy is not significantly decreased.
(iv)

Diaza Dewar benzenes
In the tetrafluorobenzene series the valence isomers

next in energy after the hexadienynes are the Dewar benzenes.
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As might have been anticipated whilst the various positional
isomers for the tetrafluoro derivative span a very small energy
range; the introduction of the nitrogen substituents has a sub-
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stantial influence on the overall pattern.

~=N

Structures involving

tend to be energetically favourable with respect to those

which involve nitrogen in a bridgehead position.

It is inter-

esting to note that there is aaain a preference for structures
involving nitrogen in a lr3 disposition with respect to those
involving a lr2 arrangement, howeverr the preferenceis small.
For the most favourable cases the total span in energy for 1,2r
lr3 and lr4 substitution patterns is only 6 kcal/mole which is
substantially less than for the heteroaromatic ring systems
themselves.
The optimised structures for the Dewar benzenes have
an average carbon-carbon bridgehead bond length of ~1.64R which
seems large until compared with the experimentally determined
value of 1.63R for the hexamethyl Dewar benzene.
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The di-

hedral angle in these systems is also close to the experimental
0

value of 117.7 .
(v)

301

Diazabenzvalenes
Seven positional isomers have been studied and their

heats of

forma~ion

are shown in Figure 6.1.

A straightforward

correlation between the positions of nitrogen substitution and
the heats of formation is not apparent, though there appears to
be preference for nitrogen at the bridgehead position joining
the two cyclopropyl ringsr the bond angles of about 60° at this
strained position being less unfavourable to nitrogen where lonepair-bond pair repulsions are involvedr rather than the bond pairbond pair repulsions of a C-F unit.
The range spanned by these nitrogen substituted isomers is again greater than the tetrafluorobenzvalene analogues.
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In all the isomers the C-C or C-N bond common to the
two cyclopropyl rings is shorter than the others involved in
the bicyclobutyl ring system overall.

This was also found for

the tetrafluorobenzvalenes, but of course contrasts with the
result for bicyclobutane itself.

The dihedral angle of the

bicyclobutyl ring was found to increase with increasing nitrogen
substitution of that ring, which reflects the increasing bond
lengths along the series N=N, C=N 1 C=C, involved in the "pendant
group".
(vi)

Diazaprismanes
The 1,3 substituted isomer is again energetically

preferred by

~9

kcal/mole.

This again emphasises the fact that

a ring nitrogen substitutent gives rise to a greater spread in
energies for a given structural isomer than fluorine substitution.
The optimised structures for the prismanes
a hiqhly

sr~~~~c~

ipn;~~~c

system with all interatomic distances corres-

ponding to regular single bonds.

(vii)

Summary
Although there is a spread in the heats of formation

for each isomer, the general trend of parent < Dewar benzene <
benzvalene < prismane is the same as that observed experimentally
for the hexamethyl

302

and perfluoromethyl

303

.
homocycl1c analogues,

and observed in various theoretical treatments of the parent
.
304,3100 (d)
b enzene 1somers.

Th.1s or d er1ng
·
was a 1 so f oun d f or

the MNDO study of the tetrafluorobenzenes

219

in which the differ-

ence between the most and least stable isomers was
compared to

~125

~100

kcal/mole in the present investigation.

kcal/rnole
Re-

lative to the parent aromatic systems the diaza Dewar benzenes

242

and

benzvalenes are destabilised by

~10

kcal/mole compared

to the tetrafluorobenzene series 1 whilst for the prismanes the
destabilisation is

~20

kcal/mole.

However 1 the heats of form-

ation of the diazafulvene isomers show a slight stabilisation
compared to the tetrafluorofulvenes.

The greatest difference

between the results of Figure 6.1 and the tetrafluorobenzenes
is the large range of energies spanned by the diazahexadienynes 1
the origin of which was discussed in section (iii).

6.3.2
(i)

Excited States
Cations
First ionisation potentials calculated by Koopmansv

Theorem 1

25

hence corresponding to a 'frozenv final state 1 for

the heteroaromatic systems tend to be over estimated by about

0.4 ~v rn~~~~2d ~o experimentally determined UPS values.

305

Heats of formation have been calculated for the 1 1 3 isomers in
the cation manifold using ground state optimised geometries
which for the perfluoro-pyrimidine gives a 6SCF relaxation energy
of 0.3 eV.

The data displayed in Figure 6.3 show that although

the ordering is the same as for the neutral species, the energy
separation between the isomers is different.

In particular 1

the fulvene is stabilised with respect to the heteroaromatic
system compared to the ground state manifold.
is consistent

~ith

This observation

UPS data for homocyclic benzene and fulvene

where the ionisation potential of fulvene is

~0.7

306

eV lower than

benzene 1 indicating an increased stability of fulvene in the
cation manifold.
Of the other isomers whilst the prismane 1 Dewar benzene
and benzvalene are destabilised by about 25 kcal/mole by cation
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Heats of formation of the cations of the perfluoro
1, 3-diazabenzenes and some ·of the· tetrafluorobenzene
structural isomers

formation, the hexadienyne, significantly 1 is stabilised by
18 kcal/mole, with respect to the parent.

It is interesting

to compare these results with those for the tetrafluorobenzene
analogues (Figure 6.3) where the cation heats of formation calculated by Koopmans 0 Theorem show destabilisation of
for prismane and benzvalene cations,

~16

~25

kcal/mole

kcal/mole for the Dewar

isomer and no significant change for the hexadienyne, compared
with the parent.

The stabilisation for the fulvene system is

comparable with that noted above for the heterocyclic system.
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(ii)

Singlet and triplet states
First excited singlet and triplet state heats of

formation were calculated for the same 1,3 isomers as were
investigated in the cation manifold, and the results are shown
in Figure 6.4.

Singlet-triplet splittings of about 50 kcal/mole
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The heats of forrn:a·tion of the singlet and triplet
excited state·s of the perfluoro 1 ,3-di·azaben:zenes

and wave function analysis for the two singly occupied M0 1 S
indicate that the MNDO SCF procedure has locked onto a rr+rr*
configuration for the aromatic, fulvene,
valene isomers.

hexadien~ne

and benz-

In contrast for the prismane and Dewar benzene

the lower singlet-triplet splitting and cr-rr inseparability means
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that the nature of the excited state cannot be assigned in
a clear cut manner.

The singlet and triplet

TITI* states of

perfluoropyrimidine are calculated to be 4.45 and 2.07 eV
above the ground state respectively.
served band maximum for the

n~n*

The experimentally ob-

transition involving singlet

. at 2 41 nm 307 correspon d 1ng
.
t o an energy separa t 10n
.
s t a t es 1s
of 5.14 eV, in tolerable agreement with that calculated theoretically.
The calculation on perhydropyrimidine again gives
the first excited singlet as
be

1

nn*.

308

1

nn* whereas it is well known to

Similarly MNDO predicts the first triplet to be

some 2.7 eV above the ground state, whereas the first
triplet is known to be

3

nn* at 3.6 ev, 309 with the 3TITI* being

some 0.1- 0.2 eV higher still.
The

310

benzvalene is found to be slightly destabilised

with respect to the heteroaromatic (·v8 .k.caJ../wu::i..c:/
and triplet manifolds.

::..~

!:;:;t.!':. =i:ngl

pt:_

The hexadienyne is similarly destabil-

ised in the triplet state, but in the singlet its relative energy
is the same as that in the ground state.

Thus these two iso-

mers are useful markers by which to identify the relative changes
in energy of the others.

The major difference between the ground

and excited state manifolds is the stabilisation (by 15-20 kcal/
mole) of the fulvene isomer with respect to the heteroaromatic,
in both the singlet and triplet states, bringing it to within
2 kcal/mole in the latter case, i.e. certainly within the error
limits of MNDo.

232

The Dewar benzene on the other hand, whilst

having the same relative energy in the ground and singlet states,
is considerably destabilised in the triplet state (tv35 kcal/mol.e) ,
so that its energy becomes comparable with that of benzvalene.
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The prismane is destabilised in both excited states, but the
effect is much greater in the triplet
the singlet

(~14

(~49

kcal/mole) than in

kcal/mole).

Thus the overall pattern in the excited states is
a destabilisation of the prismane and a stabilisation of the
fulvene structures 1 whilst the other isomers are relatively
unchanged.
6.3.3

Application to Plasma Polyrnerisation of these Compounds
The object of these calculations is to attempt to

rationalise experimental data obtained on the structure and composition of plasma polymers obtained from the isomeric perfluorodiazines in comparison with the isomeric tetrafluorobenzenes.
It is important to consider that the electron energy
., 1 1

distribution in a cool plasma is typically Maxwellian ___ w1tn
an average electron energy of

~2

eV and a tail extending beyond

the ionisation potential of these systems.

The electron flux

will interact with the monomer flux in three primary ways giving
rise to electron attachment, excitation and ionisation.

From

the typical distribution pattern of electron energies the typical
electron flux involved in each of these 3 processes is approximately in the ratio 60:40:0.4

219

respectively.

However, for

purposes of comparison we will consider only the ground state
manifold in our discussion of the relative energetics of the
perfluorodiaza- (Figure 6.1) and tetrafluorobenzene (Figure 6.5)
isomers relevant to the plasma polymerisation of these compounds.
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Figure 6.5

The heats of formation of some of the tetrafluorobenzene structural isomers 219
Interconversion of parent isomers
Table 6 .1 details the energetics of the most favourable routes

of interconversion between the parent isomers; 1 ~hown schematically in Fig. 6. 6.
The value of

~Heb

is simply the difference between the calcul-

ated heats of formation of the starting compound and the least
stable isomer involved in the conversion.

Similarly

~HR

is

the energy separation of the initial and final isomers thusr a
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Energetically most favourable routes of
parent isomerisation
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TAB~E

6.1

Energetics of Parent Isomerisation (kcal/mole)

TETRAFLUOROBENZENES

via

Dewar

+ 64.5

0

via

Dewar and prismane

+ 98.5

0

via

Benzvalene

+ 84.5

0

DIAZABENZENES
lr2

-

1;3

1,2 - 1,4

1,3

-

llHR

llHeb

lg4

llHeb

llHR

via Dewar and prismane

+103

-14

via Benzvalene

+ 89

-14

via Dewar

+ 51

-10

via Benzvalene

+ 89

-10

via Dewar and prismane

+117

+ 4

via Benzvalene

+ 91

+ 4

value of llHPb for the reverse process is formed from llHeb
(forward) - llHR.

Comparison with the

tetrat.Luoro:U~:::.uz.s.-J..:

.::!..:::!:::=.

is facilitated by taking an average of the llHeb values for the
forward and reverse processes of the diaza series.

This indic-

ates that the interconversion of the parent isomers via the
prismane (which also involves Dewar benzene intermediates) is
approximately 14 kcal/mole less favourable for the diazacompounds, compared with the corresponding tetrafluorobenzene
positional isomerisation.

Similarly, interconversion involving

just benzvalenes is of the order of 10 kcal/mole less favourable.
The 1,2 - 1 8 4 diaza transformation 0 the only one to involve Dewar
benzenes alone, is seen to be more facile

(~10

kcal/mole) than

the equivalent process in the homocyclic series 8 a result which
is not surprising when one considers the large body of literature

250

concerning the mechanism of this process for the diazabenzene
case.

228

Thus in general formation of isomers which would be

expected to be involved in ring scrambling is energetically
more favourable in the case of the tetrafluorobenzene series.
Howeverp isomers which are not involved in ring scrambling processesu viz.the fulvenes and hexadienynesp are predicted to be
formed more easily in the diaza- series as can be seen from the
6HR values in Table 6.2, the formation of the diazahexadienyne
isomers being more favourable by an average of

TABLE 6.2

lp4

(ii)

6HR

to fulvene

+21

to hexadienyne

+53

DIAZABENZENES

lu3

kcal/mole.

Energetics of Polymer-Precursor Formation (kcal/mole)

TETRAFLUOROBENZENES

1,2

~20

6HR

to fulvene

+15

to hexadienyne

+39

to fulvene

+17

to hexadienyne

+37

to fulvene

+16

to hexadienyne

+24

Polymerisation
Plasma polymerisation has previously been considered

to involve cycloaddition of parent and valence isomer systems.
Using this idea our data suggest cycloaddition of the parent
isomer with the fulvenes and hexadienynes is comparatively

219
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favourable energetically for the diaza compounds.

This is

consistent with the experimental observation of substantially
higher levels of CF

2

groups present in the perfluorodiaza-

benzene plasma polymers than even plasma polymerised perfluorobenzene polymersr since this group only arises from the participation of fulvene and hexadienyne in the cycloaddition reactions.

The proximity of the 6Heb values (about 20 kcal/mole)

of the hexadienyne and Dewar benzene/benzvalene isomers in the
tetrafluorobenzenes contrasts with the larger separation (about
50 kcal/mole) in the diaza analogues.

This supports the experi-

mental evidence concerning the rates of plasma polymerisation
since it shows the relative unimportance of interconversion of
the diaza-parent isomers in comparison with hexadienyne formation.

For the homoaromatics on the other hand the energetics

of interconversion are favourabler thus giving rise to similar
rates of deposition and structures.
Consideration of the
trend.

cat~on

Iuo..:t:.i..Zc:::.;:!

;i.•!<:>~

21.

similar

Fulvene formation especially is greatly eased in both

homoaromatic and heteroaromatic systemsu but particularly so
in the latter case where it is within
(iii)

~3

kcaljmole of the parent.

Elimination
It is of interest to consider the possibility of the

elimination of a small stable molecule from these compounds,
since plasma polymerisation of fluoroethylene was shown to be
accompanied by elimination of HF.

However, in the tetrafluoro-

benzene case, experiment showed that HF elimination was not
significantu a fact interpreted theoretically by the high energy
of the resulting benzyne.

219
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On this basis the equivalent elimination (of F )
2
has not been considered here.

Howeveru the possibility of

nitrogen elimination from the diaza series and analogous
elimination of acetylene from the tetrafluorobenzenes has been
investigated.
Elimination of N from a
2

c4F 4

c 4 N2 F 4

molecule yields a

fragment for which there are three structural isomers,

viz the tetrahedrane, the cyclobutadiene and the tetraenyne.
The most stable of these is the perfluorotetraenyne (see Figure
6 1)
0

0

It is readily apparent that pyridazine could eliminate

nitrogen without any other rearrangement with a heat of reaction
of 27 kcal/mole.

F

----'C>

,
"-c=
/

N + F-C::C
2

Conversely elimination of N2 from the 1,3 and 1,4 diazines
must occur via either a Dewar benzene, prismane or benzvalene
thus making N

2

loss as unfavourable as interconversion of the

parent systems.
Bulk and surface N/C ratios determined for the plasma
polymers of the diazines

313'

support the prediction of greatest

N loss from the 1,2 diazine.
2

By comparison the elimination

of a similar stable molecule from the tetrafluorobenzenes yields
heats of reactions of
~100

~98

kcal/mole for fluoroacetylene and

kcal/mole for acetylene.
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APPENDIX ONE
PLATES SHOWING THE ES300 SPECTROMETER
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APPENDIX TWO
RESEARCH COLLOQUIA f SEfi!INARS f LECTURES AND CONFERENCES
The Board of Studies in Chemistry requires that each
postgraduate research thesis contains an appendix listing
all research colloguiau seminars and lectures by external
speakers held in the department as well as all conferences
attended by the authoru during the period of research.
Lectures held October 1980 - July 1983
Dr. D. r-1ass (Salford Univ.) - 1 Reactions a Go-Go 1 u 16 Oct. 1980.
Prof. T.M. Sugden (Cambridge Univ.) - 1 Chemistry in Flames 1 u
23 Oct. 1980.
Prof. N. Grassie (Glasgow Univ.) - 1 Inflammability Hazards in
Commercial Polymers 1 8 30 Oct. 1980.
Prof. A.G. Sykes (Newcastle Univ.) - 1 Metallo-proteins: An
Inorganic Chemist 1 s Approach 1 , 6 Nov. 1980.
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